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Two peninsulae project reciprocal images across Bering Strait, forming two symmetrical portals of Beringia. On the west, Chukotka issues from northeast Asia; on the east, Seward Peninsula, a mountainous appendage of the Brooks Range, divides Kotzebue from Norton Sound. The sheer narrowness of the strait that disconnects the two peninsulae, the two continents, Eurasia and North America, the Old World and the New World, keeps them barely 90 km apart, with the two rocky Diomede Islands splitting that short stretch of water further in the middle. On a clear day, the Siberian and North American mainland shores, as well as the rocky Diomede, King, and Fairway islands in between can be easily seen from both East and West. Yet traveling by boat or, these days, by plane one can easily visualize the Bering Strait “narrors” as one big insular lake—which was probably very close to the feeling shared by its residents on both sides over centuries and generations. In fact, the whole area adjacent to the Bering Straits “narrors”—from Nome, St. Lawrence Island, and Ungaziq (Cape Chaplin) to the south and up to Kotzebue or even Point Hope (Tikigaq) and Cape Serdtse-Kamen to the north—may be seen as one large “insular” basin at the junction of Northeast Asia and North America.1

Despite the proximity, the visibility, and the age-old connections among the people of the Bering Strait “basin,” the political exigencies of the 20th century led to nearly fifty years of complete cultural separation. That separation, introduced as one of the byproducts of the Cold War (1946-1990), had ripped Native communities and families asunder (Schweitzer 1997; Schweitzer and Golovko 1996) and led scientists on both sides of the divide to work in isolation on common problems. The Bering Strait region lies at the terminus of two large imperial endeavors, the Russian and the American, being far removed from the power centers of either. In a similar way, the Bering Strait was/is also far removed from the main arenas of both the Old and the New World history. That marginal position relative to the central issues in the studies of the Old and New World archaeology and cultural history (like the origins of ancient states, plant and animal domestication, creation of the “world system,” trans-oceanic contacts, etc.) created and nurtured a peculiar community of the Bering Strait science enthusiasts. Since the time of Diamond Jenness (1928), Henry Collins (1937), Sergei Rudenko (1947/1961), Helge Larsen and Froelich Rainey (1948), this community was captivated in seeking

1 Linda Ellanna (1983) was the first to use the term “insular” while referring to the residents of the Bering Strait (though to the southern portion of this area only).
the "other side" and "across the strait," in its search for keys to and explanations of locally studied phenomena. Also, from its very beginning, Bering Strait scholarship was keen on combining the methods and approaches of archaeology, ethnology, linguistics, museum research, and art history. The frequently phrased axiom is that the Bering Strait region functioned as a "Crossroads of Continents," especially during the later periods of its prehistory (Fitzhugh and Crowell 1988). However, in large measure, Bering Strait always remained in its cultural milieu at the tail of Asia.

The progress of archaeology within the Bering Strait region resembles a hare and tortoise parable: Western archaeologists arrived early and set forth several impressive data sets and reports. For the first generation of research and researchers (from the 1920s to the 1950s), the postulates and observations of Collins, Larsen and Rainey, as well as of Diamond Jenness, Otto Geist, Louis Giddings, and others dominated discourse. Even the first archaeological and ethnological museum collections from Chukotka were obtained by non-Russians: Adolf Nordenskiöld and Knud Rasmussen (in 1878 and 1924, respectively); or by the Russians who worked under western scientific ventures (Waldemar Bogoras on the Jesup North Pacific Expedition in 1901).

Not until after World War II, starting with Sergei Rudenko in 1945, and particularly during the middle and late 1950s, did Russian archaeologists establish their own impressive tradition of excavations, prehistoric cultural analysis, and monumental museum collections, through the efforts of Maxim Levin, Nikolai Dikov, Dorian Sergeev and Sergei Arutyunov. Because the stage of the Bering Strait history was already set in approximate terms with regard to dates, chronologies, and cultural sequences established by Western archaeologists, the Russians attempted to transform the field into a "two-way" or, at least, a "two-track" venture. By the 1960s, and particularly since the 1970s, it fell upon Western archaeologists to follow the work of their Russian colleagues, to start learning Russian, or at least to arrange for translation of the major Russian publications. The trend continues to this day, thanks in many ways to the impressive Russian archaeology translation program run by the Shared Beringian Heritage Program in the Alaska office of the National Park Service, and to the prodigious efforts of people like Peter Richter, Richard Bland, Don Dumond, Robert Ackerman, Roger Powers, Allen McCartney, William Fitzhugh, Daniel Odess, Ted Goebel, and some of their predecessors, like Chester Chard, Henry Michael, David Hopkins, and Hans-Georg Bandi, to popularize the work of Russian archaeologists among their Western colleagues.

The present issue of the ALASKA JOURNAL OF ANTHROPOLOGY (AJA), that we named "The Bering Strait Universe: Cultures, Languages, and History," continues this cross-cultural tradition in many ways. Firstly, we gather papers in archaeology, prehistoric art, linguistics, and ethno-cultural studies, reflecting a wide spectrum of views. Secondly, all of its contributors are either bilingual (at least, partly) or have worked with data and materials from both Alaska and Siberia, or even have conducted their research on both sides of Bering Strait. Thirdly, this special issue is dedicated to the contribution to the Bering Strait studies by our distinguished colleague, Dr. Mikhail (Misha) Bronshtein from the State Museum of Oriental Arts (SMOA) in Moscow, Russia (Gosudarstvennyi Muzei iskusstva narodov Vostoka – GMINV, literally, Museum of Arts of the Oriental Peoples) (Fig. 1). In his scholarship, Bronshtein exemplifies

**Fig. 1: Mikhail Bronshtein at Ekven. Kirill Dneprovsky, photographer, 1991.**

the best of the integrative tradition of the Bering Strait studies by combining archaeology, prehistoric and modern art, museum and collection analyses, as well as outreach to

---

1. The Russian name of the Museum, which literally means Museum of Arts of the Oriental Peoples, is somewhat misleading to an American reader, as it holds collections from China and Japan, but also from India, Central Asia, the Near East, and even Siberia. We use the more common museum's name, State Museum of Oriental Art (SMOA), throughout this collection.
the local Native communities. Misha also serves as a "one-man personal bridge" among the many contributors to this volume and among dozens of his colleagues and friends in Russia and in the West.

The three co-authors of this Introduction have been long fascinated by the various aspects of Bering Strait cultural history; still, we share different stories of our personal knowledge of, and our relationship with Misha Bronshtein and his scholarship. Krupnik first met Bronshtein at the Moscow Institute of Ethnography in the early 1980s, at the very beginning of Misha's career in the study of Bering Strait ancient art and prehistory. The relationship, always friendly, was a venue for mutual intellectual and professional enrichment that stemmed from the common ties to, and shared mentoring by, the previous generation of Russian Bering Strait specialists, such as Sergei Arutyunov, Valery Alexeev (Alekscev), Dorian Sorgcev, Vladilen Leontiev, Nikolai Dikov, Igor Lavrov, Tamara Mitianskaia, and others. Csonka was first put in touch with Bronshtein by mail via their respective mentors and old friends, Sergei Arutyunov and Hans-Georg Bandi. The relationship started in 1992, soon expanded into a second-generation friendship and partnership that was greatly strengthened by several years of joint fieldwork and excavations at the Elkven site in Chukotka, on the Russian side of Bering Strait. Csonka became a field partner and a close friend to Bronshtein in the early 1990s, mainly in a series of joint international expeditions led by Misha and later by Kirill Dneprovsky. Finally, Mason first met Misha in Alaska in 2002 only, at a conference of the Alaska Anthropological Association. Still, despite the lack of prior communication and a language barrier, Misha's voice emerged as uncannily familiar. The area near Cape Dezhnev, where Bronshtein did most of his field archaeology during the late 1980s and 1990s, served as a maestrom, a veritable magnet that pulled just about everyone along the shores of Bering Strait toward it. According to Mason and Gerlach (1995), Cape Dezhnev was the pivot of the western Arctic and the keystone to deciphering many issues in Alaskan prehistory that was geographically attached to Northeast Asia. Thus, our personal histories, very much like those of other contributors to this issue, reflect the multi-faceted impact of Bronshtein's scholarship and his broad personal connections.

Since the mid-1980s, working mostly from intuition in his painstaking study of the prehistoric ivory ornamentation styles from Chukotka in various Russian museums (see Arutyunov, this issue), Bronshtein developed his trademark vision of the ancient Bering Strait as that of a dynamic system of interacting politics, communicating within a common idiom of art and cosmology. Bronshtein's first seminal Russian paper of 1986 (translated and edited for the first time in this issue) introduced a model of the Bering Strait cultural "universe" of the 1st millennium AD uncannily reminiscent of that independently realized by Gerlach and Mason (1992) and Mason (1998), who used a very different approach and relied mostly on Alaskan archaeological records. To Gerlach and Mason (1992) and their readers, discovering Bronshtein was a déjà vu of a parallel universe. Nonetheless, Bronshtein's approach dwells on the commonalities of Bering Strait prehistory from stylistic observations and only rarely considers chronological evidence of synchronicity. While emphasizing common motifs and ignoring chronology, it is possible to posit, as Bronshtein (1986) does, that close links (even personal ties) existed between the people that produced the Okvik culture on St. Lawrence Island and Northeastern Chukotka, the Kurigataivik culture known from near Cape Prince of Wales, and the Old Bering Sea (OBS), Birnirk and Punuk former inhabitants of Elkven. Unfortunately, when 14C ages were obtained the chronological garments do not always fit so tightly: Okvik on the Hillside site near Gambell were subsequently dated between AD 200 and 500 (Dumont 1998) while the Kurigataivik culture, clearly a Thule variant (cf. Yamaura 1984) is possibly no younger than AD 900 (Harriott 2004), whereas the Birnirk and Punuk remains in the Elkven settlement are so far dated to the interval AD 600-1600, with a transitional period during which these remains sometimes appear side by side (for details see Moulin and Csonka 2002). Of course, considering the gaps in the record from Wales, it remains thoroughly possible that an Okvik presence is yet to be discovered around Wales, through further excavations or even from objects retrieved by local diggers from the ancient mounds.

Since his earliest publications, Bronshtein has espoused the broad cross-cultural view of 1st millennium prehistory of the Bering Strait region termed the "contemporaneity model" by Gerlach and Mason (1992). This construct stands in clear opposition to the classic "descent" or pseudo Biblical or genealogical model, i.e. the Okvik culture begat OBS, which begat Birnirk, which begat Thule, etc. One reason that Okv i k served Rainey and Collins (and many a scholar after them) as a foil for the Bering Strait Ur-culture is its comparative rarity—known only from a few localities on St. Lawrence Island and near Cape Dezhnev. Nevertheless, later advances.

The transliteration of the Russian names is always a challenge to the editors, since many Western publications have various versions of name spelling for the same person. We use "Sergei Arutyunov" (rather than "Arutinov" in the Library of Congress system) as the most commonly used English transliteration, and also "Mikhail Bronshtein" rather than Anglicized "Michael Bronstein" throughout this issue.

One of us (KB) clearly remembers Bronshtein's excitement in the mid-1980s when the plates with object photographs and drawings from Yamaura's Kurigataivik article became first available in Russia. By that time, the distance "across the Bering Strait" (at least, in the scholarly studies) was not a barrier anymore.
in the radiocarbon dating of both Chukotkan and St. Lawrence Island ancient cemeteries have provided considerable confirmation for contemporaneity and synchronicity among local cultures (cf. Dumond 1998). Tracing descent remains a daunting task complicated by an over reliance on objects curated within mortuary contexts. The ambiguous context and remaining scarcity of 14C dates still hinders archaeological progress (cf. Blumer 2002; Mason 1998, 2006)—the issue that Bronshtein’s approach so graciously leaves behind.

The legacy of Bronshtein’s collaboration with European researchers in the 1990s is the considerable progress in dating Ekven, especially along the erosion front. Nearly 50 14C ages, most run by AMS method, that also measure Δ13C values, establish the occupation sequence along the Ekven erosional front, with remarkable care to stratigraphic context (Moulin and Csonka 2002). The history of the nearby cemetery at Ekven remains problematical (cf. Dinesman et al. 1999), due to the dating of human bone without attention to the effects of a diet of walrus and other marine mammals with an old carbon signature. Finally, Russian archaeologists have begun to appreciate the need to account for old carbon effects (Khassanov and Savinetski 2006, expanding geographically on the work published by Dumond and Griffin 2002), but considerable additional dating will be required to definitively understand the history of the Ekven cemetery.

In his 1986 paper, Bronshtein also addressed the issue of the “old” Alaskan-Siberian artistic and cultural connections based upon resemblances between Ipiutak and Old Bering Sea (OBS) ornamentation that were also long ago noted by Larsen and Rainey (1948). Bronshtein ascribes a certain Siberian contribution to Ipiutak and argues for a discrete Ipiutak presence in Chukotka, although it seems more likely that the adoption or use of Ipiutak designs in ancient Siberian communities around Cape Dezhnev were due more to social contacts across the Bering Strait and not very likely to descent. Still, there are no Ipiutak houses or settlements known in Siberia, only several dozen objects recovered from graves—prized, apparently curated objects, offered to the dead. The assumption is that the objects were either crafted by Ipiutak artisans or by individuals familiar with their work. However, a genetic component cannot be ruled out, considering that several Ipiutak practices in Alaska suggest possible Yup’ik origins (the qargi, the use of labrets). While nearly all archaeologists would fantasize that Ekven and Uelen were the sieve for the transmission of Scytho-Siberian ideas to Alaska, evidence remains only circumstantial, at best.

Bronshtein also reveals his belief in a core and periphery model in the Bering Strait prehistory similar to that developed later by Mason and Gerlach (1995). One intriguing subtext to his argument is possibly based on a sampling error: Birnirk and Dorset peoples develop at distant and opposite margins, in isolation from the center. We have yet to find any earlier sites with linkages between the two cultures. However, the idea that the cause of Birnirk and Dorset originality is due to isolation seems well-founded (cf. Bronshtein 1986, this issue).

Since his early publications of the 1980s, Bronshtein argued for the existence of cultural “overlaps” or amalgams “along a continuum” not accounted for by traditional categories, as first noted by Ackerman (1962:34). This position had little resonance until the mid-1960s, when two ancient cemetery sites near Cape Dezhnev, Uelen and Ekven (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1969, 1975), revealed a considerable array of motifs that cross-cut the pioneering cultural categories developed by Collins (1937) based upon midden excavations and household debris.

Today, most archaeologists would question whether grave goods are indeed the appropriate venue for distinguishing cultural practices and ethnicity. Even in situations with strong documentary evidence, like Anglo-Saxon Britain or Frankish Germany, grave goods rarely produce unequivocal ethnic attributions (Constantinescu et al. 1975, Heather 1998). One can easily imagine multifarious motivations for early grave offerings. Nonetheless, two of the largest ancient cemeteries from Alaska, that from Ipiutak and from Kugusuguruk, record “pure” cultures, not admixtures. Artifacts notwithstanding, however, a morphologically diverse population (as revealed by craniometric traits) produced the Birnirk material at the very defense site of Kugusuguruk (Hollinger et al. 2004).

These and other arguments advanced by Bronshtein in the mid-1980s were put to a rigorous testing when the State Museum of Oriental Art’s archaeological team returned to the Cape Dezhnev area in 1987 to restart the cemetery excavations at Ekven abandoned in 1974 (Arutyunov, this
Finally, Bronshtein had a chance to see and to excavate in situ the very same beautifully carved ancient ivories he had studied for months in the museum collections. His soul, mind, and energy were then fully consumed by several summer field seasons at the Ekven cemetery between 1987 and 2002 (Fig. 2). He was also there to bear the brunt of the colleagues were forced to cease grave excavations at Ekven for good, and the new, though short-lived era of international “expeditions” by the joint Russian-Canadian-Danish-German-Swiss team took shape. Müller-Beck (this issue) tells the story of Bronshtein’s personal role in the development of those international expeditions to Ekven in 1995-1998.

mounting pressure from the local officials during the early 1990s, as they became increasingly aggressive in their efforts to disrupt the work of an expedition from the Moscow-based museum, under the pretext of “illegal ivory exports” from Chukotka. Native people from the nearby communities also started to speak up about the uneasiness they felt, because of the archaeologists excavating old graves and the fear of the consequences this disturbance of the spirits might unleash. At the end of the 1995 season, Bronshtein and his Russian Bronshtein’s enthusiasm testified to his openness towards his foreign colleagues (Fig. 3)—whom any other archaeologist could have easily treated as potential competitors. He and his family also hosted many local friends from Chukotka when they had to come to Moscow. In the summertime, when the Bronshtein’s small Moscow apartment became too tiny for so many guests, their Spartan country-house or dacha was put to service as a make-shift hostel for his foreign colleagues on their way to the field. This history of truly unique part-

7 The partnership had been originally forged in 1992, after French archaeologist Patrick Plumet spent the summer season of 1991 excavating with the Russian team at Ekven. A joint French-Swiss-German “Committee for archaeological research in Chukotka” was established shortly after (see Bronshtein and Plumet 1995:6), and more western researchers from other countries soon joined the effort. The full-size international team descended at Ekven in 1995, when Russian archaeologists were having their last season at the cemetery. Having no previous experience in large-scale settlement excavation, the Russians reportedly suggested that the “international” team (Gulløv, McGhee, Blumer, Müller-Beck, and others) start excavating ancient subterranean houses at the Ekven settlement on their own (see Fig. 3). The Russians soon had to stop their work at the cemetery anyway, because of the local pressure; so, for the next three years joint excavations were conducted at the coastal dwelling site only. Also, the Swiss team worked independently on the erosion front, on test excavations, and on surveys in neighboring sites; and another Russian team from the Severtsov Institute of Ecology and Evolution worked separately in 1995 on animal bone sampling from the beach site and along a broad section of the nearby shore (Dinesman et al. 1999).
nership and deep personal friendship is but partly revealed in numerous publications that have been produced by the international team members over several years (see Blumer 1996, 1997; Blumer and Csonka 1998, Csonka, Moulin and Blumer 1999; Csonka 2003, 2006; Gull0v 2005).

The "secret" of Bronshtein's many successes in human relations certainly resides in his absolute honesty, respect for, and keen interest in others. Every field season, the excavation team had to spend several days in local towns and rural communities it went through on its way to and from Ekven (Anadyr, Lavrentiya, Pinakul, Uelen), and in each of them it was clear that Bronshtein has many deeply rooted connections and friendships. At a time when in Western countries "collaborative" research was being widely promoted by every professional group dealing with Arctic anthropology, one has to realize that Bronshtein had been practicing it all along, in his perfectly natural way. This has been his personal style of research ethics, ever since his early sojourn in the North in the 1970s, as a young schoolteacher in the polar town of Dikson on the Taimyr Peninsula—still deep in Soviet times.

While at the excavation camp, Bronshtein never lost an occasion to host friends from neighboring settlements and reindeer herders' camps and to give them a tour of Ekven. Transportation was extremely difficult to obtain, but the team once organized a visit from schoolchildren and their art teacher from the nearby Native town of Uelen. Of course, they were granted the most professional tour of the site and a lecture on the origins of ancient sea-mammal hunting cultures and on the treasures of ancient ivory carvings delivered by Bronshtein (Fig.4). Local young men, hunters and herd­ers, came on foot and helped with excavation for a few days, or fished for the team. Several times, parties of local people, stranded with their open skin-boats of the umiag type, that can only round precipitous Cape Dezhnev in sufficiently calm seas, filled the expedition's small cabin. Bronshtein took it upon himself to make sure that they were welcomed and well fed, and he always listened with great interest as they shared their knowledge and stories.

But Misha's interests are too wide-ranging to confine themselves to Ekven and to its ancient inhabitants. Every
season, he used to spend several days in Uelen, the closest Native town that took an arduous 25-km walk through wet tundra, rivers, dense fog, and occasional grizzly bears. He respects, understands, and deeply appreciates the residents of this mixed Chukchi-Yupik community. His particular interest in contemporary art from Uelen, a community rightly reputed for the artistic gifts of an inordinate number of its members, and also for its once powerful shamans, is exemplified in his publications on today's ivory carvers and engravers of Uelen (cf. Bronshtein et al. 1997, Bronshtein et al. 2002). Although sharing some common themes, the contemporary Uelen carving and the early Neoeskimo art forms from the Cape Dezhnev region differ considerably. Yet, Bronshtein is able to understand and appreciate each in its own terms.

This issue of _AJA_ was first discussed in Fairbanks at the 5th International Arctic Social Sciences Congress (ICASS-5) in 2004, when we received news from Moscow that Bronshtein was very sick and would probably be unable to continue his field research in the Bering Strait. Indeed, the 2002 season may be his last one in an archaeological camp. In the following years, the excavations at the Ekven site that he worked so hard to re-establish in 1987 (see Arutyunov, this issue) were put on hold and the site was abandoned by archaeologists for the second time in thirty years. Bronshtein's colleagues from the SMOA field team have moved to another site, Palpelghak on the arctic coast of Chukotka (cf. Dneprovsky, this issue). It became quite obvious that the time has come for another broad review of the Bering Strait cultural prehistory, museum and language studies—on top of several recent collections on Bering Strait archaeology produced as compendias of recent archaeological data and surveys (i.e., Dumond and Bland 2002, 2006). Very quickly the idea of a joint international collection of papers as a tribute to Bronshtein's scholarship emerged. We are grateful to the _AJA_ for providing a venue for such an international collection by colleagues and friends to Bronshtein from Russia, the US, Canada, Denmark, Germany, and Switzerland.

This issue also combines the voices and the views of several generations of Bering Strait cultural specialists and, more broadly, of students in Arctic cultures and history. It includes contributions by those who were instrumental in setting Bronshtein's personal career as of a Bering Strait field
archaeologist and art historian (Arutyunov, Bandi); by his field partners in Ekven excavations during the 1990s and early 2000s (Csonka, Dneprovsky, Gullöv, McGhee, Müller-Beck); by his peer archaeologists working in Alaska, Canada, and Greenland (Mason, Sutherland, Gullöv); by his colleagues in museum studies, linguistics, arts, and modern history of Chukotka—both in Russia and the US (Chlenov, Krauss, Krupnik and Mikhailova, Lee); and by his younger followers, to whom Bronshtein is a respected mentor (Sukhorukova). We see this as a natural combination of generational strengths and also as a projection of Bronshtein's unique position in the Bering Strait and Arctic scholarly community.

We are grateful to several people who kindly offered their assistance to the preparation of this special issue of the journal. Tatyana Slobodina translated Bronshtein's Russian paper of 1986 into English that is reproduced as Appendix 1. Richard Bland (who translated Bronshtein and Sukborukova), Aron Crowell, Don Dumond, Steven Jacobson, Ken Pratt, and Peter Schweitzer offered valuable advice and comments to papers published in this collection. Yvon Csonka and Kirill Dneprovsky shared their field photos of the Ekven camp life of the 1990s that are used as illustrations. The Smithsonian Institution's Arctic Studies Center in Washington, D.C. (Director, William Fitzhugh), Cerny Inuit Collection in Bern, Switzerland (Martha Cerny), and the Swiss-Lichtenstein Foundation for Archaeological Research Abroad (SLSA) generously offered financial support to the production of this collection.

Last but not least, whenever we needed communication to Misha, copies of his old papers, records, and computer files, his wife Lena and his son Ilya Bronshtein were always there to help. Finally, we all thank Misha Bronshtein for his heartfelt, patient, and humble approach to a venture that his colleagues have struggled over for two long years and that we finally succeeded to present as a symbol of our friendship and respect.

As this special issue goes to press, Bronshtein continues his work on ancient and modern art of the Bering Strait region, on various catalog and exhibit projects out of his apartment in Moscow. His list of publications keeps growing (cf. Appendix 2) and he is currently engaged in the preparation of three catalogs focused on the ancient ivory collections from the Bering Sea and on the 20th anniversary of the excavations by the State Museum of Oriental Art team at Ekven (1987–2007). It does not take faith, after a few days spent at the Ekven site, to realize that there is a certain magic and spiritual presence(s) in Ekven. Bronshtein was well aware of, and attuned to this feeling. Clearly, he “belongs” to Ekven, and in that sense we can affirm that the land of Ekven be-
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The history of intensive archaeological research into ancient Eskimo coastal cultures on the Russian side of Bering Strait started in earnest in 1955. Dorian Sergeev, then a history teacher in the high school in Ureliki (Provideniya Bay), was inspecting ruins of abandoned villages along the northern coast of the Chukchi Peninsula. By accident, Sergeev and his team of amateur archaeology students discovered some ancient Eskimo burials on the slope of Uellen-ney hill, just above the modern village of Uelen.

Sergeev’s discovery was not the first archaeological effort on the Chukchi Peninsula (or “Chukotka,” as it is known in Russia). Russia’s senior archaeologist Sergei I. Rudenko had already conducted his seminal survey of Chukotka coastal sites, including one in Uelen, in 1945, with its results presented in a well-known monograph (Rudenko 1947), later translated into English (Rudenko 1961). Rudenko covered an immense coastal area by his boat survey, but he did not aim at systematic excavation at any one site during his one-summer trip. In terms of the origins of the continuous large-scale studies of the ancient Eskimo sites in Chukotka, multi-year excavations started in 1957 only, as a direct outcome of Sergeev’s discovery, by a team of the then-Institute of Ethnography, Russian Academy of Sciences, led by Professor Maxim G. Levin, with the participation of Sergeev and myself. After the untimely demise of Levin in 1963, we continued excavations at Uelen and subsequently at the nearby site of Ekven, for a number of years until 1974. On a smaller scale, site excavations and coastal surveys were also undertaken in 1956, 1958, and 1963 by another Russian archaeologist, the late Nikolai N. Dikov from the Northeastern Research Institute in Magadan (SVKNI). Dikov excavated a part of the Uelen ancient cemetery and two additional ancient sites, discovered by Sergeev in 1961, Enmynytnyn and Chini (Dikov 1974, 1977; in Sergeev’s report spelled Sinin). Initially, Sergeev had planned to excavate these sites as well, following his work on the Ekven cemetery. However, the Ekven graveyard was so large it remains only partly excavated even by 2006. To be fair, Dikov had expanded his efforts into interior sites of Chukotka and Kamchatka and several decades later, also on the most ancient, pre-Eskimo sites along the southern portion of Chukchi Peninsula.

Levin’s research started first in 1957 at the smaller Uelen burial ground which was completely excavated by 1960. However, the Ekven cemetery is at least five times larger and much more complicated in its layout. The decade-long excavations at Ekven led by Sergeev and Arutyunov were completed in 1974, with the last burial excavated that year labeled № 210. Another burial excavated in 1974, Burial 204, and its accompanying grave goods were the most numerous, the richest and most enigmatic among all of the ancient Eskimo burials ever found in Chukotka. The
antiquity of the Uelen and Ekven graveyards extends for more than a millennium, ranging from the early Old Bering Sea culture at the end of the 1st millennium B.C. and the beginning of the 1st millennium A.D. till the final Punuk/Thule period at the beginning of the 2nd millennium A.D. (Dinesman et al. 1999).

From 1976 and until his death in 1984, ill health prevented Sergeev from going to the field, and, consequently, excavations at coastal sites of Chukotka ceased to a great degree for nearly 15 years. However, archaeological surveys did continue on the south and southeastern coast of Chukotka in 1977, 1979, and 1981 through the efforts of a multi-disciplinary team of ethnologists, ethnohistorians, and archaeologists, including Mikhail Chlenov, Igor Krupnik, Sergei Arutyunov, Levon Abrahamian, and others. The highlight of the survey was the monumental, but rapidly eroding site of "Whale Bone Alley," reportedly occupied during the late prehistoric period. The Chlenov-Krupnik team also recorded and described many other structures and ruins in the coastal zone of Chukotka along the Bering Strait (Arutyunov et al. 1982; Chlenov and Krupnik 1984), but did not perform any significant new excavations.

In any history, either global or local, it is difficult to answer a question (and indeed it is rarely seriously posed), what would have happened, unless... For example, had Napoleon remained unharmed in the battle at the Arcole Bridge, or had not Gorbachev been elected as a general secretary, or if Stalin had not died in March 1953, etc. Still, I dare to suppose, that very probably, many ancient archaeological sites on the eastern coasts of Chukotka would remain unexcavated and unknown today, should not Mikhail Bronshtein have arrived on an incredibly beautiful day in 1982 at the door of the Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology of Russian Academy of Sciences (then called simply the Institute of Ethnography) to apply for the Ph.D. program.

Mikhail Bronshtein (commonly known as "Misha" to many of his friends and colleagues) was not quite a novice in Arctic studies when he entered the program at the Institute of Ethnography. By 1982, he had served two years as a high school teacher in the Russian arctic town of Dikson (Dixon), on the shores of the Kara Sea, followed by several years in the administration of the Department of Culture of the Taymyr Autonomous Okrug (District) in the Russian Arctic. The year before, in 1981, he had published his first ethnological
paper, a moving study of the artistry of the traditional Native masks of Northern Asia (Bronshtein 1981). Bronshtein also had had field ethnographic experience among indigenous people of the Taymyr Peninsula. After entering the graduate program at the Institute of Ethnography, he was captivated by the mysterious allure of ancient Eskimo sculpture and ornamentation. He was literally entranced by the riddle of its exquisitely sophisticated art, which, like a lotus rising from the muck of the swamp, paradoxically issues from a seemingly most inappropriate environment, as the Eskimo art originates within a culture, seemingly shunted to the furthest corner of earth, at the utmost extremes of human adaptation and ecology.

Misha Bronshtein spent a considerable amount of time in the completion of his Ph.D. dissertation, which can be ascribed to his extreme insistence on painstaking analysis and his well-developed sense of academic responsibility (which I may fully attest as his thesis supervisor). With a magnifying glass in hand, he spent endless hours studying every ornamented piece in Sergeev's Uelen and Ekven collections stored at the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnology (MAE, Kunstkammer) in Leningrad, now St. Petersburg. Bronshtein further examined hundreds of ancient Eskimo objects in the Russian Ethnographic Museum (REM) in St. Petersburg, as well as many stored in the museums of Novosibirsk, Magadan, and Anadyr, the capital of Chukotka. All in all, Bronshtein surely examined more than a thousand items, as well as all the innumerable photos and drawings of the ancient Eskimo ivories published outside Russia. Consequently, Bronshtein successfully distinguished several minor sub-cultural and allegedly sub-ethnic divisions from the general body of ancient Eskimo culture and also proposed a consistent and detailed system for classifying and periodizing prehistoric Eskimo art, described in his Ph.D. dissertation that he defended in 1991 (Bronshtein 1991).

Just four years before, in 1987, Bronshtein's life was dramatically changed by the decision to resume excavation at Ekven—the locale that would become the focus of his activities for the next 15 years. By that time, thirty years had passed following the onset of Levin's excavations at Uelen in 1957 and more than twenty-five years since the start of work at Ekven by Sergeev-Arutyunov's team. Initially, archaeologist Tamerlan Gabuyev was Bronshtein's principal partner, responsible for the professional and logistical aspects of the long-term excavations. After Gabuyev's departure, Kirill A. Dneprovsky, another experienced field archaeologist assumed that role of partner. Nonetheless, the intellectual soul of the renewed Ekven enterprise and its energetic motor was, and mostly remained Misha Bronshtein.

The 1987 excavations at Ekven were supported by the State Museum of Oriental Art (SMOA, in Russian: Gosudarstvennyi Muzey Iskusstv Narodov Vostoika) in Moscow, continuing for more than fifteen years. Eventually, the SMOA operation became an international venture with scholars and students from Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Switzerland, and other countries taking part in diverse aspects of excavation at the settlement site and object analysis. In addition, colleagues from other Russian research institutions joined forces, including the Regional Museum in Anadyr, the local capital of Chukotka. Until the participation of the international team in 1995, the principal effort had centered upon the Ekven cemetery, the focus of the efforts in the 1960s and the 1970s. Other smaller sites were also investigated along the Russian Bering Strait coast, from Provideninya Bay to Uelen and northward (see Dneprovsky, this issue). Initially, the most important task facing Russian and international researchers involved coordinating excavation methodology, and logistics, especially aligning the excavation grid, employed by Sergeev's team in 1961–1963, with the squares opened by the new project. On that first expedition in 1987, I was the only person with life memories of the old excavations at Ekven and Uelen, literally "passing the torch" once lit by Levin and Sergeev to the next generation. With this, the new era in long-term archaeological studies of the ancient cultures of Chukotka was started by Misha and his colleagues; they continue it up to this day.

Since 1987, efforts at Ekven have been undertaken nearly every year. The SMOA team first concentrated on new excavations of additional burials at the multi-layer, multi-component ancient cemetery (or, rather, several cemeteries) of Ekven. Subsequently, more effort was diverted into reconnaissance surveys of the coastal areas adjacent to the principal Ekven burial sites. In addition, since 1995, the international team of archaeologists focused on the systematic excavations of the nearby ancient village that contains several subterranean houses. The excavation of houses requires uncovering large areas; consequently, the archaeological enterprise is more complicated and labor-intensive. Nonetheless, the effort within houses yielded impressive discoveries and some truly outstanding results.

A major profound shift in archaeological research has also occurred in the disposition of collections. Unlike the earlier excavations of the 1960s and 1970s, a substantial portion of the excavated site materials (after careful conservation procedures) is now deposited at the Regional Museum in Anadyr; while many objects still join the earlier collections of the State Museum of Oriental Art in Moscow, which remains the main sponsor of excavations. As a result of the efforts of more than 15 years, the SMOA now conserves one of the world's finest collections of...
ancient Eskimo objects of culture and art. This collection, in its quality, size, and thorough documentation, is quite comparable to Sergeev’s collections from the earlier years at Ekven and Uelen archived at the Kunstkammer (Museum of Anthropology and Ethnology) in St. Petersburg; the latter also constitutes one of the world’s finest holdings of Eskimo antiquities, with international significance for the study of the history of ancient maritime adaptations in the Bering Sea area.

The SMOA collection has served as a basis for several outstanding exhibits, both in Russian museums and abroad, attracting considerable public interest in the Bering Sea prehistory and ancient art. Several exhibits were accompanied by the production of colorful and exquisite catalogues (e.g., Leskov and Müller-Beck 1993), and other publications, opening many beautiful objects of ancient Eskimo art to an even larger mass audience.

Misha Bronshtein has contributed much to the popularization of the Eskimo and, generally, of Chukotka Native history and culture. His numerous popular articles, catalogues, and exhibits portray the heroic endeavors of the Native people of Chukotka and of their ancestors who managed to attain the highest levels of artistic and spiritual achievements in the most unfavorable conditions, at the very edge of human habitation in the Arctic. Many of Bronshtein’s publications have appeared in Western languages, including French, English, and German. This recognition provides evidence of the high stature of Bronshtein’s contribution to Eskimology that is widely acknowledged among his Russian colleagues, as well as within the northern research community. The dedication of this special issue to Misha Bronshtein reflects that high esteem and is a true acknowledgement of his accomplishments.
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THE QUESTION OF A UNIFIED BIRNIRK-PUNUK ARTISTIC TRADITION IN THE ESKIMO ART OF CHUKOTKA

E. S. Sukhorukova
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Abstract: The Birnirk and early Punuk cultural traditions flourished on the eastern shore of early Chukotka between the fourth and tenth centuries A.D. Most archaeologists believe that several archaeological cultures—Old Bering Sea, Okvik, Birnirk, and Punuk existed in the coastal regions of the Chukchi Peninsula at this time. Recently, K. A. Dneprovsky (2001) has promoted a thesis that emphasizes the unity of ancient Eskimo cultures in Chukotka. Contrary to earlier accepted ideas of Old Bering Sea, Birnirk, and Punuk as independent archaeological cultures, Dneprovsky (2001:23) proposes viewing them as different cultural traditions within the framework of a single Eskimo culture—"the common features in Old Bering Sea, Birnirk, and Punuk clearly prevail over the differences."
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Background

Recent discoveries from 1987 to 2002, obtained by the Chukotka Archaeological Expedition of the State Museum of Oriental Art, permit a substantial revision of our ideas about the Birnirk and Punuk period. The inventory from Ekven House H-18 is especially significant because it seems that it was occupied only a few decades at most (Bronshtein and Dneprovsky 2001:589-590). Following a detailed analysis, Bronshtein and Dneprovsky (2001:591) concluded that House H-18, had a Birnirk-Punuk association, based on harpoon head types, graphic designs and the plastic forms of the artifacts. Comparative analysis of materials from the house with burials from the Ekven and Uelen cemeteries permitted Bronshtein and Dneprovsky (2001) to distinguish an entire series of closely related complexes, which reflect different stages in the evolution of the Birnirk-Punuk cultures (Bronshtein and Dneprovsky 2001:590-591; Dneprovsky 2001:16-18). Starting from these conclusions, several observations follow. Only detailed stylistic and iconographic analyses and a renewed search for analogies will allow archaeologists to discover authentic and potentially unique stylistic groupings, as well to refine the archaeological classification of decorated artifacts during the first millennium A.D.

Seeing Commonalities Rather than Differences

Two massive harpoon heads of the Punuk type from House H-18 (Fig. 1:1, 2) offer unique characteristics, according to Bronshtein and Dneprovsky (2001:590), by "a rarely encountered design," termed early Punuk. Two analogous heads were found in Burial 1 (57) of the Uelen cemetery (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1969:81, Fig. 24:9, 10). By comparing the specimens it is evident that the four were decorated in accord with a certain schema that produces the impression of a purposeful composition rather than a random design. Such compositions, abstract at first glance, also decorate the surface of a "winged object" and the head of a harpoon foreshaft from Ekven Burial 319 (Figs. 2:1; 1:4) as well as the head of a harpoon foreshaft from Uelen Burial 2 (Dikov 1967:56, Fig. 10:1). The design of the foreshaft from both burials, like the harpoon heads, was clearly executed in accordance with a certain schema. The
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stylistic similarity of different artifacts that come from two different sites points to the presence of a common, long-lasting artistic tradition. This tradition can be characterized by a generalized correlation of plastic forms, with attention devoted primarily to the form of objects and not to the small decorative details. In distinction from Old Bering Sea, “early Punuk” artifacts have a single smooth and streamlined surface, not one divided into separate representational zones. The compositions are abstract, depicted by single engraved lines and drilled holes (in some cases, inlaid), and emphasized in low relief. Although, as noted, the objects suggest abstract designs, detailed analysis clearly establishes that these are compositions with a subject, analogous to Old Bering Sea, albeit one that is extremely simplified. Thus, comparing the early Punuk “winged object” from Burial 319 with specimens from Old Bering Sea burials (Fig. 2:2, 3) (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1975:121, Fig. 49:4; 137, Fig. 62:14) enable us to comprehend the meaning of the composition. On the one side of the wings the heads of sea mammals are recognizable while in the central part of the other side is a fantastic winged being (Sukhorukova 1998:71-72). Many other Old Bering Sea harpoon shaft heads decorated with complex zoomorphic compositions bear a subject similar to the specimens under examination. This is especially evident when compared with the animal or human figures that possess a characteristic design element provisionally termed a “grin” (Fig. 1:5, 6) (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1975:121, Fig. 49:5). The designs on large harpoon heads from Ekven House H-18 and Uelen Burial 1 (57) also show clear similarities with other widespread Old Bering Sea compositions (Fig. 1:3).

Thus, a distinctive feature of the artistic design of the artifacts examined is not a “rare variety of decoration,” but rather the absence of it. Evidently, for some unknown reason, complex graphic design lost its significance during the Birnirk/Punuk period. It would seem that this can hardly be explained as the loss of technical skills by craftsmen of the Birnirk-Punuk tradition—the artifacts examined still exhibit a high level of mastery of plastic (i.e., sculptural) techniques. An explanation for the paradigm shift from Old Bering Sea to Birnirk/Punuk may be inferred by several examples. The composition of the graphic design is even more simplified, on one harpoon head from Ekven House 18 (Fig. 1b): simplified and abstracted to the point that its subject has become nearly imperceptible. In addition, Ekven House 18 harpoon heads have typical Punuk elements that originate as small acute angles, receding from the lines. A similar pattern occurs in both the “winged object” from Burial 319 and the classic Punuk trident (Rudenko 1947:Pl. 29, Fig. 24). Apparently, the once obligatory subject canons of Old Bering Sea artists became the basis for new, purely decorative compositions in Birnirk/Punuk. Of course, it is possible that the artifacts from Burial 319 and House H-18 characterize different stages of development of the Birnirk-Punuk art tradition.

In the inventory of Ekven Burial 319 the handle of a mattock with a relief image of a human figure was also found (Fig. 3:1). Dneprovsky (2001:17, 22) notes that typologically, the mattock resembles most of the other wooden handles from House H-18, similar in form and size, but the subject of the design applied to the mattock and its technical execution are unique. Detailed stylistic analysis and the search for analogies do not permit me to agree with this point of view. At present, archaeologists do not have any analogy for the subject in the design of other mattocks, but it is possible to speak of the existence of an artistic tradition of representing human figures on handles. For example, one mattock-handle with images of human faces, unfortunately, badly preserved, was found in Uelen Burial 10 (59), which also contained artifacts with OBS-I decorations (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1969:180-181, Fig. 98:7). At Cape Kruzenstern a handle with an image of two human faces and the figure of a person was found in House 4, considered Thule in affiliation (Giddings and Anderson 1986:Pl. 21:o). In general outline, the handle from Ekven Burial 319 shares a commonality in terms of style with the two artifacts, one from Uelen, one from Cape Kruzenstern. As a matter of fact, the chief distinction of the Ekven piece consists of its representation of the design exclusively by plastic means. But this is not surprising, bearing in mind that the engraved compositions in the harpoon complex are not mere decoration but are actual subjects represented by designs. Very likely, the engraved lines and dots were employed to represent or supplement specific images. Seemingly, it was not a necessary distinction: a nude human figure is in itself remarkable. Old Bering Sea artifacts are well-known for anthropomorphic forms: typically, small figures or relief “visages” were placed on various objects, so that the similar relief image of a whole human figure looks rather original. Infrequent, but characteristic, representational analogs allow us to speak of this image as typical even in this case. More possibly, the use of anthropomorphic forms attests to an esoteric tradition solely based on transmitting of such forms in the Birnirk-Punuk culture. The image of the human figure on a ceramics paddle found in Ekven Burial 45 is characteristic (Fig. 3:3) (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1975:140, Fig. 65:6). Although many objects in this burial had OBS-III decorations, the design of the paddle closely resembles many specimens of the Birnirk-Punuk culture in that it is practically devoid of decoration; instead, raised relief “images” were added by engraved lines and hole punctuations. Another definitive anthropomorphic composition in relief can be found on a fragmentary artifact from the collection at the State Museum of Oriental Art, an object, unfortunately, found on the
surface in the vicinity of the Ekven barrier island (Fig. 3:2). This object bears an outlined visage in which the method of depicting the eyes, nose, mouth, arms, and hands coincides with the images on the handle of the mattock and on the stamp; this object may be confidently assigned to Birnirk-Punuk cultures.

A number of conclusions follow from the absence of decoration in the examined elements of the harpoon complex [i.e., foreshafts, harpoon heads, etc.], and of the heightened significance of plastic techniques in the artistic canon of the Birnirk-Punuk period. First, it permits one to link a considerable variety of artifacts into a single stylistic group. For example, several figurines, either of a polar bear or zoomorphic and anthropomorphic subjects can be grouped together in a single tradition rather than parts of OBS or Punuk, etc. (Fig. 3:4, 5, 7) (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1975:156, Fig. 79:7, 9; 155, Fig. 78:5).

The number of burials within the Ekven and Uelen cemeteries that are similar to Ekven House H-18 (Dneprovskiy 2001:16-18) can be expanded to at least six graves. First, Ekven Burial 45, which contained the pottery paddle with the anthropomorphic image, was already discussed above. Birnirk-Punuk artifacts also occur within Burials 5, 15 (Fig. 3:6), and 17 of the Ekven cemetery (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1975:154, Fig. 77:18; 157, Fig. 80:1, 10) and Burials 7 (58) and 13 (58) of the Uelen cemetery (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1969:99, Fig. 42:9; 178, Fig. 97:1, 2, 5). The connection of this stylistic group with the Old Bering Sea artistic tradition is unquestionable. Parallels with Old Bering Sea art are not only apparent in the harpoon complex but can be found in other categories of artifacts as well. For example, a hook from “early” Punuk Burial 99–100 at the Ekven cemetery (Fig. 3:7) was executed in the form of a complex zoanthropomorphic figure, and is nearly identical to a hook with OBS-III decoration from Burial 154 (Fig. 3:8) (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1975:130, Fig. 56:1).

Several very unique carvings appear to corroborate the close relationship between the Birnirk-Punuk and Old Bering Sea artistic traditions. A wooden figurine excavated in Ekven' House H-18 represents two joined whales possibly engaged in mating behavior (Fig. 4:1). A similar object was collected at the Birnirk site near Point Barrow (Ford 1959:Fig. 104:1) and serves as one of the most reliable indicators of Birnirk culture. By searching for analogies I discovered a nearly identical image of twin whales in Old Bering Sea art: two attached whale-like figures carved in relief on the surface of a model kayak from Ekven Burial 10-11 (Fig. 4:2) (Arutyunov and Sergeev 1975:119, Fig. 48:5), an otherwise typical, presumably early Old Bering Sea grave, which contained artifacts with OBS-2 decoration and a series of characteristic harpoon heads.

The Significance of the Open Jaw Motif
Among the artifacts from Ekven burials of the Birnirk-Punuk grouping and artifact complexes similar to it, one group of artifacts with a typical element of design warrants attention. The surface of some objects, while typologically like Old Bering Sea, bear an element produced by means of engraving several nested arc-shaped lines with transverse segments between them. In some cases, several similar elements are combined and resemble a decorative composition (Fig. 4:6, 8), while in others designs form an independent image (Fig. 4:3, 5, 7). All are schematic, which is characteristic for Birnirk-Punuk artifacts. [The combination of these elements seems to differ from OBS and thus identifies the objects as Birnirk-Punuk.—Ed.].

Examining a find from early Punuk Burial 144 (Fig. 4:4), it appears that the piece has a slightly open mouth (jaws?) with distinct teeth. Why is the image with the “grin” so popular. We can only guess at the meaning of this element. But some suppositions are admissible. In particular, the investigation of the canonical features of design on “winged objects” from the Ekven cemetery showed that at a certain stage, and specifically on artifacts with decorations of OBS-III style, one of its key elements is the image of a fantastic visage with an accentuated, large grinning maul (Sukhorukova 1998:71). The image of the “grin” is often present even in the design of the harpoon shaft heads accompanying them. Possibly, the depiction of the “grin” served to symbolize a specific entity, one of the important figures in Old Eskimo mythology that had special significance in the Birnirk-Punuk period.

Conclusions
This work does not pretend to fully embrace all the representational media of the Birnirk-Punuk period known to archaeologists, rather I provide only my personal perspective. Nonetheless, several important conclusions may be offered. First, a rather broad group of artifacts can be termed Birnirk and/or Punuk, executed in a single style, differing from Old Bering Sea. One of the chief features of the Birnirk/Punuk style is a rejection of decorative motifs and its replacement by the transmission of forms predominantly through plastic means. But in artistic design, many artifacts show clear genetic connection with Old Bering Sea art. The type of design, usually considered early Punuk, represents in fact a schematic treatment of Old Bering Sea subject matter or compositions. In turn, these schematic renderings probably served as the basis for the typical Punuk motif.

Second, anthropomorphic representations by no means lost their significance, in spite of the point of view of
Dneprovsky (2001:22). To the contrary, during the Birnirk-Punuk period a new artistic tradition of presenting the human figure in relief was developed.

Third, during the Birnirk-Punuk period, one particular representational motif, provisionally termed a “grin,” became widespread in the design of objects of various categories. Its popularity permits one to hypothesize a special significance for a certain mythological being or persona during this period.

As can be observed, the results of my research corroborate the thesis of K. A. Dneprovsky about the unity of ancient Eskimo culture of Chukotka on the whole and permit viewing the art of the Birnirk-Punuk and Old Bering Sea times as individual traditions of a unified artistic culture.

Obviously, only further study of the aesthetic structures of artifacts in the Birnirk-Punuk corpus will elucidate and define the distinctive characteristics of this single artistic tradition. Until recently, the basic criteria for determining the cultural associations of archaeological complexes were of harpoon head typologies and associated decorations. The results of my survey show that for a firm determination of commonalities and differences in Old Eskimo cultural traditions further study of stylistic, subject, and canonical features of artifact design will be necessary.
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A Late Birnirk House at Paipelghak in Northern Chukotka: A Preliminary Report Based on the Excavations from 2002-2004
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Abstract: Following excavations from 2002 to 2004, the Paipelghak site, northwest of Cape Dzhanova, has revealed a distinctive driftwood and stone slab house. The research strategy employed extensive block excavations, with nearly 64 m² excavated. The house contains an inventory that matches that of the Birnirk culture and two ¹⁴C assays on driftwood indicate the age of the house falls in the 13th century AD. Its rapid collapse into the permafrost zone allowed excellent preservation of the house, a circumstance that provides numerous architectural details. The block excavation method allowed the investigators to reveal several exterior activity areas for stone-working and the dumping of animal bone and other waste.
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Until the 1990s virtually no multi-year archaeological investigations had been undertaken at prehistoric Eskimo domestic or house occupation sites in Chukotka.² Typically, dwelling structures were not investigated in block excavations and the areas beyond the outer walls of structures were even less studied. This lack of attention can be linked, to a significant degree, not only with the difficulty of access to sites and to the large financial expenses for any expedition, but also with the fact that the investigation of houses in extreme northeastern Russia can be very labor intensive—most cultural layers within houses or middens (in distinction to cemeteries) are in permafrost. Cost-effective methods for multi-year systematic investigations of house structures in permafrost had not been developed in Chukotka prior to 1995. Ekven was the first ancient Eskimo site in Chukotka subject to large-scale multi-year investigations (Blumer and Csonka 1997; Bronshtein and Dneprovsky 2001; Dneprovsky 2001, 2002; Moulin and Csonka 2002). Archaeological research was carried out at Ekven from 1995 to 2002 along the eroding shoreline through the efforts of Russian, Swiss, and German scholars (Arutyunov, this issue; Mason et al., this issue). The architecture of House H-18 and the activity areas outside its walls were completely excavated.

Subsequently, from 2002 to 2004 the Chukotka Archaeological Expedition of the State Museum of Oriental Art under K. Dneprovsky conducted investigations at the ancient Eskimo site of Paipelghak, named after a small nearby stream. This site is located on the shore of the Chukchi Sea, 1.5 km northwest of the mouth of the Chegitun River, ca. 80 km northwest of Uelen, and 42 km northwest of the Inchoun site in the Chukotka District of the Chukotka Autonomous Region (Figs. 1 and 2).³ No work had previously been conducted at the Paipelghak site and I am unacquainted with any mention of it in the archaeological literature.

The site sits atop a bedrock bluff 30 m above sea level (Figs. 2 and 3). The cliff is 250 m wide and 220 m long, bordered on the southeast by a shallow ravine cut by Paipelghak Creek and on the northwest by a deep ravine with a rocky....
bed filled with rapids, the course of Mainy-paipel'vaam Creek. Talus covers the southeastern slope of the cape; another locale in which Eskimo materials were found (cf. Dneprovsky 2002-2004). Before work started, a detailed topographic map of the site was drafted (Fig. 4).

The bluff is covered with dwarf tundra vegetation; its level surface is interrupted by six house mounds, each up to 1.6 m high. The mounds are well-defined and covered with sod, which is occasionally punctuated by whale bones, part of the structural features of the houses. Each mound was numbered and located on a topographic map (Fig. 2).

House Mound 1 was selected as the first objective for archaeological investigations because, due to its location on the eastern edge of the cliff, House 1 was partially destroyed by coastal erosion. The topographic and plan view maps of House 1 (Figs. 4 and 5) delineate the squares excavated from 2002 to 2004, employing 10 cm contour intervals. The house mound exhibited no evidence of recent digging. The mound is oval in plan, ca. 20 m in diameter, with a depression in the center and is covered with tundra vegetation, predominantly shrub willow and a small amount of sphagnum moss. Small sod-covered depressions on the surface were initially thought to be collapsed animal burrows, but excavation revealed that the hollows had formed above permafrost cracks, that were still filled with ice. Formed after the occupation, the permafrost cracks caused significant subsidence of the ground surface. The surface locations of large whale bones, structural features of the house, were also recorded on the plan view map (Fig. 5).

The initial excavation in 2002 involved removing a block area of 16 square meters (4 x 4 m) within House 1 ("Sector A"), oriented to the cardinal directions. Sector A was defined so that it embraced the entire northeast part of the depression in the house mound, including a low berm surrounding the house. The expectation was that at the end of the investigation both N-S and E-W profiles to the central point of the house could be obtained. As it turned out, Sector A revealed only one of the rooms of the house. At the outset, it was unclear whether the structure had been rebuilt more than once, or had been erected on the site of a completely or partially ruined house.

In the subsequent 2003 season two additional areas (Fig. 4), each measuring 4 x 4 m, were opened within House 1; the additional units expanded the 2002 excavations to the south and west, and were defined as Sectors "B" and "C." Room 1 was revealed in the SE part of the expanded excavation and the south of Room 2 in the north part. The southwest corner of Room 1, however, remained beyond the limits of the excavated area. In 2004 another 4 x 4 m quad was added, adjoining the 2002-2003 excavation to the southwest; termed Sector G, this completed the excavation of Room 1.

The preferred excavation strategy, emulating the approach at the Ekven site followed since 1995, favors exposing large block areas of living surfaces, and working by sectors. Because of the occurrence of permafrost, which typically starts at 40 cm below the ground surface, a drainage ditch was placed in the northeast corner of Sector A to allow melt water from the excavation to run off into the talus. The walls of the ditch were reinforced with bedrock slabs to prevent their collapse. The ditch gradually deepened as the permafrost thawed and the excavation proceeded. The rate of permafrost thaw was between 5-10 cm on a favorably warm day.

Trowels were used to reveal the basic structural features of the house—vertical roof supports, slabs of floor paving, beams that made up the walls, log roofing, and so on—left in place for photo recording to generate the house plan. All
objects were drawn at a scale of 1:10, and the depth of each was measured to within 1 cm. The depth of large structural features were measured both at the top of the object and beneath it in order to determine the stratum and thickness of the object. The incline of an object was marked by an arrow corresponding to its direction. Graphic recording within each sector was carried out simultaneously by horizons (e.g., D1, D2, D3, and so on), while the relative thickness of each horizon was estimated visually, depending on the density of artifacts within each area; but, as a rule, the cultural level associated with the house was no more than 10 cm thick. At this stage of the investigation of House 1, only Room 1 with the corridor and straight entryway had been entirely cleared, as had the southern outline of Room 2.

**Room 1**

By the end of the 2004 field season, Room 1 of House 1 was entirely revealed (Figs. 5 and 6a). Almost square in outline, House 1 measured roughly 3.5 x 3.5 m, and the walls were oriented to the cardinal directions. Room 1 was built on an undisturbed tundra surface. The walls (except...
the north one) were formed of beams that were placed horizontally. The lower tiers of the walls were preserved, as were the support posts to a height of 50 to 60 cm (to the upper level of the permafrost). In the corners of the room wooden posts were arranged on the inside and outside of the walls to reinforce them and to support the roof as well.

Gaps between the horizontal beams of some walls served, evidently, to economize on structural wood. Beams laid horizontally on one another did not fit snugly to each other in grooves, as anticipated after examining the lower tier in the east wall; instead, whale vertebrae and short beams were added between beams. The gaps between the beams were covered on the outside with rows of short, upright (i.e., vertical) flat slabs. For example, a 15 cm wide horizontal beam, south of a large wooden post in Quad J-10, 11, has a longitudinal groove from 4 to 5 cm wide and 2 to 3 cm deep. The groove ends 12 cm from the north end of the beam. Beneath the grooved beam lies another beam, also grooved on its upper surface. Originally, both beams probably were not arranged directly on top of one another: i.e., several vertical boards had been set in the groove—in several layers and each layer was secured to the subsequent beam.

One of the supports in the south wall of Room 1 consisted of a bowhead whale mandible. Another bowhead mandible, encountered in one of the upper levels of Sector C was also probably one of the upper tiers of the east wall (Figs. 6a, and 6b). Evidently, due to its location above permafrost after the beams on which it was supported decayed, the mandible slid to the east, toward the slope. Within Room 1 a general trend was noted in the direction of displacement of structural elements as the structure collapsed: as a rule, all structural members subsided toward the slope, in an easterly direction. The bases of the lower tiers of the east, south, and west walls extended above the ground, placed set on flat rocks, whale vertebrae, or small vertical beams. Sod was used to cover the outside of the walls. The thickness of the entire wall was about 1 m. Wall beams lacked corner joints; instead, vertical wooden posts were set shallowly in the ground at the corners of the room and the horizontal wall beams were apparently fastened to the vertical posts by skin or babiche thongs. As time passed, additional posts were very likely set in the corners to reinforce the base with short wedge-shaped braces.

In 2003, the surface of several beams (each up to 10 cm in diameter), oriented east-west, was mistaken for the upper level of the floor in Room 1. The pile of beams included a 1 m long portion of a whale mandible that was in the northeast part of the House 1 floor (Fig. 6 a). The beams were lying parallel within a single layer, its width not more than 50 cm. Based on subsequent excavation, it seems more likely that the beams were part of an accessory or temporary partition that stood vertically along a north-south line in the north.
Figure 4. Excavation blocks at Paipelghak in the 2002-2004 seasons. The "site plan" features major excavated blocks in 4 by 4 m segments, marked with capital letters and identified by the excavation year. Digital illustration courtesy Dale Slaughter, Boreal Imagery.
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The living surface (i.e., the level above the floor, contains compressed layers of debris about 10 cm thick), consisting of wood chips, fragments of baleen, fur, bird feathers, and a large quantity of everyday objects, as a rule, broken. Below the living surface, the floor of Room 1 had a single level and was constructed of blocks of wood oriented in an east-west axis. A bowhead mandible lay among the beams with a flattened upper surface. The floor did not extend to the wall in the southern part; instead, short posts were set in the ground, which reinforced the outermost southern half of the room and continued toward the east wall of the exit corridor. Presumably, the inner partition extended from floor to roof, or somewhat lower (the original length of the beams was most probably the same as the length of the jaw bone discovered among them). While the partition was in a vertical position, the upper part of the beams could not collapse into the permafrost zone and were not preserved. Then, the remains of the beams fell in an easterly direction. No structural features from roof construction were found in the room.
Figure 6a. Photograph of Paipelghak Room 1 showing the architectural details.

A Late Birnirk House at Paipelghak in Northern Chukotka
block and very likely served as an enclosure for a ceramic lamp, judging from the fragments of which were discovered in this location. The debris-covered surface of the adjacent floor area was saturated with organics and showed evidence of trampling. Possibly, the oil supplies for heating and lighting were kept in this area. An ice body, up to 40 cm wide, filled the eastern part of the room from the southeast corner to the exit. As the ice body grew, hypothetically, after house abandonment, the floor structure was disrupted above the crack and shifted 20-30 cm to the east. Very likely, the surface of the floor under the east wall has experienced some amount of subsidence. On the other hand, it is possible that the permafrost crack started to develop while the house was occupied or during its last stages of occupation. This would explain the circumstance that the east end of the floor beams extended atop the north-south oriented beam. Two beams of the central floor extended nearly to the east wall of the room, while the remaining beams terminate 50-60 cm short of the wall. A part of the floor significantly lower than the general level of the beams was possibly intentionally left bare, adjacent to the east wall. Therefore, a person who entered the room from the corridor would have quickly stepped down onto an earthen floor.

The east part of the north wall of Room 1, east of the corridor, has a doorway directly out of the room, extending north-northeast. This exit is marked by a break in the wall of the room, by a step between a whale scapula lying on the floor of the room, and a pavement of stone slabs and large bones. This exit was not covered by a roof, as inferred from the absence of supporting posts for a roof. Seemingly, this exit was only used in the warm season and not in the winter.

**Corridor**

The questions about the exit from Room 1 could not be resolved until the south and west walls were completely excavated (Figs. 4, 5, and 6a). Following the removal of stratigraphic Level D5, it was clear that no break was present in the west and south walls of the room. The initial evidence of a doorway or corridor exists as a break in the north wall near the northeast corner of the room bounded, on the sides by
two wooden posts. The discovery in 2004 of a paved floor in the corridor definitively indicated that the entrance into the room—more precisely, the passage from Room 1 to Room 2—was within the north wall of Room 1, in its eastern part. The floor was paved with stone slabs and had posts along its sides that led to the north, toward Room 2. The corridor abutted the sod-fill of the wall between Rooms 1 and 2. The northern part of this corridor was left unexcavated, exclusive of the area investigated in 2004. The connection of the corridor to the south wall of Room 2 remains uncertain at the time of writing. The width of the passage varied between 50 and 60 cm, while its length extended more than 2.5 m. All the roof supports of the corridor were wood. Four pairs of support posts for the corridor roof were made of beams, including a pair of posts that are a part of the structure of the north wall of Room 1. The base of each beam was set 10 to 15 cm in the ground, below the level of the corridor floor pavement. The posts were nearly completely preserved, as evident from traces of shaping on the top of the third post from the west side of the room. Similar evidence is available from the third post on the east side which was made from a beam with a bifurcated basal notch. Its height from the floor pavement is 110 cm—the actual height of the corridor from the pavement to the roof. Some cross supports of the corridor roof were also partially preserved. In the northern part of the corridor a beam was oriented east-west, with a diameter up to 10 cm, with its east end on top of a corridor support post. A gray whale mandible lies parallel to the beam and also served as a roof beam.

In Quad L-10, within the central part of the corridor, three boards were encountered oriented parallel to the direction of the corridor; both were well-worked on two sides, up to 20 cm wide, 20-30 cm thick, and 1.7 m long. The three boards were positioned with their north ends overlapping one another, fan-like. Two very evenly shaped boards were at the center of the west wall. One board had a knot in its end, the other, in the middle part. The surface of the boards was likely worked with a stone adze. While the original placement of the boards remains uncertain, both were evidently structural features of the corridor roof that subsequently collapsed. Possibly, the transverse and longitudinal log roof of the corridor was covered by sea mammal skins.

The level of the floor of the corridor, capped by its roof elements, was lower than the floor of Room 1 by 40 to 50 cm. The floor pavement was made up of several flat slate slabs with traces of grinding on the upper surface, as well as a large scapula of a bowhead whale in the northern part.

**Room 2**

The excavation of this room remained incomplete by the end of the 2004 season, and conclusions about its construction remain speculative (Fig. 5). Nonetheless, it seems reasonably certain that Room 2 was built on the original tundra surface and was larger than Room 1.

Part of Room 2 was uncovered north of Room 1, in Sector B (Fig. 4) in Quads L, M-6, 7, 8, 9. The room is subrectangular in plan, oriented southwest-northeast. Two walls were partially traced in sector B: the southwest wall in Quads L, M-6 and the southeast wall in Quads L, M-7, 8, 9. A considerable part of the room continued under the north wall of Sector B. The southwest wall of Room 2 was marked by a single horizontal beam, one end fastened to two bowhead whale vertebrae placed one on the other, and was associated with a line of burnt vertical posts. The southeast wall of the room consisted of two vertical supports formed by bowhead whale mandibles placed 70 cm apart. The height of the preserved (possibly burnt) posts was up to 130 cm (their tops were seen on the surface). The posts were separated by a horizontal wooden block, several tumbled blocks, and a roof log in Quad M-9.

Outside of the walls of Room 2, in Sector B and on the level of the lowest horizon, a sub-oval ash area, 30 by 50 cm, delineated a hearth. The hearth was surrounded by an area that was clearly the original and earliest undisturbed surface, covered with an abundance of food bones and with the remains of original tundra surface. A vertical post of whale mandible in Quad L-7 had no traces of burning, although the fire area and several burned wooden posts in the wall were found in the immediate vicinity. This support was evidently set after the hearth fell into disuse. This may mark the second level or stage in the construction of Room 2, or possibly its renovation. Evidently, the floor level of Room 2 started under an area between the posts and coincides with the level of the fire area. The excavation ended at this level in 2004; future excavations will examine the level of the floor across the entire room.

In summary, Room 2, revealed in Sector B, was only partially investigated. The use of large whale bones as a material seems characteristic of Birnirk houses, as well as wood, and should be considered a characteristic feature of Paipelghak architecture. Meanwhile, the form of the structure, in some of its structural principles (including its entry) and size remain unclear. It is clear that Room 2 joined Room 1 through a passage, but precisely which part of the corridor served as the entry remains uncertain.
Extramural Areas

Our investigations at Paipelghak benefitted from the lessons learned during the mid-1990s in the international, multi-disciplinary efforts at Ekven (Bronshtein and Dneprovsky 2001; Dneprovsky 2001, 2002). Research at Ekven House H-18 provided a more complete perspective about the use of the site, by examining the areas beyond the walls of houses. At Ekven, extramural excavations revealed a variety of outside activity areas, hearths, pits for preserving food, and other important features.

At the present state of our investigations at Paipelghak [at the end of 2004], the area outside Room 1 is not completely excavated (Fig. 6b). Future goals include the expansion of the excavation to the east. However, beyond the walls of Room 1, to the south, west, and east of it, no large structural elements and few artifacts were recorded above the base of the walls. The largest quantity of objects was discovered at the original ground level—at the base of the bottom wall tiers.

One very important discovery involved an extramural activity area (Figs. 5, and 6b). In the southwest corner of the excavation, outside of House 1, an accumulation of abraded polished stone slabs of various sizes, blanks for slate tools with traces of abrasive sawing on two sides, and stone flakes were encountered on the original ground surface along with materials characteristic for that level (a large quantity of artifacts, an abundance of wood chips, likely from house construction, and other debris, including animal bones, small twigs, scraps of baleen, small clusters of burned bones, etc.). Apparently, the southwest area served as an outdoor activity area for stone tool manufacture, considering that it lacked a paved floor or roof. Outside of Room 2, to the northwest, a burnt area with pieces of clay vessels occurred in the buried horizon. Surrounding the burnt area was the early [pre-occupational—ed.] ground surface that contained midden deposits with a wealth of food refuse (animal bones) and the remains of buried sod.

Factors Influencing Preservation of Various Structural Features of the House

To ensure a reliable reconstruction of the architectural remains one must describe at the outset the factors that influence preservation processes. The most important consideration, of course, is position and thickness of the frost table which fosters the preservation of usually short-lived wood remains. By contrast, any organic debris above the permafrost level is much more likely to decay. The permafrost level, of course, generally follows the modern ground surface.

The accumulation of clastic material (small fragments of slate rubble and silty humus from the surface) within the abandoned rooms likely proceeded in the following sequence. Initially, the site area, during its occupation, was clearly not as completely vegetated as at present. The most active process of covering the structure of the room by clastic material apparently occurred soon after the house was abandoned. An abundance of snow cover, thawing in spring, probably produced large streams of water, transporting bedrock rubble from the south, from the hill (cf. Fig. 2, the topographic plan). Subsequently, plants colonized the living surface that had high nutrient levels due to the site's organic material. As time passed, plant material died and decayed with the rubble from the bedrock restraining it, leading to soil formation. The character and intensity of the filling of Rooms 1 and 2 with clastic material can be easily traced in the profiles of the excavation walls. Clastic material was blocked by the horizontal features of the structure in the lower layers, and then overtopped them and filled the space between the vertical supports of the rooms. The thickness of the layer of broken rubble, which begins immediately below the soil layer, extends to a maximum of 0.5 m. In summary, after the house was abandoned, the void between the walls and roof was filled and covered in a relatively short time by a layer of soil with rubble material up to 60 cm thick, from the sloping top of the mound to the southwest. The character and intensity of the fill in Rooms 1 and 2 can be readily followed in the wall profiles of the excavation. This material was interrupted by the horizontal features of the structure but filled the expanse between the vertical supports of the rooms. The rapid accumulation of clastic material guaranteed that preservation was excellent, at least to a height of ca. 0.5 m in the permafrost.

The house was possibly still standing, its roof still intact, when the extraneous clastic materials filled the inside area. Subsequently, the roof collapsed, which was not preserved because it remained in the active layer above the permafrost. This is very likely the reason the roof logs were few, assuming that none of the roof timbers were removed for re-use elsewhere or in other nearby houses. Only those logs are preserved that fell while the interior part of the house still was not filled with material. The logs were then substantially deeper in the permafrost layer and more likely to be preserved. The thicker the layer of post-depositional material, the more quickly it accumulates (i.e., the level of the permafrost, which rises directly under the clastic material, replicates the external relief, always remaining 45-50 cm from the surface) and the better the preservation of the wood. Quite to be expected, only the lower tiers were preserved. The posts of whale jaws are always higher than the wooden ones because they can be preserved on the surface,
even though they are exposed to weathering. In the burials of the Ekven cemetery, made on the surface of the permafrost, almost no wood is preserved.

A deep permafrost crack (visible on the surface and initially thought to be a rodent burrow) passes through the northwest corner of Sector B. It is filled with ice and oriented along the NE-SW line. Its width is up to 40 cm. A similar frost crack, oriented along the N-S line, passes through Sector C almost parallel to the east wall of Room 1. The frost cracks literally broke apart the structural features of the building, such as the wooden blocks and large bones. The whole structure was thus pulled apart by tens of centimeters, during the centuries following the abandonment of the house.

Finally, it is also necessary to consider the human factor: the abandoned house, up to when elastic material covered the living surface of the rooms and/or collapsed the roof, was visited by hunters and residents of surrounding villages. It seems very possible that beyond the outer walls of the house, after the occupants left, some additional surface modification occurred (e.g., the digging of a cache pit, leveling of the area for another house, etc.), and the production of a trash dump formed as a result of this work and covered the lower tiers of Room 1.

The stratigraphic profiles of six walls in Sectors B and C establish that Rooms 1 and 2 were built on the level of the preexisting ground surface. It is notable that no outlines of external additions to the walls of the rooms were found in the profiles. In the profiles of the south wall of Sector B and the south wall of Sector A, which "cut" Room 1 from east to west, a layer of elastic material was atop the level of the early ground surface.

Another process, beyond those of colluviation and post-depositional earth-moving, influenced the infilling of the house with elastic material. After the room was completely excavated it was appreciated that the walls of Room 1 were supported on the outside by earthen fill retaining walls. The fill was evidently taken from near the room and the subsequent elastic material is similar to it in composition and color. The surface of the site was not covered with peaty sod, so that sod could not be used for backing the walls. The original form of the wall, constructed of wood, bone, and stone and filled on the outside by soil, was subtriangular in plan and sloped to the outside. The thickness of the base of the wall of Room 1 was about 1.5 m. To be expected, few or no artifacts were found in the fill of the wall. After the house ceased to function, destruction of the sod walls occurred from two directions: from above, inside the room, and from the outside along the slope of the wall. The sediments that were thus eroded from the wall were added to the colluvial sediments and were incorporated into it.

General observations based on other sites of this period and the individual characteristics recorded during excavations of Room 1 at Paipelghak support the idea of the presence of outside earthen fill in the walls of other adjacent early Eskimo houses. First, I cite my own observations and those of other archaeologists from the numerous sites on the coast of Chukotka (e.g., Ekven, Tunytlen, Segtun, Yandagai, EkICHuVren, and others). All the house ruins of the early Eskimos are represented by mounds, often with a sunken center. Without earthen fill in the walls the mounds could in principle not have formed. All the houses of this type in Chukotka, which were exposed to even partial investigations (Cape Baranov, Chetyrecksholboviy Island, Kuniskak, Ekven) had, according to the authors of the excavations, earthen or sod walls on a primary frame.

The following are specific lines of inference for the presence of earthen (sod block) fill (likely as insulation) outward from the walls of Room 1 at Paipelghak:

- The area of artifact distribution in the cultural layer around the room has a clear boundary, which is located approximately 1.5 m from the wooden frame of the walls. Numerous artifacts are recorded in the layer of structural debris with a thickness of up to 40 cm from the level of the early ground surface. Virtually no artifacts were found at the level of the pre-occupation ground surface, in the area covered by the sterile fill of the wall.
- The structural features of the walls appear to be so flimsy that without earthen fill they plainly would not be effective insulation under Arctic conditions [although the likelihood of a snow cover would considerably improve their insulation (cf. Lee and Reinhardt 2004)–Ed.]. The south and east walls have breaks between the lower tiers. One beam is held to another on two whale vertebrae and a short beam. The west wall was constructed partially of thin vertical blocks standing at a substantial distance from each other and set in a longitudinal groove of the second-from-bottom horizontal tier. The north wall of Room 1 consists of individual vertical blocks embedded in the ground up to 40 cm from each other.
- The south wall of Room 2 has no significant structural elements except whale jaw posts, and
is adjacent to the north “wall” of Room 1, which is essentially only a partition between the two spaces. If this wall had not produced lapse-related fill the space between the rooms would have accumulated a substantial cultural layer. For the most part, there were no artifacts in the wall fill, except the very remarkable snow goggles found at the early ground level (Fig. 7).

If the walls had not been purposely filled with earth on the outside, the earthen mound would not have developed on the location of the houses. Fill material could not pile up on the wooden structures of the walls.

An argument supporting the fact that the beam walls of Room 1 at Paipelghak were not on the exterior, but were supplemented with earthen fill, is the very structure of the walls itself. The north wall consists of vertical blocks standing at a substantial distance from each other, while the south wall was built up of beams and a whale jaw, with the aid of whale vertebrae that were inserted between beams every 50 cm. The presence of such breaks in an outer wall is not logical.

Objects found in the drift layer may be synchronous with Room 1, as well as belonging to a time both earlier and later in relation to the time of existence of Room 1. Artifacts and debris were transported away from houses by fluvial processes (see Figs. 2-5 or the plan views).

The inner area of the dwelling structure should be conceived as a zone with a special kind of accumulated cultural layer, one naturally different from the area outside the structure. The structural horizons in this case cannot be interpreted as stages of settlement. No sterile lenses were recorded here. The division into levels or stages of structural elements of the paved floor and of the inventory found in the material accumulation of the interior of the room can only be provisional. If this material does not contain clearly asynchronic or multi-cultural markers then it is not possible to separate it into stages or levels. If the layout of the house walls was not modified, then the material discovered in the floor stratum can be logically viewed as a single complex.
Thus, at the end of the 2004 season the following picture became clear. Room 1 was constructed on the ancient ground surface. It was square-ish in plan with right-angled corners. The characteristics stated above attest that the walls were filled with earth on the outside. The construction of the west wall, where part of the vertical short blocks set on end in grooves in the upper surface of the horizontal beam was preserved, evidently reflects the construction of at least three walls, with the exception of the north one, which was basically a partition between the rooms. Gaps were evidently left between the beams for purposes of economizing on wood: the horizontal beams did not fit closely to each other in the groove, as was supposed after the study of the lower tiers of the east wall, but rather whale vertebrae and short wooden blocks were laid between them. Short flat blocks were secured in vertical position in the gaps. The base of the lower tiers of the east, south, and west walls was raised above the earth and placed on stones, whale vertebrae, or small vertical beams. Vertical wooden posts, shallowly sunk, were placed at the corners of the room. Depending on how loose they were, additional posts were set that were reinforced by short wedge-shaped chocks placed around the base. The floor of the room had one level of construction and was paved with wooden blocks oriented east-west. In the south part the floor pavement did not reach the wall. Here short posts were set in the ground which secured the extreme southern block and possibly enclosed a place for a lamp. The surface of the floor here was very saturated with organics and was trampled. The oil for the lamp was possibly kept here.

Room 1 of House 1 at Paipelghak site has many features in common with the small room in House H-18 at the Ekven site. Both rooms are equally oriented so that the walls face the cardinal directions and were constructed on the surface, not sunk into the ground. They are both subsquare in form and almost equal in area. Wooden posts supporting the roof and maintaining the walls were at the corners. The structures are of "warm" permanent post construction with an earthen (sod) outer fill of the walls. The use of horizontal beams in the construction of the walls is a common feature (in H-18 there is a horizontal beam in the base of the east wall). There are no wooden beams in the floor pavement of the Ekven house; stone slabs prevail. In Paipelghak House 1 the floor pavement is made up primarily of beams, but part of the floor that attached to the entryway was laid with stone slabs. Judging by the composition of the inventory, both rooms were living rooms, not working rooms. The small dimensions and other features also permit supposing the structures were sleeping rooms.

The small room of Ekven House H-18 was attached directly to a larger one on the north, but not to the south, like Room 1 at Paipelghak. Between the large and small rooms at Ekven there is no thick earthen wall; they are joined through a step and a common thin wall, in which is a passage from one room to the other. Room 1 at Paipelghak has four walls, three of which are outer walls. The fourth wall, common for both rooms, also has earthen fill. The corridor exit in the eastern part of the north wall of this structure has a length of more than three meters. It is attached on the east side to the earthen wall and joins the small and large rooms of the house. Thus, Room 1 at Paipelghak has four "warm" walls and is an independent structure, more isolated from the large room.

Meanwhile, it is possible to establish that a substantially larger quantity of driftwood was used in the construction of the Paipelghak rooms than in Ekven House H-18. This is connected, first, with the fact that the geographic position of the Paipelghak site, in distinction from the Ekven site, is such that even at the present time a substantial quantity of driftwood can be seen in the vicinity of the site after storms. Meanwhile, there is insufficient data for ascertaining the general layout of the house.

Artifact Assemblage

Only those artifacts that were recorded at floor level, below the floor level of the room, and on the level of the early ground surface beyond the outer walls (and lower) should be considered as belonging to the structure, and, consequently synchronous with it. The possibility of artifacts falling to the floor level or early ground surface after the house ceased to function diminishes, until the appearance of clearly asynchronous artifacts that post-date the occupation.

A similar concern involves the archaeofauna. Unfortunately, the bones of animals were collected by excavation level over the entire area of the excavation sectors in 2002 and 2003. Consequently, it is not possible to distinguish bones belonging to Room 1 proper from the midden or dump areas. In 2004, bones discovered within the room at floor level and below were collected individually. In addition to formal osteological analysis, specimens of land and sea mammals will be employed in the radiocarbon dating of Room 1.

In order to distinguish the cultural association of Room 1, it is necessary to identify the artifacts in the cultural layer as only those objects that were found on the floor and below in the inner part of the room, and those on the early ground level. However, one should not identify all the objects from the two layers as cultural markers. Certainly, one must be cautious in attributing artifacts to the occupation of the house. Of the diagnostic artifacts, a few of the most interesting are illustrated in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. The snow goggles, with...
Table 1. Radiocarbon assays from House 1, Paipelghak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory No.</th>
<th>$^{14}$C yr Age BP</th>
<th>Calibrated Yr AD (2 sigma)</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEMAE-1362</td>
<td>789±30</td>
<td>1193-1198, 1209-1284</td>
<td>Local Wood (likely willow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEMAE-1360</td>
<td>673±31</td>
<td>1280-1325, 1348-1391</td>
<td>Driftwood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both samples are on wood, unidentified, but likely willow. The IEMAE (Institute of Evolutionary Morphology and Animal Ecology) lab was employed for both assays.

The Punuk-like motif (Fig. 7), were obtained from above the floor of the structure, as noted above. Otherwise, several types of harpoon heads were recovered from adjacent the house. The harpoon heads fall into the following types (cf. Ford 1959): Natchuk (Fig. 8a, b and c); Birnirk (Fig. 8 d, e); Old Bering Sea (Fig. 8j, k, m); the III-a-x (=Sicco) (Fig. 8v); and possibly the Thule 2 (Fig. 8f). Several pieces are apparently preforms (Fig. 8u) while others are difficult to assign to widely recognized types, e.g., the variants of the Old Bering Sea types [Fig. 8l, n, o, p, q, r, and s]. The wide variety of cutting tools of ground slate include long knives and the classic ulu (Fig. 9k, m, o, p).

Within the house, in 2004, the characteristic single barbed Birnirk harpoon head did not occur in association with the floor or beneath House 1. At least five discrete forms of open harpoon heads with open sockets were recovered within the excavation; and one typical open-socketed, harpoon head of antler (III-a-x) was decorated with typical Punuk motifs (Fig. 8v, lower right). Judging by the inventory (Figs. 7, 8 and 9), both Rooms 1 and 2 are assigned to the Birnirk-Punuk stage of the Eskimo culture of Chukotka.

**Dating the House**

Wood, both local and driftwood, was employed for two age assignments; dendrochronological analyses are planned. The two ages overlap only within several years of the 13th century AD. Of the two ages, most commonly, the short-lived “local” wood should yield the more precise age estimate. However, that assay (lemae-1362) is possibly 100 years older than the driftwood sample. Considering that the two ages barely overlap within the 2 sigma range, it would seem inadvisable to average them. The two radiocarbon assays (Table 1) indicate that the house was occupied quite late in the history of the Birnirk culture, during the 13th or early 14th century AD. The most expeditious explanation would be that the house was first occupied, possibly in the late 12th century, with re-building continuing until the early 14th century AD.

**Conclusions concerning Ancient Eskimo Architecture in Chukotka**

Houses of the ancient Eskimo cultures of Chukotka that employ a frame of large sea mammal bones and driftwood backed by sod walls, can be divided into two types, based on their structural features [cf. Lee and Reinhardt 2004 for further examples—eds.]:

- First, houses built on a low coastal bluff where there is always an incline toward the sea, directly on the slope. Often “terraces” were leveled on the slope, arranged one above the other. The floor surface of the rooms in the house was never excavated into the ground. The roofed corridor exit from the room opened directly onto the shoreline. Typically, the entryway was not toward the sea, but rather toward the slope. This was because the floor level always had to be below the level of the floor in the room. This type of house is the most archaic, which was brought about by the simplified technique of construction—the builders did not have to dig the corridor into the earth.

- Second, houses built on a flat surface at some distance from the shore. The general construction principles are the same: the floor level of the rooms was on the surface. The exit in this case was also constructed toward a small slope, but it was dug somewhat into the ground. If one of the rooms of a house went beyond the flat area, then a floor of fill was made. For example, the level of the floor in the small room of House H-18 at Ekven was raised with earthen fill on the north side. This fill was retained by whale skulls on the side toward the slope.
Figure 8 (facing pages). Harpoon heads recovered from the Paipelghak house in 2002-2004, clockwise, left to right: Natchuk (a, b and c); Birnirk, (d, e); Old Bering Sea (j, k, and m); the Ill-a-x (=Sicco) (v); and possibly a Thule 2 piece (f). Several pieces are apparently preforms (g, h, t, and u). Three are variants of Old Bering Sea types (l, n, o, p, g, r, and s).
Figure 9 (facing pages). Various cutting tools of ground slate from Paipelghak, including long knives, a classic ulu (c), and a bone handle with blade (e).
A Late Birnirk House at Paipelghak in Northern Chukotka
Investigations of the Paipelghak houses are not yet complete; in fact, excavations occurred through 2006. The 2002-2004 collection of objects from Room 1 and areas adjoining it number about 1,500 items. At this stage of investigation, analyses are far from systematized. Tasks underway include the development of a typology for the objects, as well as additional comparisons of the house using analogies from other sites, especially with materials from Ekven House H-18.
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Abstract: The Ruin Island phase of northwestern Greenland and adjacent Ellesmere Island is associated with artifact assemblages that resemble those of western Alaskan Punuk, rather than Canadian Thule culture or the North Alaskan Thule tradition, the supposed source for the Inuit expansion eastward across North America. Ruin Island assemblages also contain numerous artifacts obtained through contact with the medieval Norse. The re-evaluation of radiocarbon series associated with Eastern Arctic Thule culture suggests temporal priority for the Ruin Island phase, with a probably thirteenth century assignment. The role of iron is assessed as a motive for instigating the initial movement of Inuit from Alaska to the Eastern Arctic, and it is concluded that this was possibly a commercially-motivated enterprise undertaken by peoples whose ancestors had long engaged in the metal trade across Bering Strait.
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When Erik Holtved (1944, 1954) excavated early Inuit winter houses at Ruin Island and other locations in the Thule District of far northwestern Greenland, he recovered artifact assemblages that were significantly different from those excavated earlier by Mathiassen (1927) from Thule culture villages in Arctic Canada. The most striking characteristic of these assemblages was their resemblance to western Alaskan Punuk, rather than to Canadian Thule culture or the North Alaskan Thule tradition which was assumed to have given rise to the Inuit expansion eastward across North America. Holtved termed these assemblages “Ruin Island” and, on the basis of their association with artifacts apparently obtained through contact with the mediaeval Norse, he assigned them to the period around AD 1300 (Holtved 1944, II: 179). The advent of radiocarbon dating confused the temporal picture, with samples of ivory, driftwood and Arctic willow associated with Ruin Island complex sites producing dates as early as the ninth century AD (Meldgaard 1977:35). Together with the Punuk cast of Ruin Island assemblages, these early dates suggested that the origin of the initial phase of ancestral Inuit expansion to the eastern Arctic should be searched for in western Alaska.

The temporal placement of the Ruin Island complex was established with greater certainty by radiocarbon dates obtained from sites on eastern Ellesmere Island, excavated during the 1970s and 1980s by Karen McCullough and Peter Schledermann. The seventeen dates on terrestrial materials excavated from components on the Canadian side of Kane Basin suggested a temporal placement for the Ruin Island occupation during the late twelfth to early thirteenth centuries, significantly later than had been previously postulated and only a century earlier than Holtved had originally estimated (McCullough 1989: 240-241). Since scattered radiocarbon dates on early Thule materials from Arctic Canada continued to support Mathiassen's original (1927) estimate of 1000 AD for the Thule expansion eastward, McCullough (1989: 257) and others (Morrison 1989; Gulløv 1997; Whitredge 1999) have followed Holtved (1944, II: 151) in considering the Ruin Island complex to have resulted from a secondary movement of Alaskan peoples through a pre-existing Thule Inuit occupation of Arctic Canada. The close stylistic similarity of Ruin Island artifacts to those of Alaskan Punuk culture suggested to Holtved (1944, II: 149) that this incursion occurred very rapidly, and in fact McCullough (1989:188) has presented evidence indicating that
some Ruin Island pottery was probably made from Alaskan clay and carried from Alaska to the northeastern Arctic.

If the appearance of Ruin Island materials is thought of as a secondary migratory event, it may imply that the Ruin Island phenomenon was an interesting but essentially transitory episode in the Inuit expansion to Arctic Canada and Greenland, and may not have contributed significantly to that effort or its long-term results. The following paper explores an alternative reading of the significance of the Ruin Island event, involving the presence of other cultural agents—Dorset Palaeo-Eskimos and Greenlandic Norse—and their influence on the early Inuit expansion eastward from Alaska.

Evidence has recently been presented (McGhee 2000) to suggest that the prevailing interpretations of radiocarbon dates to indicate that the initial Thule migration occurred at approximately AD 1000 is incorrect. A major cause of this problem appears to have been the imprudent interpretation of dates obtained from samples of materials (e.g., driftwood, Arctic willow, and materials from the marine reservoir) which occasionally or systematically yield incorrectly early age measurements (McGhee 2004; Nelson and McGhee 2002). A reassessment of the dates associated with the Ruin Island complex (McGhee 2004) suggests that the earlier and more variable age ranges on dates obtained from Arctic willow may indicate the use of wood that was old at the time that the sites were occupied, and that these dates are best ignored. Discarding measures on willow, we are left with a suite of eleven dates with age ranges concentrated in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (Table 2). These span the date that the Norse first reported having encountered signs of natives in the area, and agree with the age of the Ruin Island occupation as originally suggested by Holtved (1944, II) on the basis of the presence of Norse artifacts in Ruin Island assemblages.

A small series of dates on apparently reliable materials is now available from components of what has been considered the earliest (pre-Ruin Island) phase of Canadian Thule culture, that associated with harpoon heads of the Natchuk and Sicco-like forms (Morrison 1999). The dates (Table 1) indicate that these components are essentially contemporary with, or perhaps slightly later than, the Ruin Island occupation. Dates on reliable materials associated with Classic Thule culture in High Arctic Canada indicate that this episode occurred primarily during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and that it was probably initiated a few generations later than the beginning of the Ruin Island occupation (McGhee 2004).

This reassessment of the evidence relating to the initial phases of the Inuit expansion to the eastern Arctic once again gives probable temporal priority to the Ruin Island complex. It suggests that the colonization episode that brought ancestral Inuit to the eastern Arctic did not occur through the slow eastward expansion of North Alaskan Thule culture whalers, as has previously been seen as the most likely mechanism, but that it was initiated by a rapid eastward movement of peoples from western Alaska. The apparent rapidity of this movement through the relatively unproductive environment of the Central and High Arctic to a location in the extreme northeast of that region—approximately 4000 km from the origin of the migration—suggests that it took the form of goal-oriented exploration. Artifacts made from meteoric iron and smelted metal, as well as other materials apparently derived from European contacts, occur more frequently in Ruin Island houses and middens than in those of any other phase of Thule culture in Arctic Canada (Holtved 1944; McCartney 1988; McCullough 1989). The position of Ruin Island complex sites near the iron resource of the Cape York meteorite fall in northwestern Greenland, as well as adjacent to the Nordestur region visited seasonally by mediaeval Norse hunters, suggests that the goal may have

Table 1: Radiocarbon dates associated with supposedly early Thule components from High Arctic Canada, calibrated using OxCal v3.4 (Ramsey 2001; Stuiver et al. 1998) and shown with 1σ range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory Number</th>
<th>¹⁴C Age, Years BP</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>1σ Cal. Range, Years AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beta-111668</td>
<td>740±60</td>
<td>caribou bone</td>
<td>Mittimatalik</td>
<td>1220-1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-146776</td>
<td>680±40</td>
<td>caribou bone</td>
<td>Resolute M1, House N</td>
<td>1280-1390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-146775</td>
<td>670±40</td>
<td>caribou bone</td>
<td>Resolute M1, House N</td>
<td>1280-1390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-140676</td>
<td>590±40</td>
<td>caribou bone</td>
<td>Brooman Point, House 12</td>
<td>1305-1405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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been metal obtained from these sources (McCartney 1988; McGhee 1984, 2004).

Recent investigations on the Greenland side of Nares Strait have, however, turned our attention to the possibility of other agents being involved as mediators in the scenario described. Recently acquired radiocarbon dates from the region (Table 2) provide evidence that Late Dorset people survived along the coast of Nares Strait and Kane Basin until at least the thirteenth century, and occupied the area synchronously with the Neo-Eskimo pioneers from Alaska (Appelt and Gulløv 1999; Appelt 2003). Iron of meteoric origin is associated with Late Dorset dwellings in amounts and forms that may be interpreted as a stock of raw material for future use and trade (Buchwald 2001: 57).

If rumors of the availability of metal in the eastern Arctic provided the motive for the initial eastward movement of ancestral Inuit, it has been argued (McGhee 2004) that Punuk-related peoples who were already engaged in the trade in metals crossing Bering Strait from Asia would be likely candidates to undertake such an enterprise. Bandi (1995) and Mason (2000) interpret the apparent martial nature of Punuk societies as related in part to their involvement in the metal trade, and such aggressive and maritime-oriented societies would appear capable of accomplishing a rapid movement through unoccupied or sparsely occupied territory until they reached the northeastern retreat of the Late Dorset culture Paleo-Eskimos and their Norse neighbors (Gulløv 2000).

On the basis of Ruin Island artifact styles, which show as much resemblance to Birnirk and Western Thule as they do to Punuk assemblages, McCullough (1989:254) suggested that these early migrants originated somewhere to the north of Bering Strait, probably along the northwestern Alaskan coast. However, the geographical as well as cultural relationships between these three western complexes has become more uncertain as a result of recent excavations and revised series of radiocarbon dates (Gerlach and Mason 1992:65). Csonka (2000: 64) notes that excavations at Ekven, on the Siberian shore of Bering Strait, support earlier indications that Birnirk may have a stronger presence in Siberia than in Alaska, a conclusion previously drawn by Gerlach and Mason (1992:67). Recently excavated components at Wales and Ekven, on either side of Bering Strait, show a confusing amalgam of Punuk, Birnirk and Western Thule traits (Csonka 2000, 2003; Dneprovsky 2002).

A similar combination of traits is apparent in Ruin Island assemblages, and it would probably be safe to state that—aside from the specimens of Norse origin—Ruin Island artifacts would not be noted as anomalous among the numerous specimens collected from the eroding midden at Ekven (Blumer and Csonka 1998:102). Such amalgamations of traits are not confined to the temporal period of the Ruin Island migration, nor to mixed assemblages such as that from the Ekven midden, but also occur in individual burials from the Ekven cemetery (Bronshtein 1995; Bronshtein and Plunetz 1995). The presence of Punuk/Birnirk/Thule assemblages in the Bering Strait area provides an appropriate cultural background for the proposition that the Ruin Island migration may not have originated in northern or northwestern Alaska, but from a society inhabiting the Bering Strait region and already engaged in the iron trade from Asia to Alaska.

If the Ruin Island occupation of the eastern High Arctic did result from a rapid movement of people from Bering Strait, would we expect that cultural traits related to western Alaska might be detected in later Inuit cultures of the Eastern Arctic? The general uniformity of Inuktun/Inupiaq dialects spoken between northwestern Alaska and Greenland, together with the resemblance of Canadian Thule culture materials to ancestral complexes in North Alaska, suggests that Inuit of the central and eastern Arctic trace much of their cultural ancestry to eastward movements from North Alaska which occurred at some time after the Ruin Island migration (Woodbury 1984). It therefore seems probable that the Ruin Island episode would have left little mark on the cultures of later Canadian Inuit, but this may not be true of Greenland.

The significant number of winter houses and depth of middens associated with Ruin Island occupations in the Smith Sound region (Holtved 1944; McCullough 1989) suggests that this occupation episode was neither short nor ephemeral. The suite of radiocarbon dates associated with the Ruin Island episode (Table 2) suggests that occupation may have occurred over a period of at least two centuries. Both Holtved (1944) on the Greenland coast of Smith Sound, and more recently Schledermann and McCullough (2003) on the Ellesmere Island coast, have documented substantial occupations of the region during later centuries. Holtved (1944, II: 73) appears to suggest continuity of occupation, with several Ruin Island cultural elements contributing to the succeeding Inussuk complex in West Greenland, while Schledermann and McCullough (2003:124) interpret cultural change in post-Ruin Island times as resulting from a combination of in situ development of local regional adaptations, and northward movements of Canadian Thule populations. The Inughuit society that has occupied the region in recent times seems to trace its linguistic ancestry.
Table 2: Radiocarbon dates associated with Late Dorset and Early Thule components from twelve sites in the Smith Sound region of northwestern Greenland and eastern Ellesmere Island. Dates are calibrated using OxCal v3.4 (Ramsey 2001; Stuiver et al. 1998) and shown with 1σ range. (cf. Appelt 2003: 23-28, 39-47).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lab. No.</th>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Component &amp; Culture</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>^14C Age, Years BP</th>
<th>1σ Range, Years AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAR-7466</td>
<td>Washington Land, Torvegade Fjord</td>
<td>Structure 2, Late Dorset, 1st episode</td>
<td>Muskox bone</td>
<td>820±40</td>
<td>1185-1270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAR-7467</td>
<td>Washington Land, Torvegade Fjord</td>
<td>Structure 2, Late Dorset, 2nd episode</td>
<td>Muskox bone</td>
<td>654±36</td>
<td>1290-1390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-4256</td>
<td>Washington Land, Cape Baddington</td>
<td>Dwelling, Late Dorset</td>
<td>Arctic hare bone</td>
<td>690±65</td>
<td>1270-1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-6708</td>
<td>Inglefield Land, Qeqertaaraq</td>
<td>Structure 161, House, Late Dorset</td>
<td>Charcoal, Salix sp.</td>
<td>711±43</td>
<td>1260-1390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIA-17726</td>
<td>Inglefield Land, Qeqertaaraq</td>
<td>Structure 4, Late Dorset, Arrowhead, Early Thule</td>
<td>Antler</td>
<td>891±29</td>
<td>1040-1220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIA-16942</td>
<td>Inglefield Land, Cape Kent</td>
<td>House 4, Early Thule</td>
<td>Muskox horn</td>
<td>892±36</td>
<td>1040-1210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-4469</td>
<td>Inglefield Land, Cape Kent</td>
<td>House 2, Early Thule</td>
<td>Antler</td>
<td>640±50</td>
<td>1295-1395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAR-3233</td>
<td>Inglefield Land, Qeqertaaraq</td>
<td>Structure 294, House, Early Thule</td>
<td>Caribou bone</td>
<td>640±50</td>
<td>1295-1395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-1489</td>
<td>Inglefield Land, Ruin Island</td>
<td>House 6, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Woollen cloth</td>
<td>680±100</td>
<td>1260-1410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIA-16936</td>
<td>Steensby Land, Nuullit</td>
<td>House 29, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Muskox horn</td>
<td>884±25</td>
<td>1060-1090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIA-16941</td>
<td>Steensby Land, Nuullit</td>
<td>House 29, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Muskox horn</td>
<td>724±20</td>
<td>1277-1293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIA-16938</td>
<td>Mebville Bay, Cape Seddon</td>
<td>House 11, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Antler</td>
<td>558±38</td>
<td>1320-1425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC-3003</td>
<td>Ellesmere Island, Skraeling I</td>
<td>House 22, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Heather</td>
<td>830±50</td>
<td>1160-1410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC-3156</td>
<td>Ellesmere Island, Skraeling I</td>
<td>House 21, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Heather</td>
<td>660±60</td>
<td>1280-1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC-3059</td>
<td>Ellesmere Island, Skraeling I</td>
<td>House 15, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Heather</td>
<td>580±50</td>
<td>1300-1410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC-3038</td>
<td>Ellesmere Island, Skraeling I</td>
<td>House 15, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Woollen cloth</td>
<td>700±50</td>
<td>1260-1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo-6069</td>
<td>Ellesmere Island, Skraeling I</td>
<td>House 6, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Oak wood</td>
<td>670±110</td>
<td>1250-1410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC-3396</td>
<td>Ellesmere Island, Eskimobyen</td>
<td>House 25, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Heather</td>
<td>760±70</td>
<td>1190-1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC-3561</td>
<td>Ellesmere Island, Sverdrup</td>
<td>House 6, Ruin Island phase</td>
<td>Heather</td>
<td>620±50</td>
<td>1300-1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAR-7370</td>
<td>Inglefield Land, Inuarfissuaq</td>
<td>House 8, Post Ruin Island</td>
<td>Antler</td>
<td>431±38</td>
<td>1430-1485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIA-16937</td>
<td>Dundas area, Thule Uummannaq</td>
<td>House 10, Post Ruin Island</td>
<td>Caribou bone</td>
<td>323±17</td>
<td>1520-1640</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to groups moving from Arctic Canada over the past two or three centuries (Mary-Rousselière 1991; Schledermann and McCullough 2003: 125).

The initial Inuit expansion into southwestern Greenland took place during the 14th century, a time when the Smith Sound corridor to Greenland was occupied by Ruin Island societies. In the following century winter dwellings with the diagnostic Ruin Island kitchen annex together with separate men’s houses were being built in the abandoned Norse Eastern Settlement located in the southernmost part of the island (Gulløv 1997: 343ff, 2003). This would appear to implicate the Ruin Island people as a prime mover in a goal-oriented Inuit expansion along the west coast to southern Greenland. Another expansion, lacking the Ruin Island architecture but with characteristics of late Dorset influence from the Thule District of northwestern Greenland, reached the east coast by travelling around the northern end of the island (Gulløv 1997: 383; 2004: 295ff).

If the Ruin Island people did leave a surviving cultural legacy, would it be recognizably different from that of the presumed Inupiaq-speaking North Alaskan ancestors of eastern Thule culture? Linguists have generally concluded that the Yupik/Inupiaq linguistic boundary in Norton Sound is the result of a recent southward expansion of Inupiaq speakers, and that prior to this expansion Yupik languages formed a continuum from Siberia across Bering Strait to the entire Seward Peninsula and areas to the south (Krauss 1988; Woodbury 1984: 53). Archaeologists have, therefore, generally assumed that Yupik languages were spoken by the ancient peoples who lived around Bering Strait and who are associated with the Old Bering Sea, Okvik, Punuk, and probably Birnirk cultures. If the Ruin Islanders spoke a Yupik language and shared in the cultures of the Bering Sea coasts, surviving elements of their language and culture might be recognized in those of the Inuktut-speaking Inuit of the Eastern Arctic. A small number of such resemblances have been noted. Swadesh (1951:70) and Woodbury (1984: 60) report several phonological affinities between Greenlandic dialects and those of western Alaskan Yupik languages, but ascribe them either to coincidental independent innovation, or to convergence.

If we look at Greenland as a whole, the scenario of Inuit expansion as reconstructed by archaeology also reflects the linguistic situation in the country. There is little doubt that West Greenlandic is a dialect which can be traced back to Thule people, some of whom (i.e., the pioneers of the Ruin Island phase) settled in what was then uninhabited West Greenland. There is also little doubt that another group travelled around the north coast to East Greenland, and is associated with an East Greenlandic dialect which is quite distinctive, although most of its forms can be traced to a language closely resembling Central West Greenlandic. Since the eighteenth century the linguistic situation on the fringes of the west coast has also included two dialect groups influenced by East Greenlandic: Upernavik, with an East Greenlandic phonological framework introduced from the north; and Qaartoq-Nanortalik in the southernmost area, with an original West Greenlandic dialect strongly influenced by Greenlanders from the east coast (Petersen 1986).

As dialect formation took place before the Inughuit settled the Thule District, we have reasons to assume that the origin of East Greenlandic should be sought somewhere in the north. The apparently rapid rate of change in the formation of this dialect suggests that contact occurred with another dialect, and Late Dorset Palaeo-Eskimos are the best candidates for a role in such an acculturation process. Although we know nothing about the Dorset language, the linguistic hypothesis draws our attention to the Late Dorset occupation of the Thule District, where Inuit expansions southwards and northwards began during the Ruin Island phase (Gulløv 1997: 477). Central West Greenlandic can be referred to as a dialect that retains the oldest features comparable to Inupiaq, while East Greenlandic is a newer dialect related to a migration which occurred early enough for local or regional change to have occurred as a result of a long regional process (Petersen 1986: 402). However, both East and West Greenlandic have surprising phonological and structural similarities with a common Inupiaq-Yupik stratum (Fortescue 1998: 191; Olsen 1986).

In East Greenland vestiges of a Punuk cultural origin seem to have survived in parts of the hunting equipment, such as blocks for the so-called winged harpoons (Larsen 1934: 102). Constructed in a different way than the familiar winged objects from the Old Bering Sea-Punuk continuum (Bronshtein 2002), these objects appeared in North East Greenland with the Neo-Eskimo expansion from the north.

Following the expansion further south along the east coast to the surviving Inuit group at Ammassalik, we find the tradition that some individual shamans, the angakkut paullik, have the wry-mouthed kayaker as their strongest helping spirit, together with the polar bear and the walrus. No such shamanic helper as the wry-mouthed kayaker exists in West Greenland nor in Canada, but can be related to similar beings known from Seward Peninsula and Nunivak Island in Alaska, and found in carvings from the Birnirk culture (Curtis 1930: 80ff; Ray 1977: 115; Sonne 1986). This tradition apparently came to East Greenland from the north, together with Punuk and Dorset cultural elements, to form “Greenland’s most exclusive, most complex and most artistic Eskimo community” (Thalbitzer 1914: 732).
In the biological realm, Utermohle’s detailed study of Inuit/Inupiaq crania noted that the greatest resemblance to Birnirk period crania from Alaska were found in samples from western Greenland. He concluded that “The inhabitants of Greenland may well represent an unadmixed (until historic intervention) residuum of the morphological pattern of the earliest Thule culture migrants” (Utermohle 1984: 368). The study of crania from late heathen graves in Upernavik shows a slight difference from the somewhat earlier West Greenland crania, and both differ slightly from the Northeast Greenland crania (Jørgensen and Vesely 1974), dating from a time when the last generation of early Inuit moved south from Thule prior to the advent of the Inughuit.

Inconclusive as these intimations of distant relationship are, they may hint at the survival of cultural elements brought to the Eastern Arctic by the earliest Inuit who reached the area from the west. Their existence provides some meagre support for the proposition that the “Thule migration” was not a simple ecologically-driven expansion of North Alaskan whalers. Rather, the initial phase of the Inuit colonization of the Eastern Arctic may have been a commercially-motivated enterprise undertaken by the peoples whose ancestors had long engaged in the metal trade across Bering Strait.
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EVIDENCE FROM THE MACKENZIE DELTA FOR PREHISTORIC LINKS BETWEEN ALASKA AND ARCTIC CANADA: THE SATKUALUK SITE
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Abstract: Satkualuk is a multi-component site located on Richards Island in the Mackenzie Delta. Artifacts and radiocarbon dates indicate several temporally distinct early occupations. The co-occurrence of linear-stamped ceramics and frequent use of burination techniques on a variety of lithic artifacts indicates a Choris presence at the site. This component significantly extends the eastern boundary of the known Choris distribution, and increases the likelihood of contact and cultural influence between Alaskan peoples and those of Arctic Canada at a time when the Palaeoeskimo tradition in the central and eastern Arctic was undergoing major changes.
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Introduction

Since its discovery nearly a half-century ago on Kotzebue Sound, the Choris culture has remained an enigma. Choris artifacts show intriguing similarities to those from both the earlier Denbigh Flint Complex and later Norton tradition materials (Dumond 2000: 9-13). It may represent a link between the Arctic Small Tool tradition (ASTt) and later cultural traditions, or between Siberian and Alaskan traditions, yet it is so poorly known that its true position and significance are difficult to assess. The discovery of a Choris component in the Mackenzie Delta of northwestern Canada raises the possibility that this puzzling complex may also have played a role in communications between the developing cultures of Alaska and those of the Central and Eastern Canadian Arctic.

The Mackenzie Delta provides a concentration of animal resources that is unique in Arctic Canada, and more closely approaches the resource levels of the riverine and Bering Sea coastal environments of western Alaska. Although the region supported a relatively dense population of Dene and Inuvialuit peoples during the past few centuries, archaeology has been unable to detect more than traces of earlier occupations. This deficiency is in part due to the geomorphological attributes of the delta terrain, characterized by rapid erosion and deposition of many shoreline areas, as well as to the dense vegetation cover which conceals most surface indications of past occupation. However, the sand and gravel exposures situated at relatively high elevations on Richards Island represent the type of landscape that has produced evidence of early occupations on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula to the east of the Mackenzie Delta (LeBlanc 1991a; Sutherland 1991).

In the course of archaeological work on Richards Island during the summer of 1993, a number of locations that appeared to have archaeological potential were observed. One such area was a stretch of the eastern coastline of Richards Island bordering on Kittigazuit Bay. On an exposure north of the large Inuvialuit site of Gupuk, a surface scatter of artifacts that included chert flakes and scrapers was found. Two days of investigation resulted in the recovery of additional chipped stone artifacts, as well as ceramic sherds (Sutherland 1994). The site (NiTs-4) was named Satkualuk, which in Siglit, the language of the Mackenzie Delta Inuvialuit, means “tool from long ago” (Figure 1).
The presence of pottery with linear-stamped decoration and the frequent use of burination techniques on a variety of stone tools suggested a similarity to assemblages characteristic of Choris culture of northwestern Alaska (Giddings 1964; Giddings and Anderson 1986). Confirmation of the cultural affiliation of the site would indicate a significant eastward extension in the known range of the Alaskan Choris complex, and in view of the potential importance of the site, further work was carried out in the summer of 1994 (Sutherland 1995). This work included detailed mapping of the site and further test excavations, as well as helicopter and foot survey of surrounding areas. Several days of reconnaissance in adjacent regions of Richards Island resulted in the location of six additional sites, which yielded lithic artifacts indicative of occupation prior to the ancestral Inuvialuit settlement of the area. This work demonstrated that the Satkualuk site is not an isolated phenomenon, but one of a series of occupation localities along the eastern coast of Richards Island.

This apparent concentration of early sites may be related to a unique feature of the local environment. Friesen and Arnold (1995) delineate a zone occupied each summer by thousands of beluga that congregate in Kittigazuit Bay to feed and raise their infants. This zone approaches the shore of Richards Island along a stretch of approximately 20 kilometers of coast, and the Satkualuk site is located midway along this sector. Several of the other early sites that were
discovered in 1994, as well as more recent ones such as the large Inuvialuit village of Gupuk, are located along this same stretch of shoreline. Such a concentrated resource, when combined with the seal, caribou, and fish stocks of the outer Mackenzie Delta and adjacent regions, may have produced a local environment which early Alaskan hunters would have found attractive for the past several thousand years.

**Site Description**

Satkualuk lies close to the edge of the upland which characterizes the northern portion of Richards Island, between 35 and 40 m above sea level and approximately 200 m from the foreshore flats bordering Kittigazuit Bay. Its location provides an excellent view eastwards over the estuary of East Channel. The site is situated in a large blowout surrounded by tundra and shrub tundra vegetation (Figure 2).

Preliminary examination of the site locality revealed artifacts scattered over an area measuring at least 250 by 180 m, with a concentration approximately 40 m in diameter. The boundaries of the site were not determined, since the scatter of artifacts extended into areas covered by tundra vegetation. Controlled surface collecting was carried out in the wind-deflated portion of the site. Five 1 x 1 m test units were excavated in 1993, and an additional twenty-four 1 x 1 m units in 1994. The majority of the excavation units were situated where surface cultural material was most heavily concentrated, and over half of the test units were in the vicinity of a low mound near the eastern edge of the site. Testing was also done around the periphery of the blowout in order to determine the extent of the artifact distribution in areas covered by vegetation.

**Site Features**

Apart from several rock scatters in the deflated zone, which may represent the remains of tent rings, the only other feature visible from the surface is a low mound, approximately 15 m in diameter, located on the northeastern edge of the area where surface artifacts were most heavily concentrated. The periphery of this roughly circular mound supports vegetation cover, and a cluster of boulders lies at its highest point (Figure 3). Excavations revealed a number of hearths, some associated with what appeared to be living floors, at depths of 35-75 cm below ground surface. Four radiocarbon dates were obtained from the buried deposits.

![Figure 2: The Satkualuk site from the air.](image)
and are consistent with the stratigraphic positioning of the samples. Only a small portion of the mound was excavated and further investigation is needed to assess the nature and extent of the cultural features that were observed.

**Artifacts**

Surface collection and excavation produced 1391 specimens, including 37 ceramic sherds and 302 finished lithic artifacts. Most of these were recovered from the wind-deflated areas of the site. Few of the artifacts that were recovered from the buried occupation layers in the mound excavation were diagnostic of cultural affiliation.

The majority of the ceramic artifacts are linear-stamped body sherds (Figure 4f) tempered with fiber, possibly feathers; one may be cord-marked (Figure 4k). Anderson considers cord-marked pottery to be the earliest type found in Choris culture, while for several subsequent centuries both were made by Choris people, with linear-stamped ceramics continuing into Norton culture (Giddings and Anderson 1986: 315).

Lithic artifacts account for 87% of the finished specimens recovered from Satkualuk. Raw materials used include a variety of cherts, quartzite, and at least one example of clinker (Raymond LeBlanc, personal communication). The presence of clinker, a heat-fused rock that occurs on the Cape Bathurst peninsula (LeBlanc 1991b), suggests that the people from Satkualuk may have travelled or had trade connections as far as Cape Bathurst, almost 300 kilometers east of the Mackenzie Delta.

There are 14 burins in the collection, including specimens not unlike some of those found in Denbigh or other ASTt assemblages (Figure 4g), as well as burins on bifaces (Figure 4h) which are considered to be more diagnostic of Choris culture. Twenty-two burin spalls were also recovered. Among the most characteristic specimens are 35 burinated flakes and unifaces. Together with linear-stamped pottery, the burinated lithics provide the strongest indication of a Choris presence.

The Satkualuk collection also includes 44 microblades (Figure 4j) and 17 microblade cores or fragments (Figure 4l). The poor quality of workmanship and the lack of standardization in the cores from Satkualuk are notable.
when compared with Denbigh assemblages, and suggest a remnant industry that one might expect in Early Choris. Two core tablets were also recovered. One of these is from a relatively large core, and was found in association with a large microblade, in an area of the blowout located at a considerable distance from the main concentration of surface artifacts; these specimens may indicate an occupation much earlier than that represented by the Choris material.

Forty-two unifacial endscrapers (Figure 4c), a relatively high proportion of the artifacts, were recovered from the site. Many are similar to those in Denbigh and other ASTt assemblages (Giddings and Anderson 1986). Eight flake knives were found, which are similar to those that occur from Denbigh through to Norton assemblages (Figure 4d-f). The Satkualuk collection includes six drills and gravers of forms that have a broad distribution in both Denbigh and later assemblages. There are thirty-one bifaces, most of them fragmentary or of culturally undiagnostic forms (Figure 4b). Lanceolate bifaces of the type associated with Choris assemblages are represented by only two small medi­dial fragments. The only complete biface is a small sideblade inset (Figure 4a); tips of small pointed endblades and unfinished symmetrical bifaces, which were probably intended as small endblades, were also found. Twelve coarse stone tools, manufactured from quartzite, were recovered from the site. The collection also includes two hammerstones, two abrad­ers, one polished pebble, a variety of retouched flakes, sev­eral core and nodule fragments, and numerous unretouched flakes.

While the majority of the artifacts recovered from Satkualuk appear to be most consistent with a Choris affiliation, some specimens suggest a closer relationship to the Denbigh Flint Complex and even earlier cultural complexes.

Faunal Remains

Relatively few faunal remains were found. Seal and car­ibou bones were recovered from the buried deposits. A lack of organic artifacts, as well as the scarcity of faunal material in both the buried deposits and on the surface of the site, may be related to poor preservation. However, sampling may also be a factor, and future excavation in undisturbed areas of the site may produce more organic remains.

Radiocarbon Dates

Seven AMS radiocarbon dates are currently available for Satkualuk, and the range of dates supports the artifac­tual evidence in suggesting that more than one component is represented at the site (Table 1). Mason and Gerlach (1995) have attempted to rationalize the confusing series of ages which have been ascribed to the Choris culture. They conclude that the large number of Choris localities at Cape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of Sample</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Date (14C yrs BP)</th>
<th>Lab Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deflated zone</td>
<td>caribou antler</td>
<td>1450±60</td>
<td>Beta-65520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflated zone</td>
<td>caribou bone</td>
<td>1920±70</td>
<td>Beta-65519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflated zone</td>
<td>charcoal</td>
<td>4710±100</td>
<td>Beta-77811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buried deposit, depth 40-45 cm</td>
<td>seal bone</td>
<td>1720±50</td>
<td>Beta-77810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buried deposit, depth 55-60 cm</td>
<td>caribou (?) bone</td>
<td>2230±60</td>
<td>Beta-77809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buried deposit, depth 70-75 cm</td>
<td>charcoal</td>
<td>4480±50</td>
<td>Beta-77808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buried deposit, depth 55-60 cm</td>
<td>charcoal</td>
<td>6140±70</td>
<td>Beta-80071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note that depth is measured below local surface and does not necessarily indicate stratigraphic position. The four samples from the buried deposits are listed in stratigraphic order from late to early.*
Figure 4: Artifacts from the Satkualuk site: a sideblade; b biface; c unifacial scraper; d-f flake knives; g burin; h burinated biface; i microblade core; j microblade fragments; k,l ceramic sherds.
Krusenstern date from later than 2500 radiocarbon years ago but earlier than 1600 years ago, and that most of the acceptable Choris dates from other localities in western Alaska range between approximately 2700 and 2200 years ago.

The radiocarbon dates from the lowest of the stratigraphic levels at Satkualuk (6140 and 4480 BP), as well as the date of 4710 BP from the deflated zone, suggest an occupation of the site significantly earlier than Choris times, and probably relating to ASTt or earlier cultural complexes. The date of 2230 BP from an intermediate occupation layer is within the Choris range, while the date of 1720 BP from the upper layer of the buried deposits and the date of 1920 BP from the deflated zone may relate to later Choris occupations. The final date of 1450 BP likely derives from a more recent use of the site.

Assessing the Relationship of the Satkualuk Site

In order to evaluate the potential significance of the Satkualuk site, we must consider our understanding of the archaeological unit known as "Choris culture." With specific reference to the Palaeo-Eskimo occupations of High Arctic regions, I have proposed (Sutherland 1996) that early Arctic cultures should not be envisaged as representing widespread populations with identical technologies. Rather, on the model of the historic Inuit of the Central Arctic, they may be more usefully viewed as a mosaic of local groups adapted to local resources, each sharing some elements of culture with neighboring groups, and each developing along its own distinct trajectory over time. This concept would seem to be particularly apt as a means of conceptualizing the population associated with Choris culture, which Mason and Gerlach (1995) have portrayed as an archaeological "horizon," a widespread but thin veneer of occupation remains left by a small and highly mobile population. The discovery of an artifact assemblage characterized by attributes of Choris culture in the Mackenzie Delta, over 1000 kilometers to the east of similar sites on the coast of the Chukchi Sea, represents a significant geographical extension of this poorly understood cultural complex. It also suggests that the cultural implications of the "Choris horizon" may be more extensive than have been previously thought.

Prior to the discovery of the Satkualuk site, no clear evidence of human occupation earlier than that of the Inuvialuit during the past few centuries had been found in the Mackenzie Delta proper. However, ASTt sites have been located in adjacent areas, including the Yukon Coast, the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, the Anderson Plain, and Cape Bathurst Peninsula. In a re-examination of the large but mixed collection from Engigsteak in the northern Yukon, Clark (1976) has suggested that "post-ASTt" correlates with Choris/early Norton exist in the form of discoid scrapers, Donnelly-like burins, a single Choris-like harpoon, and adzes, as well as anater wedges, lateral insets, small stemmed points, butinated flakes, a single drill, and a variety of pottery types including linear impressed. Greer (1991) has suggested that the bifacial adzes and some of the endblades from the Trout Lake locality are similar to those of Choris assemblages from Alaska. From sites in Hutchison Bay on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, at Malloch Hill on the Cape Bathurst Peninsula (LeBlanc 1991a, 1994) and also at the Lapointe site at Bloody Falls on the Coppermine River (McGhee 1970), a few Choris-like parallel-flaked bifaces and biface fragments have been found (Figure 5).

Two other important sites that must be considered in this discussion are the Lagoon site on Banks Island (Arnold 1981) and the closely related Crane site on Cape Bathurst Peninsula (LeBlanc 1994). With the majority of radiocarbon assays from these sites clustering between 2300 and 2500 BP, these components date to approximately the Choris range. Their artifact assemblages show a confusing mixture of technological traits which combine Alaskan elements with those resembling late Pre-Dorset culture in Arctic Canada. Although LeBlanc considers that needles from the Lagoon site and some side-notched endblades from the Crane site resemble Choris forms, and Dumond (2000:11) notes a similarity between the barbed harpoon heads from the Crane site and those from the Choris Peninsula, the entire assemblages show little coherent resemblance to Choris or any other defined Alaskan complex. However, it seems possible that the complex represented at the Lagoon and Crane sites may have derived from a Choris precursor. The Satkualuk assemblage shows no specific similarities to those of the Lagoon complex; rather, the co-occurrence of several elements of Choris technology indicates a closer relationship to the Alaskan Choris complex. The existence of such an assemblage located approximately halfway between the Lagoon complex sites on the Beaufort Sea coast and the known range of Alaskan Choris, strengthens the possibility of a Choris-like influence on the development of cultures in the western Canadian Arctic.

Conclusions

Despite the preliminary nature of the investigations, there is sufficient diagnostic material in the collection from Satkualuk to support the view that at least one component at the site indicates a Choris presence in the Mackenzie Delta. It would appear that small and mobile groups who left the assemblages forming the Choris "horizon," in the terminology used by Mason and Gerlach (1995), wandered at
least as far eastward as the Mackenzie River and established a coastal occupation similar to those known from northwestern Alaska.

The site not only holds potential for increasing our knowledge of the Choris culture, but also for aiding our understanding of prehistoric relationships between Alaska and the Canadian Arctic. The presence of an eastern outlier of this early culture may be significant in assessing the development of the Palaeo-Eskimo tradition in Arctic Canada. In particular, it may increase our understanding of the development of the Dorset culture, a process which occurred between approximately 3000 and 2500 years ago in areas well to the east of the Mackenzie River. The possibility of Alaskan influence on this development has been argued in the past without the benefit of archaeological evidence (Taylor 1968).

The prehistory of Arctic Canada has been generally viewed in terms of two major migrations: the first by Palaeo-Eskimos between 5000 and 4000 years ago, and the second by Neo-Eskimos who moved eastward about 1000 years ago. The Satkualuk site suggests that the actual picture may have been considerably more complex, with multiple movements of peoples eastwards from Alaska to the western portions of the Canadian Arctic. Cultural developments in Arctic Canada, previously thought to have occurred in isolation from developments in Alaska, may in fact have been influenced by knowledge brought to the Canadian Arctic by such immigrants.
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Abstract: Scholars studying early distribution of Native groups and languages in Chukotka have been for long discussing the value of several early-contact records left by the Russian explorers and other visitors to the region during the 1700s and early 1800s. This paper offers the first detailed analysis of one of such early scholarly records produced by Carl Heinrich Merck, a German doctor and natural scientist, who visited Chukotka in 1791. Specifically, the author reviews a word-list of several dozen Native terms in Merck's manuscript belonging to the so-called "Uelenski language." Based upon comparative analysis, he argues that the "Uelenski language" was, actually, a dialect of the Central Siberian Yup'ik that once used to be spread widely along the eastern and northern shores of Chukotka. Later population replacements, language and cultural shifts have changed the linguistic map of the region, leaving Merck's manuscript as the only indisputable evidence of the early Siberian Yup'ik presence at Bering Strait and along the Arctic coast of Chukotka.
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Introduction

For the first and the only time the words that reportedly belonged to the so-called "Uelenski (Uelen) language" were written down by a German naturalist named Carl Merck in summer 1791, on his visit to the Chukchi Peninsula. Merck was traveling across the Bering Sea and Bering Strait region as a member of the Russian North-East Geographical Expedition (1785–1795), under the leadership of Joseph Billings and Gavriil Sarychev (Sarycheff). Being German by origin, Merck drafted his field notes and sketches for his final report in his native German, writing it down in fluent Gothic cursive. The original copy of his manuscript entitled "Die Beschreibung der Tschuktschi, von ihren Gebrauchten und Lebensarti" (Description of the Chukchi in their Lore and Way of Life) is preserved at the Russian National Public Library in St. Petersburg, in its Manuscript and Rare Books Division (German), Fond No.173. For the first time, and almost 200 years after it had been compiled, a more or less complete Russian translation of Merck's manuscript was published by Zinaida D. Titova (1978), in her edited collection of various ethnographic reports generated by the Billings Expedition. However, shorter fragments of Merck's report, both in German and in Russian translation, were published earlier (Bronstein and Shnakenburg 1941; Merck 1814; Vdovin 1954:76-77); his data had been used and cited many times prior to Titova's publication (cf. Bronstein and Shnakenburg 1941; Dolgikh 1960; Vdovin 1954, 1961, 1965).

Linguists, anthropologists, and ethnohistorians have repeatedly turned to Merck's manuscript, both before and after its Russian publication by Titova, treating it as a unique source on Native history and ethnography of the Chukchi Peninsula (Chukotka). Merck's report indeed is the earliest scholarly essay on this topic; it remained for many years unsurpassed because of its details, clarity, and scholarly conscientiousness. Merck's manuscript contains what may be called the earliest basic ethnography of the "Tchuktschi": i.e., the Native inhabitants of the Chukchi Peninsula, both the Chukchi proper and the Yup'ik Eskimo. It is also renown for its extensive use of glosses from many Native languages of the area, including the one he labeled "Uelenski" (Russian "of Uelen") that had been reportedly spoken in the community of Uelen, a few miles northwest of today's Cape Dezhnev (East Cape).

The most famous (and the most widely cited) section of Merck's manuscript treats the linguistic situation in the Bering Strait area at the end of the 18th century; it also mentions for the first and the only time the very existence of a special "Uelenski language." The original German
version and the full English translation of that section of Merck's manuscript were first published by Michael Krauss (2005:165). In his original German text Merck used two sets of Native glosses. The one that he labeled "Reinhirtenhabende Tschuktschi" ('Reindeer Chukchi') obviously belonged to the Chukchi language proper. That language was not only the main vernacular in the area during the time of Merck's visit but also the language via which the expedition members, be they Russian (Sarycheff), German (Merck), or British (Billings), communicated with the local people using a series of interpreters: from Chukchi to Russian to German, and vice versa. The second language used in Merck's manuscript he called "stillsitzende Tschuktschi" ('of the Sedentary Chukchi'); that term, obviously, covered various Yup'ik Eskimo languages that were present on the Siberian side of the Bering Strait in Merck's time. Various attempts by several scholars, both Russian and Western, to identify the four different versions of that "sedentary Chukchi" language(s) came to very similar conclusions. Three of Merck's "sedentary Chukchi" languages were almost unanimously identified with the three known Siberian Yup'ik languages in Chukotka, namely the Sirenskisi, Chaplinski, and Naukanski (Arutyunov et al. 1982:88-89; Chlenov 1988:67-68; Chlenov and Krupnik 1983; Dolgikh 1960; Krauss 2005; Vdovin 1954). As for the last one, the "Uelenski," it was identified as a separate (fourth?) Eskimo language more than fifty years ago by Vdovin (1954:76-77); but neither Vdovin nor many other researchers who dealt with the excerpts from Merck's text could reasonably specify what kind of "Eskimo" language it was and what was its position among other Native languages of the area (see most recent discussion in Krauss 2005:167-170).

During the late 1980s, both Krauss and I had studied Merck's data, looking for clues to the origins of the Uelenski language. The proceedings of our extensive communication remained unpublished (Krauss and Chlenov 1987). Independently of each other and quite simultaneously we came to the same conclusion that the Uelenski language was but a dialect of the Yup'ik Eskimo language known in the U.S. as "Central-Siberian Yup'ik" (further CSY) and in Russia as "Asiatic Eskimo language," or in the vernacular, the Chaplinski Eskimo language. I have published a preliminary short result of this analysis elsewhere (Chlenov 1988:67-68) but postponed the full publication until more data would become available. Krauss and Steven Jacobson (both at the Alaska Native Language Center, ANLC) analyzed the names of the months in Uelenski language as reported by Merck, as a proof for its being close to, or originated from Central Siberian Yup'ik (CSY); their study also remained unpublished. With Krauss' brief analysis of Merck's materials on the position of the Uelenski language among the Eskimo languages in Asia now published (Krauss 2005; see also Fortescue 2004), I believe the time has come to present my arguments as well.

This paper deals with the following issues based upon an extensive textual and linguistic analysis of Merck's original German manuscript:

1. Identification of the languages listed by Merck as well as of the place-names that he cited in his manuscript to define the areas where they had been spoken in his time;

2. Sources of different linguistic glosses in Merck's manuscript;

3. Identification and interpretation of words marked by the letter "U" in his manuscript;

4. Identification of Uelenski language as a dialect of CSY.

The Language(s) of the "Sedentary Chukchi" and their Geographic Boundaries

The interpretation of Merck's data depends in many respects on the way(s) one reads, or more properly, deciphers Merck's transliteration of Native words, particularly, of Native place-names, in his manuscript. The complexity of the task is determined by two considerations.

First, one has to comprehend how exactly Merck and/or his local interpreters from Chukchi to Russian pronounced and transliterated Native words and names. In Merck's manuscript, all, or almost all of the local place-names were written according to their Chukchi, or even Russian phonation, not the Eskimo one. Not surprisingly, all Native place-names were inevitably phonetically distorted, since Merck himself did not know either the Chukchi or the Koryak languages that were used by his interpreters; and he certainly did not master any of the Yup'ik Eskimo language(s) to which the words in his manuscript originally belonged. Also, we may assume that his knowledge of Russian was not perfect, bearing in mind that he preferred to write down his

The Russian understanding of the term "Siberia" contradicts the term "Central Siberian." For the Russians the Bering Strait area is a part of the "Far East," whereas Siberia proper starts (or ends) at the Kolyma River. For the Americans, "Siberia" starts at the Russian-American border. Still, I believe that CSY is a good enough term, bearing in mind that its Russian analog, "language of the Asiatic Eskimo" is similarly misleading, since it creates an impression that there is only one language among the Asiatic Eskimo. As for Chaplinski, it is rather a vernacular term, which has hardly any Eskimo connotation (Ungazighmiistun, "language of the Ungaziq people"). In this paper, the Eskimo language of the southeastern part of the Chukchi Peninsula, St. Lawrence Island, and formerly, along the western shore of Bering Strait is labeled CSY.
field notes and final report in his native German. One of the early publishers of his diaries mentioned that even his German was quite turbid and archaic, and often difficult to be understood by modern German speakers (Jacobi 1938, cit. after Titova 1978:17).

The second consideration is purely paleographic and it deals with the deciphering of Merck's original writing done, as noticed above, in fluent Gothic cursive. I checked the original handwritten text and, in many cases, I came to different interpretations than some of my predecessors, like Titova (1978), or Bronshtein and Shnakenburg (1941), who made the first Russian publication of Merck's famous passage on four languages of the “Sedentary Chukchis.” My conclusions are based upon some training in reading Gothic cursive texts that comes from my childhood years spent in Germany; but also upon observations of Merck's handwriting and of his potential knowledge of local place-names in Chukotka. These conclusions can be summarized as follows.

**Gulf of Anadyr, Northern Shore**

The “first language of the Sedentary Chukchis” as identified by Merck was distributed from the site named “Serdse-Kamen” to the village (camp – Russian stoibische) Ugin or Aigan, as originally read by Bronshtein and Shnakenburg. Nowadays, the only place-name, Cape Serdtse Kamen, known in Chukotka is the rocky cape on its arctic shore, next to the town of Enurmino. Clearly enough, it is not the one referred to by Merck; otherwise, the orderly geographical, southwest to northeast, orientation of languages in his description would be distorted. If Merck’s “Serdse Kamen” were indeed located on the northern shore of the Chukchi Peninsula, then all four languages he referred to would be squeezed in a bottleneck along a small section of the Chukchi Sea coast, between Enurmino and Cape Dzhnev (East Cape). That means that Merck had another “Serdse Kamen” in mind, the one identified almost fifty years ago by Vdovin (1954) and Dolgikh (1960 – see also Krauss 2005:165).

The name is clearly of Russian origin (literally ‘Heart-Rock’). There is indeed a visible mountain or, rather, high cliff at the entrance to Cross Bay (Zaliv Kresta), in the northernmost section of the Gulf of Anadyr, just off today's town of Konergino. The rock's name can be seen on some of the navigational charts; but it is unknown to the local Chukchi residents. The name was given by Vitus Bering on his first voyage of 1728, and it was widely used on many Russian maps of the 1700s (cf. Efimov et al. 1964:89, 114).

Identification of Merck's “Serdse Kamen” with the Cross Bay area enables us to recognize another place-name in the same passage, which is interpreted by Titova as “Mantschchen” (Titova 1978:99). I read it, instead, as Maetschchen because the spelling of the cursive Gotish e resembles very much the spelling of cursive u. Such a spelling (independently of whether the ae should be pronounced as an Umlaut or the two distinct vowels) leaves no doubt that it refers to the bar island of Meechkyn that starts right at the eastern entrance to Cross Bay, immediately below the Serdtse Kamen cliff.² The bar still has two walrus howling grounds on its west and east ends; historically, it marked the westernmost sites populated by Native sea-mammal hunters along the northern shore of the Gulf of Anadyr. This had been repeatedly documented since the early voyages of the 1700s and up to the 1950s. In the 1920s, a group of a dozen Yup'ik families from the village of Ungaziq (see below) moved to the Meechkyn spit and established a small settlement that existed until the 1940s. Therefore, the northwestern border of the first of Merck's “sedentary Chukchi” languages corresponded nicely to the historical boundary of the sea-mammal hunting coastal population along the Gulf of Anadyr shore.

Merck put the eastern limit of that language “up to the village of Ugin.” My reading of this place-name agrees with that of Titova and disagrees with Bronshtein and Shankenburg's (1941). Ugin can solidly be identified with the Yup'ik community of Ungaziq or Chaplino (Indian Point) at Cape Chaplin. The Chukchi name for this site is Ungin. Most certainly, Merck received the information on areas far away from the places he personally visited from the expedition's interpreter, the Cossack officer (soatik) Ivan Kobelev (see below). The latter had traveled extensively across the Bering Strait region between the 1750s and early 1800s (Fedorova 1971). On his map published in German in 1783, Ungaziq is marked as Ungin (in a Russian version of the same map published in 1784 – as Ugin or Uginyakh). There is good reason to believe that -g- in both of these names indicates the nasal -ng-; so, a simple pen error could have turned Kobelev's Ugin into Merck's Ugin. If so, Merck’s first language can be located on the northern shore of the Gulf of Anadyr, from the island of Meechkyn and up to the main Yup'ik Eskimo village of Ungaziq. Krauss (2005:165) arrived at the same conclusion regarding the boundaries of that first language.

All of the authors who tried to interpret Merck’s language distribution in the 1700s based upon that passage (i.e., Vdovin, Dolgikh, Menovshchikov, Krauss, Fortescue,

---

¹Daarkin's map of 1765 transliterates this place-name as Meechkikyn (Efimov 1964:89), whereas Kobelev's report calls it Maekkkin (Fedorova 1971:ill.1), almost exactly as did Merck in his notes of 1791 and very close to the Russianized modern pronunciation, Meechkyn.
came from Lavrentiya [St. Lawrence Island–M.C.], from over there. We are the last remains, and the name was Nangupagaghmiit, a kind of nationality. Nangupagahq is a location over there, their place. Lavrentiya island is huge! Many people lived there. But that was very long time ago, long before us (Krupnik 2001:452).

This tradition is fully corroborated by the place-name Nangupaghaq near Gambell on St. Lawrence Island. The Qiwaaghmiit have no oral tradition of this kind; but significantly enough, the largest part of that group had resettled to St. Lawrence Island during the late 1800s (Krupnik 1994); their modern descendants on the island still retain the name Qiwaaghmiit and a clear memory of their origins in Siberia. Some Asuvimit families also moved to St. Lawrence Island in the early 1900s (Krupnik 1994). It seems that between the mid-1800s and the early 1900s, the area around and to the east of Provideniya Bay experienced several migrations from St. Lawrence Island and vice versa. All of those migrant groups had spoken different versions of CSY. That means that either the boundary between Sireniki and CSY was already located somewhat westward of Provideniya Bay, or that it had been moved westward after Merck’s time, due to those later migrations. In any case, Merck’s Uigin (CSY Ungazzi) was far to the east.

Even more problematic is the western position of the Sireniki language boundary, following Merck’s statement that the “first language” was spoken all along up to the Meechikyn spit. Kobelev put on his 1779 map of that area a village named “Eymelan” (Efimov 1964, map 174), which is obviously the same as the modern Chukchi town of Enmelen near Cape Bering. Its Yup’ik name Taqevaq is widely known, including on St. Lawrence Island (Oovi and Womkon Badten 1975:17). The very fact that Kobelev used the Chukchi name in the 1700s indicates that the village could already have had a Chukchi-speaking population. Most probably, Merck’s informants meant that Meechikyn spit was the westernmost boundary of the “sedentary Chukchi,” that is, of the coastal people, in general, and not just of their language. But this is my guess only. It may well be that in Merck’s time Sireniki was already spoken more widely along the northern shore of the Gulf of Anadyr; but that area could have been already punctured by several Chukchi-speaking enclaves, or, rather, the Sireniki speakers themselves were already living in the chain of coastal enclaves among predominately Chukchi-speaking people. Such was the situation along the coast of the Bering Strait proper (see below), and it would be reasonable to expect that a similar language transition was already in place along the shore of the Gulf of Anadyr.
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as well as my colleagues and I (Arutyunov et al. 1982; Chlenov and Krupnik 1983), commonly associated that first area with the Sireniki language. As such, everyone had to account for a certain discrepancy between Merck’s boundaries in the 1700s and what has been known from the later period. By the mid-1800s there were no traces of any Sireniki speakers on the coast between Provideniya Bay and Cape Chaplin, and even for some distance to the west of Provideniya Bay. Of course, some earlier presence of the Sireniki language could not be excluded. One hint of this may be the place-name Pagileq on the southwestern shore of Arakamchechen Island, to the north of Cape Chaplin. This is probably a derivation from Sireniki pagellegg ‘comorant’; but that is the only example of a Sireniki-based place-name that is known to me in the Cape Chaplin area.

Thus the word vorn (‘slightly before’) used by Merck in his manuscript might not be accidental. It means that the eastern limit of the Sireniki language was indeed more in agreement with what we know of the Siberian Yup’ik language and tribal distribution during the mid- and late-19th century. ‘Slightly before’ then could literally mean that the coast around Provideniya Bay was not a part of the first “language” area (see the same conclusion in Krauss 2005:165). During the mid-late 1800s, the area to the west and around Provideniya Bay was occupied by small Yup’ik groups called Avatismit, Atqalghghammit, and Imnqamit, with three other communities, Qiwaaghmiit, Tasighammit and Nangupagaghmiit, living further eastward, from Cape Chukotsky to Tkachen Bay (Arutyunov et al. 1982; Chlenov and Krupnik 1983; Krupnik and Chlenov 1976). All of them spoke various (sub)dialects of CSY; two latter groups were primarily Chukchi-speaking. In the 1970s some of the elderly Atqalghghammit still remembered that their distant forefathers once came from St. Lawrence Island:

Our elders repeatedly told us that our people, Atqalghghammit came once from Sivuuqaq [St. Lawrence Island – M.C.]. Father’s great-grandfathers were from there probably, so I heard. But as I remember people always called us Atqalghghammit, never Sivuuqaghmiit. It is only due to the old stories that we know that our forefathers are from over there. We never heard of any relatives over there (Krupnik 2001:451).

A similar oral tradition has been recorded among a mixed Chukchi-Yup’ik group called the Nangupagaghmiit (‘people from Nangupaghq’):

So I heard it. People spoke that somewhere in the nineteen tens or in eighteen hundreds those from Nangupagan [sic! with a Chukchi suffix]

This tradition is fully corroborated by the place-name Nangupaghaq near Gambell on St. Lawrence Island. The Qiwaaghmiit have no oral tradition of this kind; but significantly enough, the largest part of that group had resettled to St. Lawrence Island during the late 1800s (Krupnik 1994); their modern descendants on the island still retain the name Qiwaaghmiit and a clear memory of their origins in Siberia. Some Asuvimit families also moved to St. Lawrence Island in the early 1900s (Krupnik 1994). It seems that between the mid-1800s and the early 1900s, the area around and to the east of Provideniya Bay experienced several migrations from St. Lawrence Island and vice versa. All of those migrant groups had spoken different versions of CSY. That means that either the boundary between Sireniki and CSY was already located somewhat westward of Provideniya Bay, or that it had been moved westward after Merck’s time, due to those later migrations. In any case, Merck’s Uigin (CSY Ungazzi) was far to the east.

Even more problematic is the western position of the Sireniki language boundary, following Merck’s statement that the “first language” was spoken all along up to the Meechikyn spit. Kobelev put on his 1779 map of that area a village named “Eymelan” (Efimov 1964, map 174), which is obviously the same as the modern Chukchi town of Enmelen near Cape Bering. Its Yup’ik name Taqevaq is widely known, including on St. Lawrence Island (Oovi and Womkon Badten 1975:17). The very fact that Kobelev used the Chukchi name in the 1700s indicates that the village could already have had a Chukchi-speaking population. Most probably, Merck’s informants meant that Meechikyn spit was the westernmost boundary of the “sedentary Chukchi,” that is, of the coastal people, in general, and not just of their language. But this is my guess only. It may well be that in Merck’s time Sireniki was already spoken more widely along the northern shore of the Gulf of Anadyr; but that area could have been already punctured by several Chukchi-speaking enclaves, or, rather, the Sireniki speakers themselves were already living in the chain of coastal enclaves among predominately Chukchi-speaking people. Such was the situation along the coast of the Bering Strait proper (see below), and it would be reasonable to expect that a similar language transition was already in place along the shore of the Gulf of Anadyr.
Southeastern and Eastern Shore of the Chukchi Peninsula

The second of Merck’s "sedentary Chukchi" languages is undoubtedly the CSY, then distributed along the eastern shore of the Chukchi Peninsula, from Ungazaq at Cape Chaplin (or Ugin in Merck's notation) to the site Puuchta halfway between Lavrentiya Bay and Cape Dezhnev (East Cape). Puuchta is still a fairly well known name for an old village and a small bay, though the site itself had been abandoned for more than 100 years. The modern Russianized form is "Pouten"; the Chukchi name is P’ututen; in Naukan it is P’ughtuq and in CSY, Puuchhtaq (Leontyev and Novikova 1989:313). The versions reported by Daurkin in the mid-1700s were Pukhtyn, or Pung’tyn, and by Kobelev – Puchan, Pukhatn or Pukhtan (Leontyev 1969:103). Merck’s spelling, Puuchta, mostly resembles the CSY form, which would be quite natural if we assume that this "second language" was indeed CSY. According to oral stories recorded by Krupnik and myself back in the 1970s (Krupnik 2001:447-448), some clans of the Ungaaqzhimit still retained vague memories that their ancestors once lived to the north of Lavrentiya Bay. The Armumamkot clan, for example, had a tradition that some of its members originated from the now abandoned village of Qaagyaq that was reportedly located to the south from Pouten Bay.

The former tracks of the CSY speakers via their old place-names can still be traced in the area, particularly between Pouten Bay and the former village of Qengisqun (Russian: Dezhnev, or Dezhnevo) on the southern shore of the promontory topped by Cape Dezhnev. Not far from today’s Cape Verblyuzhiy ("Camel Point"), near the ancient Eskim burial ground, there once used to be a village named Nengluvaq. The name is clearly a derivation from CSY nenglu ‘underground dwelling’, not from Naukan nulo, where the initial n- is omitted and the intervocal -u- is not nasalized, despite its proximity to the Naukan-speaking area. An old clan name, Nengluvaqet, was known among the Ungaaqzhimit during the 1900s, although the clan is now almost extinct. Quite possibly, it owed its name to the old site to the south of Cape Dezhnev, and not just to the fact that its members once lived—much like everybody else—in underground houses. There might have been some other pockets of CSY speakers along the eastern shore of the Chukchi Peninsula (cf. Chlenov and Krupnik 1984); but their area was certainly interrupted by numerous Chukchi-speaking enclaves, including those around Lavrentiya and Mechigmen Bays, where Billings, Merck, and their party communicated with the Natives in August-September 1791.

Cape Dezhnev

The third language in Merck’s manuscript has been deciphered elsewhere as Pankniskoi or Pankuisko (Titova 1978:99). I read it as Paekeiskoi bearing in mind the resemblance between Gothic n and e (see also Kraus 2005:165). Read so, this word is almost identical to the Russian name for the Naukanski language ("Peekskyi" or "Peekskey"), common in the late 1800s, among others in Gondatti (1897), Miller (1897), and Bogoras (1904). Most probably, Merck’s term indicates that this name was already in use for the Naukanski people and their language during the 1700s.

The origins of the term “Pecky” has been a subject of special analysis by Leontyev (1969). Three other place names cited by Merck, Nuchin, Preky (deciphered by me as Paecky), and Mengibenikin, corroborate the identification of the third language as Naukanski. Nuchin resembles very much the name "Naukan" itself. The Chukchi pronunciation of this place name is Nuukan, in Naukanski it is as Nuvuqaq, in CSY – Nuvuqaq. As for Paecky, it seems to be just another spelling of Paekeiskoi, only without the Russian suffix –skoi. The root “Pa” is still preserved in the official name on the Russian navigational charts for the southeastern edge of Cape Dezhnev (Cape Paek, Mys Paek), but it is unknown to today’s residents of the area, both Chukchi and Yup’ik. An old village named Nunak was located there until the early 1900s, when its residents moved to Naukan. The Chukchi name for that site, Namognin, was already known to Daurkin and Kobelev in the 1700s and was featured on their maps (see Efimov 1964); it is still in use by today’s inhabitants of the nearby Chukchi towns of Uelen and Inchoun. Quite possibly, the village of Nunak might have had an alternative name after the cape, at which it was located, namely Paek. If Merck’s Paecky was then a local name for Nunak it strongly supports the assumption that, in describing the third language of the “Sedentary Chukchis,” Merck referred to the two major villages of the Naukan Yup’ik, known from the oral histories and the records of the 1800s (Chlenov and Krupnik 1983).

The third place-name, Mengibenikin, is also unknown to today’s Chukchi and Naukanski Yup’ik residents of the area. Phonetically it is clearly of Chukchi origin and it is etymologically derived from Chukchi meynge ‘big’. By comparing it to the Chukchi name for the easternmost extremity of Arakamchechen Island south of the Bering Strait, Kygyninitkin (Cape Kyygyn, Mys Kigynin), one may interpret Mengibenikin as ‘big extremity,’ that is, as the general name for the rocky massif of Cape Dezhnev, the easternmost point of the Eurasian continent. Such an interpretation is another argument to support our conclusion that Merck’s “third language” was indeed the Naukanski Yup’ik then attached to a small area around Cape Dezhnev.
Arctic Coast

The fourth language that Merck labeled “Uelenskij,” with a Russian suffix -skij (obviously an indication that the source of his information was a Russian – see below) was clearly named after a big village “Uelen” located on the Chukchi Sea shore, just a few miles northwest from Naukan and Cape Dezhnev. There is no doubt about its geographical location. Merck stated that it was used in the area from the “above mentioned cape,” that is Cape Dezhnev, and then northwest along the Arctic coast, up to Cape Shelagskij (Cape Shelagisky on the coast of the East Siberian Sea, near the modern town of Pevek – see also Krauss 2005). Today’s residents of Uelen, as well as of all other indigenous communities in Chukotka along the shores of the Chukchi and East-Siberian Seas, speak the Chukchi language only (and, of course, Russian). Despite repeated efforts to identify any historical Eskimo-speakers in that area via old place-names and other sources (Lentyev and Novikova 1989; Menovschikov 1963, 1971, 1972; Vdovin 1961; and particularly Krauss 2005), there are neither direct records nor any memories of the late Eskimo presence on Chukotka’s Arctic Coast, except for some Naukanski or Diomede expatriates who used to settle in Uelen and, to a lesser extent, in other nearby communities in the late 1800s and during the 1900s.

This lack of late historic evidence complicates the search for a prospective western boundaries of the Uelenski language. Merck’s information on the issue is also confusing. Although the “Uelenskij” is mentioned as a language of the “Sedentary Chukchi,” up to their “last settlement at Cape Shelagskij” (Krauss 2005:165), another passage of the same manuscript has a slightly different statement: “Camps of the Sedentary Chukchi (arc) spread from Cape Serdtse Kamen and almost to Cape Shelagskij. Behind the Kolyuchin Bay, there are only two camps and the farthest among them is located at the estuary of the Ekechta River not far from the Kchwat-Weiam River; its name is Rirkai-Pija (Titova 1978:98–99 [translation mine, M.C.]). Similar references can be found in Billsiy’s diary: “The Chuchis told us that the last settlement of the Sedentary Chukchi called Reer-Karpee is located between the mouth of Karpee River and the mouth of Ekichtuma River. There are no other dwellings belonging to the nation of Sedentary Chukchi behind that settlement and up to the Chuvanskij inlet in the Icy Sea” (Arctic Ocean –Titova 1978:57 [translation mine, M.C.]). With this in mind, we may assume that the “Uelenski” language was indeed spread from Uelen westward, though not to Cape Shelagsky but up to Cape Schmidt (North Cape), or about 300 miles eastward from Cape Shelagsky. Cape Schmidt is indeed called Rykarpiya in Chukchi; the same name applies to the village of Rykarpiy, which historically was the westernmost community of coastal hunters on the Arctic shore of Chukotka.

As for the second possible village (“camp”) referred by Merck between Ryrkaypiya and Kolyuchin Bay, that might have been either Cape Vankarem, or Cape Omyn. According to my aerial survey of the coast in 1984, these are the only other coastal sites with known historical settlements. Thus, following Merck’s and Billsiy’s information, we are to place the boundaries of the Uelenski language area in the 1700s from Uelen and up to Kolyuchin Bay on the Arctic coast, with probably two more settlements further northwest up to Cape Schmidt.

The Sources of Native Glosse in Billsiy’s Expedition Notes

The published and archival records of the Billsiy expedition of 1785-1795 contain not only several independent narratives of the voyage written in Russian, German, and English by the expedition’s participants, but also different vocabularies (“word lists”) of Native languages spoken in the Bering Strait area. One of those word lists is known as “the Rohbeck vocabulary” (Sarychev 1811, Attachment), after Dr. M. von Rohbeck, a physician and naturalist who, along with Merck, was a member of the same expedition. It contains a few hundred words of the Naukanski Yup’ik (NY) language, thus presenting its earliest known documentation (cf. Fortescue 2004; Krauss 2005:167). The original manuscript of the “Rohbeck vocabulary” is kept at the Manuscript Collection of the National Russian Library in St. Petersburg, Russia (NRL, Division of Manuscripts and Antiquities, Adelung Collection F.7 No.131). The original Russian publication of this dictionary (Sarychev 1811) is very inaccurate, as it contains numerous typos and wrong transcriptions from the original Latin notation to Cyrillic.

The name given to that vocabulary is very peculiar and vague: “Aiwanskija, eines Tschuktschisches Stammes, an der Kueste, wo der Anadyr in das Meer foellt - aus Woerterbucler, welche Herr Doktor Rohbek verfertigt hat. Herr Etatsrath von Rohbeck.” It is known that Rohbeck did not participate in the land travel with Merck and Billsiy from St. Lawrence Bay to Nizhne-Kolymsk, but rather stayed with Sarychev and returned to St. Petersburg by sea on the expedition’s ship, Slava Rossii (The Glory of Russia). Neither Rohbeck nor Sarychev had ever visited the mouth of the Anadyr River. Rohbeck’s stay in Chukotka and his possible communication with local residents lasted for several days only. It took place on the northern shore of St. Lawrence Bay, where the expedition’s party, including Billsiy, Rohbeck, and Merck, landed on August 4, 1791. The exact place of their landing
can be identified without much difficulty. "At the very entrance to St. Lawrence Bay, on our right side we saw several summer dwellings of the Sedentary Chukchis. They stood near the mouth of a small river called Uniagma" (Sarychev 1811:182 [translation mine, M.C.]). This name can be easily associated with the historical coastal village known later as Nuniagmo (Nunyamo). During the 1800s, various sources referred to that village as "Nuniagmo," which sounds very similar to Sarychev's "Uniagma." It was a maritime Chukchi community, probably from time immemorial.3

Entering the St. Lawrence Bay and "...passing about 4.5 miles into the bay we anchored at the right shore close to a flat point where 4 tents or summer yurtas [huts - M.C.] of the sedentary Chukchis stood. This settlements consists of 4 tents build of wooden rifts and whale bones closed from above by walrus skins" (Sarychev 1811:182). This second site was another coastal Chukchi settlement on the northern shore of St. Lawrence Bay, later known by its Russianized name Pinakul. These two Chukhi camps, Nuniamo and Pinakul, served as common landing places for almost all of the ships that visited St. Lawrence Bay, from Captain Cook's voyage of 1777 and until the 1920s. During the Soviet era, the administrative and cultural center of the area was moved further inland, to a former small camp named Katrytkino (in CSY Keshi, in Merck's notation — Gartschober — Titova 1978:145), where the modern town of Lavrentiya, an administrative center of the Chukotskiy district, is now located.

The expedition stayed at St. Lawrence Bay for 10 days, and after that two leaders of the expedition, Billings and Sarychev, took different routes. On August 14, 1791 Sarychev, with the bulk of the expedition's party, including Rohbeck, left Chukotka on board the Glory of Russia, went to the Aleutians, and proceeded from there to St. Petersburg. As for Billings, Merck, and a few other expedition members, they went by a small boat to Mechigmen Bay on August 13, 1791. After a short stay in that area, they arranged for a group of reindeer Chukchi to take them by land to Nizhnekolymsk on the Kolyma River, which they eventually accomplished via an arduous sled-journey of several months (Sarychev 1811; Titova 1978:4).

On August 4, 1791, their very first day in Chukotka, Merck and Billings visited Nuniamo and spent a night there. They boarded the ship again the next day, August 5, and Merck made a note in his diary:

The Chukchis started to visit the ship. Some of them were sedentary, other possessed reindeers (Tschautschu), they were nomads who constantly change their camping places. This time they arranged their camps in two places on the southern shore of the bay. Interpreter Daurkin also arrived, accompanied by the Chukchis, who live further from here. On many skin-boats (baidaras) they came for trading to the first settlement [Pinakul - M.C.]. Here they stranded their boats and used them as shelters. Mr. Rohbek sat with them to make notes on everything he could learn by asking them. Later during our slow travel I had much free time to develop and check these notes (Sibetia 1980:195).

The analysis of the expedition's itinary helps identify the time and the circumstances under which Rohbeck could have compiled his Naukanski vocabulary. That might have happened in Pinakul only sometime between August 4-12, 1791. It turned out that among the traders "who arrived with Daurkin and who lived further from there" there was a boat-crew from Naukan. Rohbeck, obviously, took his vocabulary with him on the return trip to St. Petersburg, since his original handwritten word list was later put together with other of Sarychev's papers and published in his book as a separate attachment. As for Merck's notes, they were transferred after the end of the expedition to another Russian-German naturalist, Academician P.S. Pallas; thus, they did not become a part of Sarychev's collection, which was mentioned by the latter with regret (Sarychev 1952:233). That means that when Merck referred to his "development and checking" of Rohbeck's materials, he had in mind not Rohbeck's vocabulary proper but rather some ethnographic notes, which they quite probably had initially taken together. As for the strange title of Rohbeck's vocabulary and its reference to the mouth of the Anadyr River, the only explanation I have is that such a title has been added by some of the later editors of the manuscript in Pallas' team. The latter was obviously not a reliable expert in local geography and his misnomer was a cause of confusion for many a later scholar (see Fortescue 2004; Krauss 2005:167).

Another unsolved mystery is the sources of Merck's own information on the Uelenski language, bearing in mind that he himself never visited the village of Uelen. Of course, upon his landing in Pinakul, with Billings and Rohbeck, he might have met there, besides the Naukan boats, also some visitors from Uelen. But that is a guess only that may be but vaguely confirmed by Merck's allegation that at a later time

---

3In 1958, after the closure of Naukan, most of the Naukan Yup'ik Eskimo were resettled to Nunyamo, but not for a long time, since Nunyamo was itself abandoned in 1975 (Chichlo 1983).
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on his sled journey he was "developing" what had been done by Rohbeck, rather than taking his own notes.

The chronicle of the expedition offers indications to some other prospective sources on Uelen language that might have been available to Merck. As mentioned above, on August 13, 1791, two parties of the expedition, one headed by Billings accompanied by Merck, another headed by Sarychev, split and took different routes. Billings and Merck joined the reindeer camp of a rich Chukchi herder named Inlerat, who was invited by the expedition's Chukchi interpreter Nikolay Daurkin to meet the expedition in Lavrentiya Bay. There, Daurkin and Daurkin persuaded Billings to abandon his initial plan to take a sea route across the Bering Strait and along the arctic coast of Chukotka to the mouth of the Kolyma River, arguing that the route would be impassable because of heavy ice. Sarychev was very unhappy with Billings' decision and opposed it. In the anticipation of the original Billings' trip to the Kolyma by sea, the second interpreter of the expedition, Cossack officer Ivan Kobelev, was sent to the Uelen area to prepare local residents for the forthcoming arrival of the expedition. While in Uelen, Kobelev made a short trip to the Diomede and King Islands in mid-August 1791 (Titova 1978:100). At that time, he did not know anything about the change of Billings' itinerary and was probably waiting for the arrival of the expedition's boat somewhere around Uelen. To inform him on the change of plans, Billings sent a boat under Sergeant Gilev, who spent two days (August 21-23) in Uelen looking for Kobelev. Not finding him there, Gilev continued his travel northwest by a local skin-boat. That means Gilev was probably in close contact with at least some Uelen people for at least a month. In his report, Gilev referred to a captured "American" (i.e., Alaskan Eskimo) woman, also to some Chukchi who brought them fish from the Pushta River (Titova 1978:106; the place name is recorded in its CSY version, like in Merck's report). However, Gilev could not find Kobelev (and eventually returned to St. Lawrence Bay); whereas the latter learned from some Chukchi reindeer herders that Billings was indeed traveling by land. The herders brought Kobelev to Kolyuchin Bay where, on October 5th, he finally joined Billings and Merck's party. Upon his arrival, Kobelev was accompanied by "20 Chukchi from Kolyuchin Bay"; among them, there were probably some of his fellow travelers to Alaska across the Bering Strait, that is, people from Uelen (Titova 1978:146).

We know from Merck's and Billings' diaries that, after meeting Kobelev, they both parted with Imlerat's group and continued with Kobelev and his party for the rest of their journey to Kolyma. That means that for the following several months Merck was traveling together with Kobelev and his Native companions from Kolyuchin Bay and/or from the northern shore of the Chukchi Peninsula adjacent to Uelen. Kobelev undoubtedly was Merck's and Billings' main, if not the only, interpreter during their long trip with a caravan of reindeer sleds (and sled-drivers) to Nizhne-Kolymsk. It is probably due to Kobelev's translation and explanations that Merck eventually added Russian suffixes to a number of Native place and language names. All that gives us some hints concerning the prospective sources of Merck's information on the Uelen language.

What Are the Words Marked by "U" in Merck's Manuscript

Vdovin (1954), who was the first to approach Merck's manuscript as a valuable reference to the former language areas in Chukotka in the 1700s, was also the first to claim that the words marked with a sign "u" in the manuscript relate to some Eskimo language spoken in the village of Uelen. After citing four words from Merck's text (one of them alunun 'spear', evidently a Chukchi loan), he wrote: "Merck's data undoubtedly indicate the presence of Eskimo speakers in the village of Uelen now inhabited by the Chukchi" (Vdovin 1954:77). Having come to that reasonable conclusion, Vdovin nevertheless skipped the next question: What kind of Eskimo language was spoken in Uelen? As stated above, both Krauss and I analyzed the full text of Merck's manuscript during the 1970s and 1980s, and we both arrived at the same conclusion that that language was in fact a dialect of CSY. My position was presented in short and without any linguistic argumentation about twenty years ago (Chlenov 1988:67-68); Krauss' analysis was published recently (Krauss 2005).

Titova, the editor and translator of Merck's manuscript, made a footnote to Merck's reference in passim on "the Uelen language (speech? Germ. Mundart) for which a vocabulary is compiled" stating that "...Merck refers here to the dictionary of 12 languages published in G.A. Sarychev's book of 1811 (Titova 1978:100), thus obviously referring to the Naukanski vocabulary by Rohbeck. But the words in Merck's manuscript are absolutely different from those listed by Rohbeck. That means that Titova's reference is incorrect and we still have to explain what is the meaning of the letter "u" put by Merck in his text after most of the words of the "Sedentary Chukchi" language, and also why he did it.

I fully agree with Vdovin and other later students who believe that this letter should be interpreted as an abbreviation for "Uelenks." In the beginning of his notes Merck gives the name of the Big Diomede Island first in Chukchi as Imael'in, and then in Uelenks as Imael'in (Titova 1978:100). The widespread local Eskimo name of this island is Imaalgn, with a back vowel -g- evidently reflected in Merck's Imael'in.
Even more, after writing this name, Merck put a letter U, and added “in the Uelenski dialect in which the vocabulary was compiled” (Titova 1978:100). That is a clear indication that “U” should be understood as “Uelenski” and not as something else. As for the vocabulary, mentioned above, it might refer to either a vocabulary that was compiled by Merck himself during his voyage and that was somehow lost afterwards, or simply to the limited number of words in his manuscript, which were marked by the letter “u.” The very fact that the letter “u” stands after the very first Eskimo word where it was needed to differentiate the languages of reindeer and sedentary Chukchis is just another proof that it should be understood as “Uelenski.”

In her publication of Merck’s manuscript, Titova (1978:151–154) attached two word-lists, one named “Chukchi words found in Merck’s manuscript about the Chukchi,” and the other titled “Words from the Eskimo language found in Merck’s manuscript about the Chukchi (marked with a letter “u”)” (Titova 1978:153). Titova compiled both of those lists herself from the manuscript, obviously to help the future students of Merck’s materials. For that, she is to be praised by every Eskimo linguist to use her publication. However, not all of the 74 words she put into her “Eskimo list” are actually marked with the “u” sign in the manuscript. For an unknown reason, she omitted in her translation a part of the manuscript on leaf 32 recto and verso; the text remained unpublished, but the following words were nevertheless included into the Eskimo word-list: **gamyjik** ‘sledge;’ **ghatsagyt** ‘eider-duck;’ **kakawa** ‘covered sledge;’ **kbores** ‘reindeer;’ **kuingit** ‘reindeer;’ **machak** ‘seal;’ **nachtschalueta** ‘wooden box for fire-stone;’ **nelvyl** ‘reindeer herd;’ **nilkbat** ‘cormorant;’ **pariak** ‘beluga;’ **skit** ‘ground-squirrel;’ **tschukak** ‘baleen;’ **tungut** ‘caribou;’ **ulibak** ‘polar fox;’ **wallamnak** ‘grindstone.’

Some of these words, namely **kbores,** **kakawa,** and **nelvyl** are obviously of Chukchi origin. All three relate to the nomadic way of life and were probably used by the Eskimos as loan-words. The remaining words are undoubtedly of Eskimo origin; so we analyze them here as part of the Uelenski language found in Merck’s manuscript about the Chukchi; so we analyze them here as part of the Uelenski dialect in which the vocabulary “Uelenski” and not as something else. As for the vocabulary, mentioned above, it might refer to either a vocabulary that was compiled by Merck himself during his voyage and that was somehow lost afterwards, or simply to the limited number of words in his manuscript, which were marked by the letter “u.” The very fact that the letter “u” stands after the very first Eskimo word where it was needed to differentiate the languages of reindeer and sedentary Chukchis is just another proof that it should be understood as “Uelenski.”

The first “unmarked” word is **kachlibagyt,** ‘clothes.’ Merk writes: “Their clothes are called Kerker, and the sedentary – Chichlibagyt” (Titova 1978:124). This is without doubt an Eskimo word, which sounds very similar both in CSY and in NY: CSY **qallivaget** ‘female fur coat, kerker (pl.);’ **qallaviget** ‘female fur coat (sing.);’ NY **qallivik** ‘female fur coat, qallivaget ‘female clothes.’

The second unmarked word is **mackak,** ‘broad outer fur clothes (parka).’ Merck writes: “the Russians call it Knklaencke, the reindeer-Chukchi Utitschgin, the sedentary – Mackak” (Titova 1978:111). There is a clear correspondence with CSY **maqak** ‘a double outer parka done of thin reindeer skins dressed over a usual parka.’ I have not found an exact NY equivalent, although the root is present in NY in **magaghqe** ‘muffle up.’

The third word of the “unmarked origin” is **ulit** or ‘warm fur curtain.’ In Merck’s manuscript the meaning is literally ‘Iniri, and the sedentary call it Ulit,’ again without the letter ‘u’ (Titova 1978:105). It is not quite clear what Merck meant here. The inner sleeping chamber in the coastal Eskimo dwelling is called **aagra** in both CSY and NY. In CSY **uliik** means ‘fur blanket (plural);’ **uliget** ‘fur blankets (pl.);’ in **NY ulik** ‘fur coverlet (plural);’ **ulikutaq** ‘fur blanket.’ Interestingly enough the plural in Uelenski, **ulit** is formed not according to the CSY model, i.e., not from the stem type 4 (cf. **agbneq** (sing.) – **agbneghet** (pl.); **uliik** (plural) – **uliget** (pl.), as is the case in modern CSY, but from stem type 3 (cf. **agbnaq** (sing.) – **agbnat** (pl.), **uliik** (dual) – **uliit** (pl.). It is not the only example of this type of derivation in Uelenski that differs from modern CSY. It seems that this type of plural formation is more characteristic of NY, than of CSY.

The fourth word is **kjaigit** translated as ‘winter dwelling.’ Merck: “The sedentary Chukchi call their winter dwellings Kjaiget, the reindeer Chukchi – Gleirat” (Titova 1978:106; again without a “u” mark). This word has a clear analog in NY **qaygi** ‘small underground dwelling, cave.’ The CSY uses the word **neulgi** for old underground houses. No doubt both NY **qaygi** and sedentary Chukchi **kjaiget** are etymologically related to the widespread Eskimo root *qadgi* that normally designates a communal winter (men’s) house in various Eskimo languages. As far as I know this root does not exist (is not recorded?) in CSY and Sirenikski NY does have it. Interestingly enough, the Chukchi word **gleirat,** which is the correspondence to Merck’s gleirat, also means ‘big subterranean house.’ This is a cultural term easily loaned. If this word in Merck’s manuscript were accompanied by a “u” mark I could have speculated that this Uelenski word was either a loan from NY or from Inupiaq, or, more probably, that the Uelenski retained it as a reflex of a widespread root

---

6Here and below all the Yup’ik Eskimo words are given in their standard CSY orthography.
7Here and below Merck’s words marked with “U” and otherwise indicated as used by the sedentary Chukchi are compared with words from modern CSY and Naukaniki.
8The abbreviations used below: U – Uelenski; CSY – Central-Siberian Yup’ik, or Chaplinski; NY – Naukaniki.
lost in other Siberian/Asiatic Eskimo languages. Since we lack a non-controversial reference that this word belonged to the Uelenski language, it cannot be used, together with three other clearly Eskimo words, to analyze its position among other Eskimo languages in Asia.

More controversial is the affiliation of a few other words that also lack the "U" mark in the published text but were nevertheless included by Titova into her "Uelenski" word-list.

The first word is the term used for the Russians, *Lelueromky*. Merck writes: "The reindeer Chukchis call the Russians Milgitanggitan and by the way also Lelwarmmkt...that means 'bearded people'...the sedentary call the Russians Lelueromky" (again without a "U"—Titova 1978:100). No doubt this word is of Chukchi origin and Merck's translation is absolutely correct; it means 'bearded or mustachioed people.' Significantly, this Chukchi word is used as a denomination for Russians in CSY only (*laluramka, laluramke* 'a Russian (sing.)', *laluramket* 'Russians (pl.).') The NY form is *anguyak* ('enemy, stranger, also a Russian'). NY *anguyak* initially meant 'enemy, stranger,' and its use for 'Russian' is a calque from Chukchi *tangetan* ('enemy, stranger, a Russian').

The second word is the self-denomination of the sedentary Chukchis, *Nimillaen*. Merck writes: "The sedentary Chukchis call themselves Nimillaen (those who live on one place, sedentary)—again without a "U" mark (Titova 1978:98)." There is no such word in any of the present-day Eskimo languages in Asia. As far as I know the Chukchi also do not have such a word and do not use it for either Eskimo or maritime Chukchi people. One can, nevertheless, find it in various forms in some Russian travel accounts from Chukotka of the early 1800s (i.e., Lutke's *Namolto*). Etymologically it seems to be related to Chukchi *cem* 'dwelling.' It closely resembles the self-denomination of the sedentary Koryak known in its Russianized form as *Nymylan*, from which it may be taken by some Kamchatka Shchetin. The results of their study of almost twenty years ago have never been published; I cite it here with their kind permission, using the manuscript version of their original text of 1987 (Krauss and Chlenov 1987).

Two more words found their place in Titova's "Uelenski" vocabulary presumably by mistake. The first word is *akamak*, or 'small figurines of gods' (Merck writes: "the Chukchis have small figurines of gods — Gamangau or Okamak, they carry them attached to the belt" — Titova 1978:101). There is neither a "U" sign nor other indication that the second word relates to the language of "sedentary Chukchis." Perhaps the two words are simply synonyms. No comparable word is to be found in the nearest Siberian Eskimo languages: in CSY *ukamaq* means 'hauling a boat along the shore,' in NY *ukamaghitse* means 'the one who hauls a boat.' The second problematic word is *poka-jomrot* or 'moose-willow.' The exact quotation from Merck reads as follows: "The reindeer Chukchis name the willow Jomrot or Jomrat; the sedentary — Okjuetu; another type of willow they name Pokata or Peka-Jomrot because it looks fluffy" (Titova 1978:127). Clearly enough, that second term is a version of some Chukchi word, not an Eskimo one, since I could not find any Eskimo word with a similar meaning.

**Position of Uelenski Language: Lexical Analysis of Merck's Word List**

Thus the corpus of the specifically Uelenski words consists of 63 and not of 74 words, as listed by Titova. Below I provide a lexical analysis of Merck's Uelenski word list, by comparing it to similar forms known in CSY and NY that have common or close meaning. Comparison with the Central Alaskan Yup'ik, Alaskan Iñupiaq, or Sirenitski language might be illuminating as well; but my knowledge of those languages is too limited for such a study.

Twelve Uelenski words in Merck's list are the names of the months (Titova 1978:136); some of these could hardly be associated with any familiar month names known in the present-day Yup'ik languages across the area. It should be noted that the names for the months are highly variable in Eskimo languages, as they are often derived from independently different roots; also, there may be many different month names even within one language area. For example, numerous and quite distinctive names for the same months in CSY have been recorded by many scholars, including myself, in different CSY-speaking communities, even from different informants (see month names or name lists in Krupnik 2001; Rubtsova 1971; Shinen 1976; Sivuqam 1985; Vakhitin and Emel'ianova 1988).

For this and other reasons, identification of Merck's Uelenski names for months is quite insightful but also very complicated. My colleagues, Michael Krauss and Steven Jacobson, at the ANLC, have done some preliminary comparison of Merck's list of month names with those from other Yup'ik languages. The results of their study of almost twenty years ago have never been published; I cite it here with their kind permission, using the manuscript version of their original text of 1987 (Krauss and Chlenov 1987).
Edsbeachtshch ‘January.’ Krauss and Jacobson view it a distorted CSY word nazighaghsiq or NY naryugaghsiq ‘moon of newly born ringed seal cubs.’ It roughly corresponds to January-February; the word derives from nazighag ‘ringed seal cub.’ Merck’s transcription is too distorted to be identified with either CSY or NY. But here, as in most other Uelenski glosses, as well as in other Eskimo words transcribed in the 18th to the early 19th centuries, the old *C is retained and not being replaced by S, as in all modern Yup’ik languages on the Asiatic mainland.

Taliewechtschuch ‘February.’ Krauss and Jacobson associate it with CSY teghigluggsag, or teghigluggsaghsiq ‘moon (month) of newly born bearded seal cubs’; roughly corresponds to March. The name is derived from CSY teghiglu ‘newborn bearded seal cub.’ This identification looks phonetically much more plausible than the previous one. In NY the equivalent form for this month is imlavik, derived from imlak ‘white skin of seal cub.’

Thoghwit ‘March.’ This name can be easily identified with CSY llavgwivik ‘moon of the bird-sling.’ The name is derived from CSY lluk ‘sling’; it roughly corresponds to April. The NY correspondence to this month is kepneghghiq ‘moon the ice breaks’; another interpretation is the ‘end of winter’, from CSY kepneq ‘portion’ (Krupnik 2001:394).

Nedsbeachtshch ‘April.’ The normative CSY form for this month in Chukotka Yup’ik is ellngaghvivik ‘moon when the water stands out from below the ice.’ It is derived from CSY ellngahغا ‘to flow and from’ *linga ‘flow, leak.’ St. Lawrence Island residents interpret it as ‘moon of the draining tundra’ and identify it not with April-May, as do Siberian Yup’ik, but with July (Sivuqam 1985:126). The NY analogue for this month cannot be found; therefore, this word in Merck’s list remains unidentified. Krauss and Jacobson relate it to the first month of the year (in Merck’s notation edsbeachtshchu); but that hardly clarifies what was actually meant by Merck or his informants. One should also bear in mind that Merck coped with the complicated Yup’ik phonetics with great difficulty, using Chukchi informants and Chukchi translations.

Kiutaghsmaet ‘May.’ The first analog that comes to mind is the NY kiiget aaniit, ‘mother of rivers.’ However, in CSY this part of the year is kiigem agmans ‘summer woman.’ The plural form -agmaat ‘women’ with its distinctive voiced uvular -gh- (in the modern CSY transliteration, this sound is written exactly like Merck did it in 1791) points to such an identification with CSY plural agmaat and correspondingly kiiget.

Augustoghwit ‘June.’ An analogue to this word exists in CSY dialect of St. Lawrence Island only. Krauss and Jacobson note that the name *angogoghwit appears in a St. Lawrence annual calendar first compiled by Shinen (1976). The islanders themselves use the word angogoghwit, ‘moon of plant gathering’ as an alternative name to ellngaghvivik and identify it with July (Sivuqam 1985:126). In NY this part of the year is called kiguyaghiq ‘moon of sorrel gathering’.

Pelerwit ‘July.’ Can be easily compared to CSY paliqghvivik ‘moon of withering plants’ or ‘moon to gather berries’; it is derived from paliq ‘wither’; roughly corresponds to July and August. In NY this part of the year is, again, designated by a different word siklagvivik ‘moon to gather roots’, or by ququnivik ‘moon to gather young willow sprouts’ which corresponds more or less to the same season.

Kumlaewich ‘August.’ An analogue to this name, as first identified by Krauss and Jacobson, exists in St. Lawrence version of CSY only. Shinen (1976) spells it as *komlavik, the islanders use the form kumlavik, with the meaning ‘moon of freeze-up.’ It is derived from CSY and NY kumla- ‘light frost’; on today’s St. Lawrence Island it coincides with September, not with August (Sivuqam 1985:126–27).

Naiwagwit ‘September.’ Like the previous name, it exists only in St. Lawrence Island version of CSY. Shinen (1976) gives the spelling *naayvagtq; the islanders use the form naayvaghvik ‘moon of the freezing lakes.’ On St. Lawrence Island, it corresponds to October (Sivuqam 1985:126–27). Derived from CSY naayvag ‘lake’ and naayvagh- ‘freeze (of lakes).’

Akumuk ‘October.’ Can be soundly identified with CSY aqumtuq ‘moon of the sun standing still,’ derived from CSY and NY *aqum- ‘to sit,’ locally interpreted as the moon (month) when people sit inside their dwellings. Roughly corresponds to November. In NY this month is designated by a word aqumtuq derived from the same Yup’ik stem.

Kangaingytschik ‘November.’ Krauss and Jacobson compare it to CSY kanqhyingesiq ‘moon of the frozen dew,’ derived from CSY and NY *kaniiq ‘hoar frost.’ Roughly corresponds to December. In NY this month is called kanquyasiq derived from December. In NY this month is called kanuyasiq derived from the same Yup’ik stem.

Galluebick ‘December.’ Can be compared to CSY qaluvik ‘moon of netting tomod’, roughly corresponds to the period from November to January. Derived from CSY and NY *qalu- ‘netting fish.’ In NY this month is called perughniighvik ‘moon of first snow hunting.’
Notwithstanding the inconsistency of some identifications, Krauss and Jacobson’s analysis of the Uelenski names for months clearly illustrates that Merck’s list consists of primarily CSY terms and not of the Naukanski, or any other known (or unknown) Yup’ik or other language. Moreover, it brings us to a conclusion that within CSY dialectal realm, the Uelenski language was closer to the St. Lawrence CSY version than any other variety of that language (see references to that also in Krauss 2004:170).

This overall conclusion that Merck’s Uelenski language was very close if not almost identical to CSY can be corroborated by several other words from Merck’s list. Among the remaining 54 words, eleven match very closely to both their CSY and NY analogs:

- **Aiwok** – walrus. Both CSY and NY have *ayveq* ‘walrus.’
- **Algakpacb** – placenta. Both CSY and NY have *alghaghhpak* ‘placenta.
- **Awtuk** – menses. CSY *aawk* ‘blood’; NY *aawggtuq* ‘menses (past tense).’
- **Kamgyt** – ‘woman’s boots.’ CSY *kaamget* ‘boots (pl.)’; NY *kamgek* ‘boots, fur-boots (dual).’
- **Kuungit** – reindeer. Both CSY and NY have *quyngiiit* (pl.).
- **Myschtschegan** – blubber. Both CSY and NY have *mesiiq* ‘melted blubber.’
- **Nachschak** – ringed seal. Both CSY and NY have *neghsaq* ‘ringed seal.’
- **Naenuk** – ‘polar bear.’ CSY *nanuq*; NY *nanuq.
- **Natschbat** – hood. Equivalent form in CSY is *nasaghak* ‘a hood not sewn to the parka (dual),’ or *nasaghat* the same in plural, or just *nasaq* ‘hood.’ NY has both words *nasaghaq* and *nasaq* for ‘hood.’
- **Sikuk** – needle. Both CSY and NY have *sikuq* ‘needle.’
- **Tschubak** – baleen. Both CSY and NY have *suuqaq* ‘baleen.’

In ten other words on Merck’s list, both CSY and NY analogs to Uelenski forms are derived from the same roots; but morphologically and phonetically the Uelenski forms are closer to the CSY than to the NY versions:

- **Aningwab** – abscess. CSY *aningwaag* ‘abscess, boil, furuncle’; NY *aningooq* ‘abscess.’
- **Atkugbat** – fur coat. CSY *atik’* ‘fur coat, parka (dual),’ *atkuget* ‘fur coats sewn from reindeer skin dressed over one’s head (pl.)’; NY *atekuk* ‘fur coat, parka (dual).’
- **Gamyjik** – sledge. CSY *qamiyek* ‘sledge;’ NY *qamawq* ‘sledge.’
- **Kannacb** – oil-lamp. CSY *keneq* ‘fire,’ *keneqetaaehbek* ‘lamp, oil-lamp;’ NY *ekneq* ‘fire,’ *eknitaq* ‘lamp, oil-lamp.’
- **Kochligit** – trousers. CSY *qulliget* ‘trousers;’ NY *qulliiik* ‘trousers, breeches.’
- **Nikschik** – ivory fishhook. CSY *nakshek* ‘fishhook;’ NY *neggsiq* ‘stick for hauling in the catch from the water, fishhook.’
- **Packak** – moss. CSY *peqaq* ‘marsh moss used as wick in oil-lamps’; NY *epesaq* ‘moss.’
- **Tainagli** – graphite? CSY *tagneghli* ‘black inking stone for dying thread;’ *tagnegelghi* ‘black graphite, black inking stone.’ The respective NY forms are *tangeq* ‘black;’ *talngaghrik* ‘inking graphite stone;’ and *tangelghi* ‘blackened.’
- **Tingtnagaityk**. Merck translated it as ‘welcome of strangers,’ but the context under which this word was used in his text leaves no doubt that the true meaning of this word was not so much “welcome” as rather a particular ritual aimed at conjuring harmful spirits (Titova 1978:132). That is why the CSY form *tughneghatuq,* ‘there are no tughneghat,* i.e. harmful spirits; could be used as the closest analog. Cf. CSY *tughneghaq* ‘evil spirit, guardian spirit,’ and NY *tunghaq* ‘evil spirit, devil.’

**Tungtu** – caribou. CSY *tungtu,* NY *tuntu* ‘caribou.’
Seventeen more Uelenk words in Merck's list have semantic and phonetic analogues in CSY only, since the corresponding meanings in NY are produced from etymologically different roots: *achwahtutuk* -- holiday running (cf. CSY *aqñstauq* 'to run (after someone), to call, invite (someone)'; NY *aqhpallakq, aqhmpallaghet* 'running (after someone)'; *aqghulluk* -- mitten (CSY *aghilluk; NY ayggag* 'mitten, hand'; *ayepghhbaataq* 'mitten'); *akubetschakt* -- short boots made from seal's skin with fur inside (cf. CSY *akugbivisqaget* 'beautifully ornamented boots made from fur from reindeer's legs to knee length'; *akugbivigquit* 'summer boots to knee length made from scraped hairless skin'; NY *iwghusik* 'medium sized boots made of scraped hairless seal's skin', *iwghusiaqrukt* 'short boots made of scraped hairless seal's skin'; *akubiyachqukt* -- boots made of seal skin to hip length (CSY *akugbhqvipat* 'long fur boots' (pl.); *akugbhqvagpqat* 'fur boots to knee length made of scraped hairless seal skin'; cf. NY *iwghusiq* 'long fur boots'); *angagbhun* -- ear (CSY *angaqaghvn*; NY *angaghvn, ipute*); *gatyagpyi* -- eider duck (CSY *qatepak* (sing.), *qateqag* (pl.); NY *amagbun, tekmiapik, qengallek* 'eider-duck drake'; *kalick* -- woman's raincoat (CSY *qalik* 'raincoat done of manufactured waxes or bearded seal intestines'; NY *silaghaq* 'woman's raincoat'); *krapygi* -- earrings (CSY *qapag* (dual); *qapag* (pl.) 'ears or beads plaited into one's hair' (pl.); *nakshchakuta* -- wooden box for fire-stone (cf. CSY *nakshchakutaq* 'box of matches'; NY *ekniej* 'box of matches'); *nuleyl* reindeer herd (CSY *nuglejl* 'reindeer herd'; cf. NY *penyqenmek* 'herd' (of any animals); *qenqet* 'reindeer herd'); *nigalpach* -- net made of sinew or leather threads (CSY *qegaghhpak* 'fishing net'); *nikhah* -- corromant (CSY *ngelqag* (sing.); *ngelqag* (pl.); cf. NY *gurgiq*); *parik* -- beluga, white whale (CSY *puugzaq; NY *sisot*); *sikik* -- polar ground squirrel (CSY *sikik* (sing.), *siket* (pl.); NY *qitaq, talsnuechtchyi* -- chin tattoo (CSY *tulmuggun* 'chin tattoo' from *tamu* 'chin'); *uwala* -- holidays (CSY *uwalla* 'holiday'; cf. NY *krisma* 'holiday' (most certainly, from English "Christmas"); *waliamnak* -- whetstone (cf. CSY *waliamnaq* 'file'; NY *penagun* 'file').

Thus 45 Uelenk words out of 66 can be associated with the modern CSY words. Only four other words on Merck's list (not counting the word *bjaagix* analyzed above) can be matched to their quite distinctive Naukanski analogs: *echtkyngak* -- cremation (CSY *egtugbuaq, etugkuhag* 'the one who lost or threw out his children'; NY *egtehengag* 'cremation, literally ~ to throw out'); *koljuscht* -- kettle (CSY *qulubeg* 'pot (sing.)'; *quluymesit* 'pot (pl.)'; NY *quluumins* 'pot' *quluums* 'kettle'); *okiet* -- willow furred by reindeer (CSY (?--) cf. NY *equt* 'willow furred by reindeer'); *sliubak* -- Arctic fox (CSY *qalqeb* cf. NY *ulagq*).

This extremely limited number of words in Merck's list that are closer to NY than to CSY certainly cannot be taken as a proof of specific relation between U and NY. These are either clear Chukchi loanwords or items related to the lifeways of reindeer breeders, or are products (reflexes) of the general Yup'ik stems widely distributed in the area and not specific to NY.

Finally there are several words in Merck's "Uelenk list" for which I was unable to come to any conclusion regarding their origins. Some do not resemble Eskimo words, either Yup'ik or Inuitq; others probably belong to the Chukchi language. A few seem to be clear typos, like *runmuckle*, woman's pronunciation *runmuckle* 'arm tattooing' (origins unknown?), or *wutschelkal* 'polar ground squirrel 5.5 inch long', which seems to be a Chukchi word.

A few of Merck's glosses clearly resemble Eskimo (Yup'ik) words; but their identification with potential analogies in modern CSY or NY is not as firm as for the words listed above. Even in those cases, however, most such words resemble CSY more than NY.

---

9 By 'holiday running' Merck possibly meant the invitation to participate in a holiday delivered by special running heralds. This might be indicated by the semantics of CSY *aqnstaq* 'to run after someone, to invite guests.'

10 The final ~hs~ in Merck's gloss can be interpreted as designating the plural suffix ~-et~. The combination ~tech~ reflects the old ~st~ now replaced in all Aisatic Eskimo languages by ~s~.

11 This word is also not significant, not only because CSY *nqelj* is a loanword from Chukchi nqelj with the same meaning. Generally speaking reindeer breeding is alien to the Eskimos; so the Eskimo languages do not possess developed terminology for this type of economy. Cf. NY where the word for 'reindeer herd' is *qyngit* 'reindeer herd' and *qubnesiitt* 'reindeer herd' (cf. NY *penyqenmek* 'herd (of any animals); *qyngit* 'reindeer herd'); *qalik* -- a loanword thus not belonging to the Eskimo languages.

12 This word given by Merck ~siket~ (pl.) is certainly identical to CSY *sikik* (sing.) but interestingly enough the plural formation is different from the standard CSY *siket* (pl.); NY *qitaq*; *talsnuechtchyi* -- a loanword which did not exist in the late 1700s.

13 This is a Chukchi loanword.

14 Cremation is practiced in Chukota by the Reindeer Chukchi only. The Eskimo and the Coastal Chukchi usually bury the corpse or leave them in coffins on the ground. That is why we find a strange semantics here, because a person who was burned after his death cannot 'reincarnate' in his descendants. The semantic of this word, again, does not come from the realities of the Eskimo way of life and the word itself is hardly suitable for any comparison between U and NY.

16 This word could not find any lexical equivalent for this item in CSY. It seems that the NY word is also a Chukchi loanword thus not belonging to the genuine Naukanski "Sprachgruppe."

17 The CSY *qategbi* looks like a lexical reboosing and is derived etymologically from CSY *qategbi* 'white.' As for the U *sliubak* most probably it is not a Naukanski word, but rather a retention in U of a widely distributed Eskimo root for Arctic fox.
Atkabutsibikshi ’girls tattooing: two lines along the nose and along the forehead.’ Resembles somehow CSY atmagghbusiq (or atmagghuta) ‘tattooing of two lines along the nose;’ NY attagghute ‘tattooing.’

Juguljachtschi ‘tattooing in a form of a lying little person.’ That should be a derivation from CSY, NY yunuk ‘man,’ cf. for instance CSY yugulabhqshiq.

Knugut ‘annual remembrance of dead ancestors’; traditional ritual commemoration of the dead is called in CSY aqghasaq, but cf. CSY qungughaq, qungughat ‘cemetery;’ NY qunguq ‘dead person.’

Pabliangok ‘dead person.’ It can be compared to NY puwlangghalghii ‘swollen, inflated by gas or compressed air.’ Cf. also CSY paangh, paneqghataaqq ‘to starve;’ puuvilleq ‘tumor, swell,’ puuvlegh ‘to swell, swell up.’

Tauwatawato ‘a cry during sacrifices’; cf. NY tawatawaten ‘enough,’ CSY tawawatatitu ‘that’s how they are!’ tawatetaaqq ‘so it is.’ The semantics of interjection are normally very vague so it remains unclear what should be the right comparison to the form as written down by Merck. Possibly it is a Russian loanword from dayav-dayav ‘do it!’

Tunclutuk ‘let us wrestle.’ Slightly resembles the imperative mood from CSY verb tugnumghaqa ‘to wrestle’ - tugnumghalluta, NY akulluta ‘let us wrestle.’

Uckhutschichtschichi ‘tattooing on cheeks.’ May be a derivation from CSY ullunak ‘cheeks.’

Conclusions

The specific dialectal position of Uelenski within CSY is, however, not at all clear. The Uelenski CSY language probably had a slightly unusual form of plural formation for a number of nouns, when formed from different stem-type, than in modern CSY. It also had a significant number of Chukchi loanwords indicating extensive Chukchi influence on its speakers. If the “Uelenski” language is to be indeed associated with the residents of the village of Uelen and of some other communities along the Arctic coast of Chukotka, northwest of Cape Dezhnev, one may assume that by the time of Merck’s visit to the Bering Strait (1791), that area was probably already populated by the mix of the Yup’ik and Chukchi speakers. Ydovin (1965), Leont’iev (1976) and I in 1985 have independently reported the names of two historical segments of the Uelen community: the Tapharallit and the Ennerallit. Quite probably, those names might have reflected the former Yup’ik and Chukchi sections of the village, respectively, where the Tapharallit (from CSY and NY tapgha ‘sand spit’) could have been a traditional name of the Yup’ik-speaking people who lived on the long Uelen sand bar.

On the other hand, there are certain words that are characteristic to both the Uelenski and the CSY dialect of St. Lawrence Island. Additional arguments for this unexpected closeness reported by Krauss (2005:170) are extremely intriguing. If proven, they can shed some new light to the many unresolved mysteries of ethnic history of the Bering Strait region during the last three centuries.

At the same time, the Uelenski language clearly differed from other CSY dialects distributed to the west of Chaplinski CSY, along the northern shore of the Gulf of Anadyr. I can see an additional proof to this in the fact that Merck’s informants in 1791 clearly singled out Uelenski as a separate language, not just a version of what Merck called the “second language of the Sedentary Chukchi,” i.e., Chaplinski or CSY. The southern boundary of the Uelenski language was also clearly marked in his report and was positioned at or very close to the village of Uelen, that is hardly a few dozen miles from the Pouten Bay that Merck marked as the northernmost extension of CSY. There could have been some local realities that forced Merck’s informants to make such clear definitions for distinct language areas, although, the latter were, probably, defined more by cultural, or societal (tribal) boundaries than by the distribution of the languages themselves.

Another conclusion one comes to from the data presented above is that the former Yup’ik language(s) that once existed more than 200 years ago along the eastern shore of the Chukchi Peninsula, particularly around St. Lawrence and Mechigmen Bays, was in no way an element
of a dialectal continuum from Naukanski to CSY. Although this area was geographically a bridge between the Naukanski and the Ungaziq (Chaplinski) Yup’ik, the language spoken here was most probably another dialect of the same CSY and one rather close to Uelenski. This is just another argument in favor of the hypothesis first postulated by Krauss (1984; see also Fortescue 2004:168) and later explored by me elsewhere (Chlenov 1988) that the Naukanski Yup’ik represented the most westerly and the latest extension of the dialect continuum belonging to the Central Alaskan Yup’ik. Its distribution on the Asiatic shore was always limited to a narrow rocky ledge of Cape Dezhnev. Ecologically and geographically that latter area was like the “third” of the Diomede Island being removed from its position in the middle of Bering Strait and accidentally attached to the Asian shore.
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Abstract: The paper addresses the legacy of a young Russian Eskimologist, Aleksandr Forshtein, whose professional career was destroyed by his arrest and 10-year sentence to the labor camps in Siberia in 1937. Forshtein’s contribution to Eskimo studies has been almost erased, except for his collection of some 150 photographs taken in several Siberian Yupik communities in Chukotka in 1927-1929. The collection has been preserved at the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography, Forshtein’s home institution; it has never been studied or published. A joint project launched in 2003 brought Forshtein’s photographs to life and also offered them for the first time to the descendants of the Yupik people featured in his photographs. The paper discusses the role of historical photographs in modern efforts in heritage preservation and the attitude of today’s Native knowledge experts towards old images of their communities stored at distant museums.

Keywords: Historical Photographs, Siberian Yupik, Heritage Preservation

One of the many outcomes of Native-European contacts in the Bering Strait region over the last 300 years has been an exponential rise in the various types and sources of documentation on Native cultures. Sketchy accounts and hand-drawn maps of the early 1700s were soon replaced by extensive reports written by trained naval explorers and naturalists; those were illustrated with professionally made drawings, word lists in Native languages, and detailed charts with local place-names. By the late 1800s, several new types of records had been added, such as ethnographic and landscape photography (pioneered by Edward W. Nelson in 1878-79); population censuses; ethnological collections; linguistic data for Native grammars and dictionaries; recordings of Native stories and myths; and sound recordings on wax cylinders (first by the Harriman Expedition in 1899). The early decades of the 20th century introduced individual body and facial measurements with portrait photos (Walde-mar Bogoras in Chukotka in 1901 and Riley Moore on St. Lawrence Island, 1912); use of movie camera and documentary footage; and stratified archaeological excavations (Diamond Jenness on Diomede in 1926 and Henry Collins on St. Lawrence Island in 1928).

Those early records on many local communities in the Bering Strait region were usually well cared for, processed, published, and researched by generations of scholars. At the same time, several new factors added pressure against many traditional forms of Native cultural transmission. Because of rapid economic change, government schooling, loss of indigenous languages, and missionaries’ activities, people’s knowledge of their history in many places is now weaker than it used to be just a few decades or generations ago. As a result, scholars and museum workers now routinely operate with objects, texts, songs, stories, art designs, and images that Native people do not use anymore or cannot even recollect.

This situation is particularly true in the realm of visual imagery from the North. In the old days, elaborate stories about places and distant lands had been commonly recalled. They helped memorize local features via hunting and voyage narratives, place-names and associated stories, travel and navigational instructions. A similar mechanism in terms of personal or family stories helped preserve visual memory of ancestors, their particular features, and character. As those mechanisms weakened, visual memory also shortened, so
that today's people often cannot recognize images of the old places and faces they have not seen themselves. This literally puts the limit of Native visual memory at about 1910 in Alaska and around 1925 or even 1930 in Chukotka, because of the shorter life span of elders on the Siberian side.

It also explains why local people are so anxious these days to get access to historical photos of the old places, sites, and faces from the region. Some Native families have personal photographs going back to the 1940s or even to the 1920s (Norbert 1998); but very few have earlier pictures or old books with their reproductions. So, very few people have had a chance to see the images of their grandparents (or even parents) as young people and children, and hardly anybody could recognize the faces of his or her great-grandfather or a long-abandoned ancestral site from an old photograph. Historical photographs, thus, emerge as a crucial source to expand community memory and people's personal knowledge of their deceased ancestors.

In recent years, many historical photo catalogs, illustrated books, and other forms of visual repatriation became available to local audiences. Special projects have been launched to publish collections of old stories illustrated by photographs and maps with old place-names, and other historical records in what has been called "knowledge repatriation" (Krupnik 2001a; 2001b). Again, the situation is much better in Alaska and Canada, where scores of such source-books and historical photo catalogs have been produced (e.g., Burch 1981; Campbell 1998; Crowell et al. 2001; Efiana and Sherrod 2004; Fair 2004; Fienup-Riordan 2000; 2005; Gagun et al. 2002; Hart 2001; Hart and Amos 2004; Krupnik et al. 2002; Laugrand et al. 2000; Lopp Smith and Smith 2001; Schaaf 1996; Senungetuk and Tiulana 1989; Sivuqam 1985-89), compared to Chukotka, where there are but a rare few (e.g., Krupnik 2001a; Leonova 1997).

This paper describes a recent effort aimed at knowledge (visual) repatriation of one historical collection of about 150 photographs taken in several Chukotka Yupik communities between 1927 and 1929 by the Russian ethnologist and linguist Aleksandr Forshtein (Aleksandr Semionovich Forshtein, 1904-1968–Fig.1). Prior to our project, Forshtein's name was all but unknown in Chukotka and no local resident had ever seen any of his photos. The photographs have been stored as glass negatives for 75 years at the Museum of Ethnography and Anthropology (MAE–Kunstkamera) in St. Petersburg (then Leningrad), Russia. They had not been researched or published since they were taken in the 1920s.

Forshtein's contributions to Yupik (Siberian Eskimo) ethnology and linguistics have been all but erased from the scholarly record. An aspiring Russian Eskimologist, a favorite student of Waldemar Bogoras (1865-1936), Forshtein was arrested in 1937, at the age of 33, and sentenced to a 10-year term of forced labor in the GULAG prison camps. Although Forshtein survived his ordeals, he neither came back to Leningrad nor returned to his earlier work on Yupik language and ethnology. None of his papers were published after 1937. For more than twenty years, his name was literally stricken off from the official history of Soviet northern studies (cf. Levin and Potapov 1956; Menovshchikov and Rubtsova 1949; Vdovin 1954).2 His Yupik textbooks and other publications were reportedly lost or destroyed during the 1930s; none of Forshtein's several language textbooks and folklore collections was ever reprinted.

1 A Russian version of this paper has been submitted to the journal Antropolologicheskii forum (Krupnik and Mikhailova 2006: 184-220), published by the MAE–Kunstkamera in St. Petersburg, in order to make it more accessible to Russian readers. We use here the Russian, rather than the anglicized version of Forshtein's name (i.e., Alexander Forshtein). All Russian names are given in the Library of Congress transliteration system, except for a few names that have established American transliteration, like Waldemar Bogoras (Vladimir Bogoraz), Waldemar Jachebson (Vladimir Jachelson), and Leo Shternberg (Lev Shternberg).

2 The earliest exception was Mikhail Sergeev's (1955) seminal monograph that included a reference to one manuscript by Forshtein titled "The Asiatic Eskimos" (with no date). Forshtein's name was publicly listed again in the early 1960s but merely in passing (i.e., Ivanov 1963:221-223; Menovshchikov 1962:9), and more explicitly in 1975 (Gagos-Tre 1975:199, 205).
This paper is a synopsis of what is known today about Forshtein and his short-lived career in Eskimology (cf. Krauss, this issue), and more. Its special focus is on the story of Forshtein’s photography from the four Siberian Yupik communities of Chaplino (Unagaziq), Naukan (Ninuagq), Immuk (Imtuk), and Sireniki (Sibinek) taken between 1927 and 1929. Both present authors had first learned about Forshtein’s photos stored at MAE in the 1980s. It was not until 2002, following a project in knowledge repatriation with the St. Lawrence Island Yupik communities (Krupnik et al. 2002), that one of us (I.K.) suggested a similar initiative be undertaken on behalf of the Yupik communities in Chukotka. It eventually became a collaborative effort of the MAE-Kunstkamera, Smithsonian Arctic Studies Center (ASC), the local Beringian Heritage Museum in Provideniya, Chukotka, and the Chukotka Yupik association “Yupik.” In 2003, ASC and the Museum of Beringian Heritage provided financial support to the MAE-based scanning of Forshtein’s photographs; these were later sent to Chukotka and offered to local experts for identification, comments, and storytelling (see Acknowledgements). Our paper reviews those efforts and uses some of the recently recorded stories as illustrations.

Alexander Forshtein—a Life Shattered by the GULAG

Little information has been preserved on Forshtein’s personal life and academic career. His meager documentary files at the Archives of the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS) and at MAE contain few records beyond some standard personal forms and a few memoranda to the MAE administration. Reshetov (2002) summarized most of this information in the only brief biographical essay on Forshtein published to this day. Few personal letters, no diaries, and hardly any manuscripts, field notes, or other records pertaining to Forshtein have been recovered. Whatever we know of Forshtein from those sources may be summarized in the section below.

Forshtein was born on December 26, 1904 in Marseille, France to a Russian-Jewish émigré family. The family returned to Russia in 1911, to the southern city of Rostov-on-Don, where Forshtein attended local school between 1911 and 1919. Forshtein obviously came from a well-educated family. Between 1919 and 1926, he traveled widely and combined or alternated several short job stints with occasional college and university classes. Forshtein also held numerous clerical and teaching positions at a fairly young age, including his short-term teaching tenure in a village school on the Kola Peninsula. There he contracted scurvy and was decommissioned to Leningrad. In August 1926, he was admitted to the Ethnography Division of the Leningrad University, where he joined a group of students in Siberian and Northern studies supervised by Waldemar Bogoras and Lev (Leo) Shternberg (Reshetov 2002).

There are many reasons to believe that both Bogoras and Shternberg tutored some of these young students as their prospective heirs in ethnology of Native Siberian nations they had studied themselves in the late 1800s and early 1900s as political exiles and during the Jesup North Pacific Expedition (Krupnik 1998:206-7). After a few years of training, those young men and women were rushed to Siberia to be stationed in local communities as teachers, low-level administrators, and cultural workers (Antropova 1972; Gagen-Torn 1975). Upon return from fieldwork, they became experts in ethnology and social change in their regions: e.g., Eriukhim Kreinovich (Kreynovich) on the Nivkh, Sergei Stebnitskii (Stebnitsky) on the Koryak, Nikolai Shnakenburg on the Chukchi (Krupnik 1998). Forshtein was Bogoras’ disciple in the study of the Yupik people of Chukotka, whom Bogoras had visited during the Jesup Expedition in 1901.4

Forshtein went to his own fieldwork in Siberia at the age of 22 in summer 1927, just after his first year of anthropological training with Bogoras and Shternberg. In spite of his short classes in Northern languages, Forshtein listed in his professional record a brief Chukchi grammar textbook he compiled with another classmate, Sergei Stebnitsky in 1927, under Bogoras’ supervision (Reshetov 2002:276). Forshtein had spent almost two years, 1927/28 and 1928/29 teaching and traveling along the Bering Strait coast of Chukotka (see below). All his Yupik photographs at MAE originated from that trip. He then returned to Leningrad in summer 1929 to take his university exams and to defend his senior thesis on some 150 pages, “Asiatic Eskimos as Sea-Mammal Hunters,” that was recommended for publication (RAS Archives 4, p.36). We may assume that he graduated externally, without taking all his required classes.

3A few pages of Forshtein’s linguistic notebook from Sireniki happen to be preserved in Bogoras’ personal file at the RAS Archives in St. Petersburg (File 250 – see Krauss, this issue); more records may be probably retrieved from this and other Academy’s documentary sources. Sergei Slobodin recently recovered and published three letters by Forshtein to Waldemar Jochelson in New York from late 1936 to early 1937 (Slobodin 2004a; 2004b). Three personal letters by Forshtein to Georgii A. Menoshchikov have been preserved at the Magadan Provincial Archives in Magadan; copies were kindly forwarded to us by Svetlana V. Badnikova. Other prospective sources, the file of Forshtein’s interrogation and trial in 1937-38 (partly copied by Vakhtin), and a tiny collection of Forshtein’s papers in Copenhagen, still await a thorough study.

4In his essay on the Yupik (Siberian Eskimo) language for the Russian handbook of Native Siberian languages (1934), Bogoras cited Forshtein’s data alongside his old field notes from 1901, particularly with regard to population figures and some first-hand information on the Yupik communities in Chukotka.
From his personal record and the dates on his photographs, we see that Forshtein returned to Chukotka in late 1929 and stayed there until 1933. This time, he was positioned as a teacher and school principal in the Chukchi communities along the Arctic coast: in Uelen, Cape Shlag-
sky (in 1930/31), and at the mouth of the Kolyma River in 1931/32 (Reshetov 2002:277).

In late 1933, he was hired at the Institute of Anthropology and Ethnography in Leningrad (the then-official name for MAE). He also taught classes to northern indigenous students at the Leningrad Pedagogical Institute (since 1933) and at the Institute for the Peoples of the North (Institut narodov Severa) in 1933-35 (Reshetov 2002:277). He also managed to find time to make good use of his linguistic skills and field materials. According to a list compiled by Michael Krauss (1973; this issue), Forshtein published or edited about a half-dozen textbooks, primer, readers, and folklore collections in Siberian Yupik for local schools. His memorandum of January 1934 (RAS Archives 4, p.36) refers to several ethnological papers he had written or that were under preparation (Forshtein 1927; 1929; 1930a; 1930b; 1930c; 1934; n.d.-a; n.d.-b; n.d.-c; n.d.-d). Unfortunately, his unpublished manuscripts are presumed lost after his arrest in 1937. Reshetov (2002:278) also argues that Forshtein played a key role in the design of the exhibit on the history of technology of Arctic peoples at MAE in 1936 (MAE Archives, F. K-IV, op.8, no.131).

The pinnacle of Forshtein's career in Eskimology was his three-month stay at the Danish National Museum in Copenhagen in April-July 1936. By that time, it was an extraordinary case for a Soviet ethnographic specialist to visit European or North American research institutions on a prolonged individual trip. In Copenhagen Forshtein evidently worked under Kaj Birket-Smith, then the Head of the Ethnology Department at the National Museum. He also made personal contacts with other Danish Eskimologists, such as William Thalbitzer and Louis Hammerich, and he might have been introduced to several other Danish northern scholars, including Wilhelm Schultz-Lorentzen, Peter Freuchen, Helge Larsen, and Therkel Mathiassen. Forshtein brought as a gift from the Kunstkamera a substantial collection of prints of contemporary photographs from Siberia (including several dozen prints of his own photos from Chukotka) and a small set of carved ivory objects and native drawings; both are still preserved at the National Museum, with extensive Russian hand-written captions made by Forshtein. We have little information on what he actually did in Copenhagen over three months in 1936, but he clearly understood the vulnerability of his status. In June 1936, Forshtein made a desperate appeal to Franz Boas asking for a chance to extend his stay in the West for a year or two, after he learned of Bogoras' death in Russia (Krupnik 1998: 213-214). Unfortunately, it was too late; Forshtein's life was to change dramatically in less than a year after his return from Denmark.

In May 1937, Forshtein, Kreinovich, and several other faculty members of the Institute for the Peoples of the North, including its Director, Ian Koshkin (Al'kor), were arrested and charged with "espionage and terrorist conspiracy" (Reshetov 2002:278; Roon and Sirina 2003:61; Vakhtin n.d.). Forshtein and Kreinovich were accused of being members of the "Japanese spy network," presumably recruited during their early work as teachers (!) in the Russian Far East in the late 1920s. The absurdity of the charges is quite obvious. All imprisoned researchers received death sentences as "spies and terrorists" in January 1938; Koshkin and several others were executed shortly, whereas Forshtein's as well as Kreinovich's sentences were commuted to ten years of forced labor in the deadly GULAG camps in East Siberia (Reshetov 2002:279; Roon and Sirina 2003:62). Remarkably, they survived and were both released in 1948.

Unlike Kreinovich, who returned to Leningrad and went back to academic life—to be re-arrested and sentenced again a few years later—Forshtein dropped out of any academic activity. He remarried, changed his last name, and reportedly worked as an employee in local economic agencies in the southern regions of the Soviet Union: in Georgia, Armenia, and, later, Uzbekistan. According to his daughter, he died in Tashkent in 1968, at the age of 64 (Reshetov 2002:279). As far as we know, he never returned to his Siberian Yupik studies.

1 In 1930/31 Forshtein was reportedly teaching at a small Native school with four (!) Chukchi students at Cape Shlagsky, Chaus Bay (Kalnna 1931). The classes took place in a Chukchi skin-tent, which was also used as a residence for Forshtein, his wife, and their small child.

2 Three personal letters by Forshtein to Thalbitzer written between December 1936 and April 1937 (all in Danish) are currently preserved in Thalbitzer's letter collection. Unfortunately, his unpublished manuscripts are presumed lost after his arrest in 1937. Reshetov (2002:278) also argues that Forshtein played a key role in the design of the exhibit on the history of technology of Arctic peoples at MAE in 1936 (MAE Archives, F. K-IV, op.8, no.131).

3 Forshtein was reportedly teaching at a small Native school with four (!) Chukchi students at Cape Shlagsky, Chaus Bay (Kalnna 1931). The classes took place in a Chukchi skin-tent, which was also used as a residence for Forshtein, his wife, and their small child.

4 According to Hans-Christian Gulløv (personal communication to IK, 2005), Forshtein most certainly was introduced to Schultz-Lorentzen and Lassen, who both worked closely with Birket-Smith, and to Mathiassen, who was the curator of the Danish prehistory collections at the National Museum. Other Greenlandic specialists, such as Eric Holstved and Edel Kath, could have been available during Forshtein's stay in Copenhagen, if not on their summer fieldwork in Greenland. Peter Freuchen, not associated with the museum, was also very active at that time, always seeking out new visitors from the North, particularly someone as exotic as Forshtein, with his firsthand knowledge of the Russian Eskimos and other Soviet indigenous peoples.

5 That phase of Forshtein's professional career is described in three of his letters to Georgii Menovshchikov written in 1965, though probably in a slightly exaggerated way.

6 Michael Krauss kindly shared his record of talking about Forshtein with Danish linguist Louis Hammerich in the 1970s. Hammerich, who should have remembered...
Despite Forshtein's abrupt disappearance and no further contribution to the field of Eskimo studies after 1937, his name and the memory of his work in Chukotka never faded away completely. It was preserved within a small group of his elderly peers as well as among the next generation of Eskimo linguists and ethnologists. Both authors learned of Forshtein's name during their graduate research in Yupik ethnohistory in Russia in the 1970s, mostly through references in earlier publications and manuscripts. On the Alaskan side, Michael Krauss at the Alaska Native Language Center in Fairbanks, recovered titles and copies of Forshtein's publications of the 1930s (see Krauss 1973; this issue), which he later shared with his Russian colleagues. Krauss was also the first to come across a reference to Forshtein's visit to Copenhagen in 1936 and to his communications with Birke-Smith and Boas. He kindly shared a copy of Forshtein's letter to Boas from Copenhagen that was eventually published by one of us (Krupnik 1998: 213-214). Reshetov's short recent paper (Reshetov 2002) helped re-establish Forshtein's name among the Russian Siberian specialists as well (Slobodin 2004a, 2004b; Vasil'kov and Sorokina 2003). This account may be slightly livened by some personal recollections of the late Russian Eskimologist, Georgii A. Menovshchikov, shared with Michael Krauss in 1990. Menovshchikov (1911-1991), the dean of Soviet Yupik studies and another former schoolteacher in Chukotka in 1932-34 to become a Yupik linguist, received his professional training in Leningrad between 1934 and 1936. He most certainly had plenty of chances to interact with Forshtein; we now know that the two also corresponded in the 1960s and had met around 1965, when Forshtein visited Menovshchikov at the Institute of Linguistics in Leningrad. According to Menovshchikov, Forshtein's linguistic publications had minimal impact. His Yupik textbooks were printed in the Roman Yupik orthography that was abolished and replaced by a Cyrillic-based orthography in 1937 (see Krauss, this issue). Menovshchikov claimed that Forshtein's textbooks were lost in shipment and never reached local schools anyway, thus were not known to Yupik readers (Michael Krauss to IK, June 2, 2003). Yupik elders interviewed in the 1970s remembered Forshtein's name but vaguely and with no personal details (Krupnik, field notes). His was indeed a life and career aborted by the GULAG, one of many shattered lives in the tragic record of Russian academia under the Stalinist regime.

The recovery of Forshtein's life story opens another intriguing aspect of the scientific legacy. It has long been assumed that it was Nikolai Shnakenburg, Forshtein's colleague and fellow Bogoras student, who was the first to report on the unilineal kin units, clans or gens, among the Siberian Yupik of Chukotka. Shnakenburg's unpublished manuscript, "Eskimosy" (The Eskimo, 1939) had been originally written as a chapter for a four-volume handbook on the peoples of the Soviet Union in preparation prior to World War II. That handbook was never published (its manuscript is preserved at the MAE Archives); in the 1950s, some of its early contributions were re-used for a far more monumental 18-volume series, Peoples of the World published by the Russian Institute of Ethnography. Its 1100-page volume on the peoples of Siberia (Levin and Potapov 1956) had a section on the Asiatic Eskimos written by Menovshchikov, "with the use of materials by N.B. Shnakenburg" (Levin and Potapov 1956: 8). In his chapter, Menovshchikov (1956: 941) recycled a description of clan-like kin-groups among the Yupik, including the very list of clan groups from Shnakenburg's paper of 1939. Menovshchikov later published another clan list of his own in a special paper dedicated to the clan system of the Chukotka Yupik people (Menovshchikov 1962b).

The problem is that we have no records of any fieldwork by Shnakenburg in the Yupik communities referred to in his manuscript. He was primarily a specialist in the Chukchi culture, stationed on the Arctic coast of the Chukchi Peninsula (Reshetov 1995: 3) and he hardly had any first-hand knowledge of the Yupik language and social system. Even if he had passed through some Yupik villages on his route, he had no clues to look for a social system that had eluded many researchers before him, including his mentor Bogoras (Krupnik 1996: 36-36). Forshtein, on the other hand, had both the required knowledge of and the rapport with local Yupik communities. We now have references that he indeed had been working on several papers focused on the Yupik social structure, including a paper titled "The Formation of the Clan (Russian: rod) among the Asiatic Eskimo" (RAS Archives 4, p.36, see Forshtein n.d.-a).

There are other reasons to believe that it was in fact Forshtein who collected data on Siberian Yupik clans, including their names, either on his earlier fieldwork or from the Yupik students he later worked with in Leningrad. One of his hand-written Russian captions to the drawings he donated to the National Museum in Copenhagen in 1936 reads as follows: "Drawings by the Eskimo Majnga from the Lakarmit group (community, Russian 'obschina') in the village of Ungazeq on Cape Chaplin" (Forshtein Collection, 143/36, p.7, translated by I.K.). This is the earliest known reference

Forshtein from 1936, referred to his meeting with "an unnamed former German World War II prisoner," who reportedly saw Forshtein as "a broken man" in one of the GULAG camps. According to Hammerich, Forshtein never went back to his Yupik studies and had become a textbook writer (?) in Tashkent (Michael Krauss, personal communications to IK, 2003, 2004). Hammerich most certainly received this information from some of Forshtein's Russian colleagues during the 1960s, presumably from Georgii Menovshchikov, at the 5th International Ethnological Congress in Moscow in 1964, or after that.
Forshtein Photo Collections at MAE

At present, there are three photo collections attributed to Forshtein at MAE in St. Petersburg. The first collection (#I-104, 66 units) contains the pictures of the Chukchi people and Chukchi villages and camps, primarily from the Arctic coast of Chukotka, dated between 1928 and 1931. Most of the photographs were in fact taken in 1931, when Forshtein was stationed at Chaun Bay, near Cape Shelagsky, East Siberian Sea. The second and by far the largest collection of some 140 photos (I-115) titled “The Eskimos;” is made of pictures taken in various Yupik (Siberian Eskimo) communities between 1927 and 1929. The small third set of 12 negatives and prints (I-429) is registered as “objects from personal collection; Asiatic Eskimos, Cape Chaplin;” it features some twenty ivory carvings obviously purchased by Forshtein during his trips. In all three collections, photographs were labeled, dated, and registered by Forshtein himself.

In the MAE Accession records, Forshtein’s Yupik photo collection is listed as a “gift from A.S. Forshtein received in 1929.” All original images were large-size glass negatives (9 by 12 cm). The collection was processed seven years later, in 1936, when Forshtein made a full list of 147 images with captions. The original accession of 1929 listed 150 negatives; the 1936 registry had 147 items (the original nos. 30, 126, and 127 were already missing). The 1936 inventory supplied a short caption for each negative: the name of the village or camp where a photo was taken; a brief description of the scenery or activities, usually of a few words; and the name(s) of the person(s) on portrait-style photos. Since Forshtein was familiar with recording of Yupik language materials, people’s names are usually easy to recognize from his brief captions.

No dates are available for individual photos, only the reference to the origins of the whole collection, “From the expedition of 1927-1929; Asiatic Eskimos of the Chukchi Peninsula.” The lack of dates is a sad omission compared to his Chukchi collection, in which every image is supplied with a day, or at least a year, obviously from Forshtein’s field notes. This may be explained by the time when Forshtein processed his Yupik photos at MAE. That happened on April 10th, 1936, or barely a week prior to his departure to Copenhagen for the Danish National Museum. Forshtein was obviously very short on time and under pressure from MAE administration to clear off his museum duties in advance of a long trip. His prints presented to the Danish National Museum have identical captions, also without specific dates.

Luckily, all Forshtein’s photographs at MAE survived his arrest and his disappearance into the GULAG camps. Most of his negatives were backed up with medium-size contact prints (9 by 12 cm) and remained safely in the MAE Siberian collections as prospective illustration materials. They were hardly ever used for research and were never published under his name. We were able to trace just a few of Forshtein’s images used in MAE publications: in the handbook “Narody Sibiri” (Levin and Potapov 1956:937, 939) and in another monumental volume, Istoriko-etnograficheskii atlas Sibiri (Levin and Potapov 1961:196). None of the three photos bear Forshtein’s name or offers any reference to his work.

When the Forshtein collection was retrieved and researched in 2003, seven of the original 147 glass negatives were found missing or broken without backup prints and 15 more were lost or broken, but had prints available for scanning. The remaining 140 images, 125 negatives and 15 prints, have been scanned and enhanced (edited) by the personnel of the MAE Visual Anthropology Lab (see Acknowledgements). The glass negatives are of a fairly good quality and generally remain in better shape than the backup prints. Scanned images were recorded on CDs, organized by communities; copies were mailed in 2003 to the Arctic Studies Center, Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., and to the Beringian Heritage Museum in Provideniya, Russia, for further work with local experts in Chukotka and St. Lawrence Island.

Tracing Forshtein’s Chukotka Routes through Photos, 1927-1929

Forshtein’s Yupik photography from 1927-1929 is probably our best source to reconstruct his field routes and to shed some light on his relationship with the local people. We know that Forshtein went to Chukotka in summer 1927 under a two-year teaching contract with the Far-East “Committee of the North” (Dal’nevostochnyi Komitet Severa). He had been offered a position at the school in the Chukchi village of Uelen, just north of Bering Strait. Forshtein’s route
to Chukotka in late spring 1927 was by train to Vladivostok and then by cargo ship Kolyma to Bering Strait. In his published letter to his university professors of June 1927 he reported: "I am going as a Chukchi teacher to [the village of] Uelen at Cape Dezhnev. Will reach Uelen by July 20th. Will stay at Chukotsky Nos [Cape Dezhnev–IK, EM] at least for a year, until I can get myself deeply immersed in Chukchi life; then hope to make a trip along the Arctic Coast" (Anonymous 1927:39; Reshetov 2002:276). Every contracted student was required to serve in the North for at least two years, before one could return to Leningrad to complete one's education. Eventually, Forshtein's teacher's contract with the Committee of the North lasted for six-and-a-half years: from May 6, 1927 till October 28, 1933 (RAS Archives 142:6), with just a short break for a trip to Leningrad in summer 1929.

We believe that Forshtein's first tenure of 1927–29 was not that of a teacher in Uelen but rather of a traveling inspector for the District Educational Office (that included all of the Russian side of Bering Strait) or even of a substitute teacher in some other communities. His employment record from his personal file indeed stated that he had worked "with the educational institutions under the Far-East Educational Office as a head (principal) of native schools [at Ungaziq, Chau, and Pokhdoks] and as an inspector for native education of the region from May 20, 1927 till October 28, 1933" (RAS Archives 142:5, 6). We assume that something did not work for Forshtein's initial position in Uelen in 1927 (or in early 1928) and that he swiftly shifted his interest to the Yupik communities in southern Chukotka. His university senior thesis of 1929, "Asiatic Eskimos as Sea-Mammal Hunters," and all of his later publications and linguistic work on the Yupik language were good testimony to that shift in his research interest.

Once can see the same shift in his photography of 1927–1929, though indirectly. There are hardly any pictures of 1927–1929 among his "Chukchi" photographs, except for two photos that feature school building and the wireless station in Uelen, and three other pictures of the new cultural center in the nearby Lavrentiya Bay. On top, there are two photos dated 1928 from Chukchi villages near Senyavin Strait, some 150 miles south of Uelen. That means that by 1928 Forshtein was either traveling through or had moved from Uelen to southern Chukotka.

Indeed, his largest single set of images from 1927–1929 of 62 photos came from the Yupik village of Ungaziq ("Ungazik" in Forshtein’s captions) at Cape Chaplin. We believe that Forshtein might have been working as a substitute teacher or even as principal at the Ungaziq village school at least by winter or spring of 1928. Forshtein's photography from Ungaziq includes images from almost every season: from fall hunting to mid-winter scenes and rituals to the beginning of spring to mid-summer communal activities. Eight photographs from the nearby village of "Sekluk" (Siqluk) were also taken in both summer and wintertime. It looks like Forshtein could have spent a full year (or more?) in and around Ungaziq; at least he was there for a much longer time than at his initial job placement at Uelen.

Forshtein's Yupik folklore collection published in 1935 and 1936 (see Krauss, this issue) has a subtitle “Recorded by A.S. Forshtein in the village of Ungazik.” Also, Georgii Menovshchikov (1977:124) in his memoirs from his early teaching years in Chukotka referred to Forshtein as a teacher “at the first regular school in Ungaziq in 1928.” Nikolai Shnakenburg's manuscript, “The Eskimo” (1939), which, as we assume, might have been written with substantial use of Forshtein's texts and notes, refers extensively to an anonymous "schoolteacher from the village of Ungaziq at Cape Chaplin" and his observations of spring and summer 1928. One extended quotation, for example, described a bowhead whale hunt and the following distribution of baleen among five crews in Ungaziq in April 1928. We believe that in this and other cases Shnakenburg's manuscript cited Forshtein's field notes or some of his later writings that were somehow available to Shnakenburg in the late 1930s.

The main argument, however, can be taken directly from Forshtein's photos from Ungaziq and also from other Yupik communities. Despite hardly a year of his university training in ethnology, Forshtein proved to be an avid field photographer as well as a competent ethnographer. Forshtein was clearly following the path of his famous mentor, Waldemar Bogoras, who also took some 150 photos in Ungaziq in 1901 (Bogoras' photo collection from Ungaziq is now preserved at the American Museum of Natural History in New York). Either advised by Bogoras or thanks to his personal intuition, Forshtein took his photographs in several thematic "sets" of images, such as building a dwelling, launching a boat, documenting shaman performance, or a certain ritual (see below). Among those are six thematic sets from Ungaziq that feature specific rituals, both inside a family dwelling and outdoors, often taken in a sequential order. Those pictures, plus several more images of family meals and tea-drinking parties taken in the inner living quarters ofYu-
pih houses, testify to Forshtein’s rather intimate rapport with local villagers, who were at the same time his students and their parents. Bogoras obviously did not have such a rapport during his three-month stay in Ungaziq; at least, we have no evidence for this in his photography of 1901.

Besides Ungaziq and Siqluk, Forshtein visited other Yupik communities in southeastern Chukotka, including the two westernmost villages Intuk (Intuk) and Sireniki (Sighinek), where he took 23 and 13 photographs, respectively. He made this trip by dogsled, as Bogoras had in 1901, as there are several images of dog-teams. He traveled presumably in late spring, since some of his Intuk and Sireniki photographs featured melted snow and people moving from winter houses to lighter summer tents. That usually happened in late May or June (Krupnik 2001:37, 190). We may assume that he stayed at Intuk and Sireniki for some time in June, since some of his pictures showed very little snow on the ground and a full row of summer tents erected along the beach. Forshtein made this trip either in May-June 1928 or a year later, which means that he stayed in Ungaziq until spring 1929.

Besides southern Yupik villages, Forshtein also visited two Siberian Yupik communities in the North, Naukan (Nuvuqaq) at East Cape (23 images) and “Imaklek” (Imaqliq) on Big Diomede Island (4 images), which are close to Uelen. Pictures from both places depict mid-late summer scenery, with some floating sea ice but no snow. As seen from the pictures, Forshtein had visited both places by a steamer or large motorboat. In Naukan he made several personal portraits (all taken in school or outdoors) and documented the construction of a new stationary winter house, which was usually a late summer activity. No pictures were taken inside family dwellings; that speaks of a fairly short visit. “The time could have been summer of 1928 or 1929, most probably on Forshtein’s return trip to Uelen for his subsequent departure to Leningrad.

We know that in summer 1929, Forshtein returned to Leningrad, in order to graduate from the university. Besides his photographic collection, he also brought some ethnographic specimens that he later donated to MAE. A larger collection of 67 objects (# 4211), all from the Yupik Eskimo, was registered and processed in 1933; the accession date is listed as November 1, 1929. Forshtein’s other accession consisted of one object, Yupik skin boots from the village of Intuk (# 5116), and was also dated 1929. These dates confirm Forshtein’s short stay in Leningrad between his two stints in Chukotka, as he had to catch the last steamer out of Vladivostok no later than mid-September. The man evidently returned to the city for just a few months, after two years spent in the North. He passed his university exams, left behind the objects and the images he collected on his trip, got married, and stormed out of the city to go back to Chukotka for four more years.11 Things were indeed moving fast for Aleksandr Forshtein, who was then twenty-five years old.

**Old Photos, Today’s Memories:** Forshtein’s Photos Revisited, 2004

Of the four Chukotka Yupik communities most extensively documented by Forshtein in 1927-29, Chaplino (Ungaziq), Naukan (Nuvuqaq), Sireniki (Sighinek), and Intuk (Intuk), only one, Sireniki, remains today at its old location.12 Naukan and Chaplino were closed by the Soviet authorities in 1957 and 1958, respectively, and their residents were forced to relocate to other villages. Intuk was abandoned even earlier, in 1932-33, when its residents moved to Sireniki, where a new school and a bigger store had been built. Even Sireniki, the only remaining village, has been dramatically rebuilt and little of the old site is recognizable in the town of today.

Despite several decades of abandonment, strong memories and numerous stories are still associated with each of the former Yupik villages (cf. Krupnik 2001). They all refer to the past “cultural landscapes,” that is, to the realities that ceased to exist some fifty or even more years ago. Here the power of historical photography and of human memory meet and often make a perfect match. This section reviews today’s stories associated with some of Forshtein’s photographs. They have been recovered from various sources—as narratives of today’s elders, child memories, comments of experts, and recordings kept in earlier field notes.

1. Landscapes from Sireniki—“Ruins of an old pit-house” (IV-115-60 to 62—Fig. 2).

The ruins of the old underground houses built of large whale jawbones and skulls, once used to cover a large area at Sireniki. Yupik elders in the 1970s recalled stories associated with the old houses and with traditional rituals once performed

---

11 Forshtein married his fellow ethnology student Klawdia Myfnikova, a specialist in Tungus-Manchu people of the Amur River valley. She went with him to Chukotka and stayed there for almost four years. A student of Leo Sternberg, Myfnikova-Forshtcin made her own name in the studies of Tungus folklore and linguistics. Her career was broken, however, after Forshtein’s arrest, as she was fired from the Institute, pushed from academic studies, and even forced to leave Leningrad. On Myfnikova’s life see Kharavova 2002.

12 Four other Siberian Yupik communities featured in Forshtein’s photos, Imaqliq on Big Diomede, Siqluk, Aron, and Tasiq, are similar “virtual” cultural landscapes. They all had been closed by the 1940s and 1950s, and their residents were removed to other villages.
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Fig. 2: “Ruins of the underground house-pit.” MAE, H-115-60. Sighinek/Sireniki, spring 1928 or 1929.

there by their ancestors (Krupnik 2001:36-37, 316-317). A written comment of 2004 to Forshtein’s photo by Klavdia (Klava) Makarova (née Skhaugwi/Sigbawyi, born 1959), adds more recent memories to the old picture:

These are old underground houses, nenglu; that’s how they are called (in Yupik). My mother Vera Kawawa, born 1929, once told me a story about how she used to work at the construction of a community ice-cellar. It was around 1945; she was a young girl back then. They dug the ground at the hill near the shore called Saaygu, which used to be an observation site for our elders. They always sat there in the old days and watched the hunters at sea with their binoculars.

When they dug deep into that hill, they found an underground house, an old nenglu inside. It was oval in shape and was well preserved. It was flanked with bowhead whale skulls all around and it had many ribs and whale jaws placed on top for the roof. It had a long entrance that was going toward the shore. Look, they also found human remains in that pit-house—of two women and a child. One woman, as my Mom recalled, had black hair with bead head decorations. We call them “qapaget” (qupaget). That woman was lying inside the living portion of the house, aagra. The other woman was gray-haired; she had a wooden dish, qayutaq, next to her, with the leftovers of whale blubber. The child’s skeleton was probably that of a 4-5-year-old; it was put on a small sled. They found so many objects inside, like spoons, combs, and house utensils made of bone, wood, and clay. Some of them were decorated. It was a well-to-do family, Mother said, as seen from the house stuff and also from the bead jewelry.

We have been told that in the old days they left the houses with all the stuff inside if somebody died in the family of an unknown cause and passed quickly. They never entered such houses, just abandoned it; they never even walked around (February 2004; translated by I.K.).

Klava Makarova is 47 years old and, thanks to her late mother, Vera Kawawa, who was an accomplished storyteller, she preserves the memory of the old site that is now almost obliterated by the later construction work. In several written comments to Forshtein’s photographs taken 30 years prior to her birth, Klava repeatedly referred to her mother’s stories about the “old life” in Sireniki and Imtuk. Some of her sto-

---

13 This and other translations of today’s comments to Forshtein’s pictures follow a more colloquial Russian style in which they have been written or recorded.
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ries quote Kawawa's father Numylen, Klava's late grandfather, whom she never saw. Numylen, who passed away in the late 1950s, is remembered as a much-esteemed elder and cultural expert. He was a successful middle-aged hunter in 1928 or 1929, when Forshtein visited Sireniki. To Klava, Forshtein's photos offer a priceless link to her mother's childhood years, to the memory of her grandfather Numylen, and to her own Yupik cultural roots.

2. Faces from Naukan—"The family of Iyain, the Eskimo" (I-115-25—Fig. 3) and others.

Eight portrait and family photos were taken by Forshtein in the northern Yupik community of Naukan in the summer of 1928 or 1929. Most of Forshtein's captions to family pictures list the names of adult men only. Elizaveta Dobrieva, who was born in Naukan in 1942 and who now lives in Lavrentiya, identified all of the people featured on Forshtein's Naukan photographs; she also offered extensive written comments to the village and scenic images from the old village:

*Iyain* (Iyain) was an esteemed sea-mammal hunter. He was born, got married, grew old, and died in Naukan.

The little girl sitting at his lap is his youngest daughter *Atutuwyi/Atutugyi*. She is an elderly lady today, Irina Nikolaevna Tsukanova. Since the 1950s and to this day she has been living in Provideniya. She worked as a nurse at the local hospital for many years. She had no children of her own. The other girl’s name is *Atangiq*; she was the second of Iyain’s children (August 2004).

On the back of the 11 by 8.5” photocopy of the image, Dobrieva drew a genealogical chart of Iyain’s family going back to Iyain’s grandfather Uqoya. It goes down to some of Iyain’s grandchildren, who are now in their 50s and even 60s. Iyain was a middle-aged man during Forshtein’s visit; so, he was probably born around 1885. Uqoya, his grandfather, could have been born around 1830 or 1840. Five generations of his lineage, or some 180 years of Naukan history, are preserved in that short written comment by Dobrieva. *Atutuwyi/Irina Tsukanova* (born 1926 or 1927) remains the only living person featured on Forshtein’s 140 Yupik photographs and, thus, it would seem the only Yupik person in Chukotka today, who personally met Forshtein, although as a very small child.
Fig. 4: "Tlingeun, the schoolgirl." MAE, Μ-115-28. Naukan, summer 1927 or 1929.
Forshtein’s photos also featured some people whom Dobrevia and almost all of today’s living Naukan people have never seen. Three pictures feature young schoolgirls. To one of the photos (“Tlingeun, the schoolgirl”—Fig.4), Dobrevia wrote a short caption:

Llingegun was a daughter of Anaya and Qtugegun. After she graduated from the village seven-grade school, she and another girl, Singegun, daughter of Iyagen (see Fig.3), went to study at the medical school in Khabarovsky. They both got sick and passed away there; they were buried there (August 2004).

The picture of another young woman, Alperagtenga carries a similarly sad caption:

Alperagtenga, Llingegun, and Singegun were the activists in their generations. Alperagtenga, upon graduating from the village seven-grade school, went to study at the Institute for the Peoples of the North. She got sick and died there; she is buried there (August 2004).

These are probably the only pictures of these three young Yupik women, who died 70 years ago. They will be eventually shared with their families, as the only pieces of memory of young lives cut short. To Dobrevia and other members of her community, these and other photos taken by Forshtein are of immense value. The former Naukan residents have hardly any photographs of their old site or of their relatives from that early time. Also, they have no easy access to other early photography from Naukan that exists elsewhere, particularly in Alaska. After being evicted from the old site in 1958, they have heroically preserved the legacy of their homeland for almost fifty years (Leonova 1997). Forshtein’s photographs provide a strong visual link to the old memories and fathers’ landscapes, despite more than two generations of physical separation.

3. Images from Ungaziq—“Attyrak festival by Matlu, the Eskimo: ritual objects” (H-115-124 and H-115-125—Fig.5).

Two images in this series of eight photographs depict the so-called Attyrak festival held by “Matlu, the Eskimo.” Both the name of the person and of the festival can be easily identified. Matlu (Matlu) was a well-known hunter in Ungaziq and also a prominent local Soviet activist in Forshtein’s time. Attyrak (Ateghaq) was the Yupik name of the early spring ceremony that marked the beginning of spring hunting. Each boat captain performed it separately, though the ritual, reportedly, was more or less uniform (cf. Voblov 1952). We found clues to the pictures in the story of the Ateghaq festival recorded from Ungasima (UI. Ukhsima, 1915-1989) in 1977 and 1979 (Krupnik 2001:267-268; translated by I.K.):

In the spring, just before they started hunting, they usually killed a dog. Not a lead-dog, of course, but a full-grown dog. Grandpa always did the killing for our family. They watched how the dog was dying: if it passes quickly, it’s good. If it is dying slowly and barks a few times, that’s a bad signal. Grandpa knew, how to make the dog to die fast.

[...] They did this festival in the spring, mostly in April; usually, it was held inside the house (skin-tent). They made a large pile in the middle of the inner room: they put the pokes (scal-skin floats, awatagbagpeier), the mast from the whaleboat, the sails and skin lines. They pulled it all in the middle. They also put in that pile a big wooden bowl full of meat. They used to cover it with a sail—I don’t know why they did it and I don’t remember it clearly. I was a little girl then. My Grandma used to prepare this meal for the festival. She boiled the lumps, sort of, on the surface of the ground meat; they put it for the night on top of the sleeping chamber, where it’s warm at night.

In the morning, they open it up and they check the bowl carefully. If one or two of the lumps are missing, that means they are to get a whale or a polar bear this spring. Because we regard the whale and the polar bear as “god-given animals.” They are given by God to a few people only, to those whom He wants to reward. So, they check: if all lumps are still there—well, no whale or polar bear comes this season.

Then they take the skin-boat and move it to the shore, with this bowl of meat and other stuff, like tobacco. Up to the festival, they usually keep the skin-boat near the house during wintertime. Just made a temporary boat-rack of four paddles or

14See, for example photos from C.W. Scarborough Collection of the 1920s (88-130-36N) preserved at the Archives and Manuscripts, Alaska and Polar Regions Department, University of Alaska Fairbanks, that have been reproduced as cover images in the recent Naukan Yupik Dictionary (Dobrevia et al. 2004).
oars. They usually break this temporary rack during the festival and put the boat on its permanent rack at the shore. I don't know what else they did it up there—they probably ate the meat and gave the pieces (to the spirits). Small pieces. They usually brought the leftovers back home from the shore, so that we could eat it in the evening. That's it, that's the festival. They start spring boat hunting after that.

The sequence of events described by **Uugsima** is featured in minute detail on Forshtein's photographs from 1928 or 1929. That same festival is also depicted on nine other images labeled "The First Hunt Ceremony by Yata, the Eskimo." Altogether, those seventeen photographs in the MAE collection illustrate all of the phases of the Ateghaq ceremony, including the killing of the dog; the boat stored near the house; the moving of the boat down to the beach; the boat launch in a small patch of open water; and the elderly women feasting on the meat inside the house at the conclusion. The "ritual objects" featured on image I-115-124 turned out to be pieces of ordinary Yupik hunting gear as described by **Uugsima**: seal-skin float, manila and skin lines, retrieving hooks, whaling darting gun, walrus harpoon shafts, a decorated paddle, and several wooden bowls with food.

One could hardly look for more different settings than those of a dim Yupik skin-house, where the original Forshtein's photos were taken; the neat modern apartment in Provideniya, where the elderly **Uugsima** recalled the ceremony some fifty years later (Fig. 6); and of the museum storage in St. Petersburg where the old glass negatives of the event were recovered twenty-five years after that recording. Still, all of the puzzle pieces miraculously came together. **Uugsima**, the storyteller, had been featured herself as a young girl on one of Forshtein's photos in 1928 or 1929 (Fig. 7). She had lived a long life and is fondly remembered as a cultural expert and social activist by Chukotka Yupik people.

**Conclusions: The Life and the Legacy**

Our study of Forshtein's photography at MAE offer ample illustrations both to the opportunities for "knowledge repatriation" and to its limitations. We have retrieved substantial new data on the professional career and life of Alexander Forshtein, particularly on his days and deeds in Chukotka, and on his visit to Copenhagen. His photos at MAE are now safely backed by high-resolution electronic scans that allow easy reprints for future publication, display purposes, and outreach. Forshtein's photography is currently one of the best-documented files among MAE historical photo collections from Siberia and the only one that is ac-
Our study also revealed many deep memory and knowledge losses that, unfortunately, cannot be repaired. Unless or until some new troves of Forshtein’s personal papers are recovered, we have to operate with pieces of scanty records only (see Krauss, this issue). It may well be that Forshtein’s professional legacy has been obliterated by the GULAG beyond repair, since, after his arrest and ten years of forced labor he never returned to Eskimo studies. Hence, his knowledge and talents were lost to his colleagues and prospective students, and his full scholarly potential never materialized. We now know from his letters that, following his trip to Denmark in 1936, Forshtein had started to forge contacts with Western scholars, such as Thalbitzer and Jochelson, by mailing to them copies of his publications and those of his fellow students of Bogoras and Shternberg. These emerging professional contacts were terminated by Forshtein’s arrest and imprisonment. We may only guess what would have been his contribution to Russian Eskimo studies if, blessed by his experience, training by Bogoras, and his contacts with many Western colleagues, Forshtein had enjoyed a full professional career—as did some of his peers and fellow teachers-cum-linguists, like Georgii Menovshchikov (1911-1991), Ekatgerina Rubtsova (1888-1971), Elizaveta Orlova (1899-1976), Petr Skorik (1906-1985), Innokentii Vdovin (1907-1996), and others. His old tragedies are our today’s losses; both cannot be rectified even if Forshtein’s professional name can be restored some 70 years later.

The history of the Siberian Yupik communities visited by Forshtein followed a tragic path of its own. The residents of most of the villages featured in his photographs, Ungazik, Naukan, Imaqliq, Siqluk, Avan, were forcibly removed from their homes, often with no chance to revisit their old places for decades and generations. This inflicted irreparable damage to people’s memory of their former landscapes, place-names, hunting grounds, and ritual sites, consigning entire blocks of cultural knowledge to oblivion. Many personal lives were also shattered by the relocations of the 1940s and 1950s, as alcoholism, poor health, and depression ravaged Yupik elders and young adults alike. Today’s elders often express frustration about their inability to identify many faces in old photographs. They complain that the untimely passing of so many has left “hardly anybody around who still remembers those old days.”

Although some stories about abandoned Siberian Yupik villages have been put in writing and published (i.e., Avangu 1985; Krupnik 2001; Leonova 1997), many more have been lost. As generations that used to live, hunt, feast, marry, and play at old sites gradually pass away, their children, who are today’s elders, preserve only pieces of the old traditions associated with their ancestors’ landscapes and their former homelands. In this regard, Native oral tradition
Fig. 7: "Ukhsima, the schoolgirl." MAE, 11-115-19. Ungazíq, 1928 or 1929.
and culture were shattered as the advance of Russian Eskimo studies had been arrested by the loss of Forshtein in 1937.

Still, this article features for the first time a rare personal photo of Forshtein (Fig. 1), so that new generations may now visualize a face behind the name. In a few Yupik houses in Chukotka and at several local museums and schools people may now enjoy the images of their great-grandparents and of their long-abandoned home sites preserved in Forshtein’s photographs, something their parents never had a chance to do. If those modest steps help fill some voids inflicted by the past century, our effort in “visual repatriation” was worth undertaking.
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Abstract: The paper focuses on another aspect of the legacy of the late Russian Eskimologist Aleksandr Forshtein (1904-1968), namely his linguistic materials and his publications in Eskimo languages and early Russian/Soviet school programs in Siberian Yupik. During the 1930s, the Russians launched an impressive program in developing writing systems, education, and publication in several Native Siberian languages. Forshtein and his mentor, Waldemar Bogoras, took active part in those efforts on behalf of Siberian Yupik. The paper reviews Forshtein's (and Bogoras') various contributions to Siberian Yupik language work and language documentation. As it turned out, Forshtein's, as well as Bogoras' approach had many flaws; several colleagues of Forshtein achieved better results and produced alternative writing systems for Siberian Yupik language. This review of the early Russian language work on Siberian Yupik is given against the backdrop of many colorful personalities involved and of the general conditions of Russian Siberian linguistics during the 1920s and the 1930s.
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This paper that evaluates the Eskimo language work of Aleksandr Semenovich Forshtein (1904-1968) must begin with a painfully conflicted apology. In the early 1980's I was invited by Isabelle Kreindler of Haifa University to contribute a paper to a collection on Soviet linguists executed or interned by Stalinist repression in the former USSR during the years 1930-1953 (Kreindler 1985). Unfortunately, I felt compelled then to decline that invitation, however much I wished to write especially on Forshtein's tragedy. That reluctant refusal was because I so deeply appreciated my contacts with Igor Krupnik and his colleagues Mikhail Chenov, Nikolai Vakhtin, Evgenii Golovko, of the new generation of Eskimo scholars in the Soviet Union. They were my trusted partners ("co-conspirators") in a joint effort to restore Russian-American relations across the Cold War divide in the North Pacific/Bering Strait region, at both the academic and indigenous community levels. Also, at the same time my personal political status at that phase of Cold War tension was questionable in the former USSR (e.g., the KGB had been reportedly warning Eskimos in Chukotka that Krauss was a CIA operative). I thus had not only to fear for the continuation of my contacts, but also even for the welfare of those involved. Such was the insidiousness of that system, which forced me to compromise a freedom taken for granted on this side.

Furthermore, I feel the need to warn the reader to bear with me that in the recent process of research for the present paper, I was repeatedly faced with new discoveries and realizations about Forshtein's work, especially in his relations with his mentor Vladimir Bogoraz scientifically and personally. Understanding of that relationship and of Bogoraz's overall role in the Soviet Eskimo language work in the 1930s thus became an important component to this paper.


I first came upon the name of A. S. Forshtein in 1969-70, which I was spending on sabbatical at MIT, with fine libraries there and at Harvard. I had been assigned by Dell Hymes the task of writing chapters on Na-Dene (Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit-Haida) and Eskimo-Aleut languages, Current Trends in Linguistics (see Krauss 1973). For the Eskimo-Aleut, which I was making largely bibliographical, for work
both on and also in those languages, I made a special effort to include all of the Soviet linguistic or language works on "Asiatic Eskimo," actually four languages. I detail these, as Forshtein himself had evidently had contact with all four:

1. Chaplinski Yupik—the Chukotka side of Central Siberian Yupik (CSY) virtually identical with that on St. Lawrence Island, Alaska; Chaplinski remains the "official" Soviet Eskimo language and therefore the only standard for all Russian Eskimo language publications, including schoolbooks;

2. Naukanski Yupik—formerly on East Cape at Bering Strait, Russia only, proudly independent, unhappily forced to make do with the Chaplinski schoolbooks;

3. Sirenískki—a separate sub-branch of Eskimo, coordinate with the Yupik branch; it is now entirely extinct, and in Forshtein's time it was already ceding to Chaplinski, with schoolchildren beginning to become monolingual in Chaplinski;

4. Big Diomede Inupiaq—now extinct as such, but still spoken by elders on Little Diomede Island, Alaska.

The MIT and Harvard libraries had collections as fine as then existed for such bibliographical purposes, though they of course did not have the schoolbooks themselves. From especially the annual Ezhegodnik Knigi SSSR, the annual bibliography of all books printed in the USSR in any language, I was able to come up with a listing of over 80 Soviet Eskimo (Chaplinski Yupik) schoolbooks printed 1932-1969. This was a startling revelation of sorts, of a very credible production for an indigenous community of roughly 1300, especially as compared with Alaska's wretched record.

My Eskimo bibliographic chapter was published in 1973 (Krauss 1973), and during the early 1970s, I managed to get copies of virtually this entire literature for the Alaska Native Language Center (ANLC) at the University of Alaska at Fairbanks, most of all through the International Book Exchange of the Lenin Library in Moscow (presently the Russian National Library). Those came in the form of microfilms, which we then printed out and bound as reconstituted books. We then presented complete sets of these to the St. Lawrence Island village schools at Gambell and Savoonga, as a part of the newly established Yupik language program that the recently established ANLC was helping to implement; this did include, of course, new materials in a new American Roman orthography developed for the Island Yupik language. The collection of the Yupik Eskimo books or facsimiles thereof sent in 1974 to the Island was accompanied by a detailed report I had written for the Islanders, to describe and explain each vein and item of that literature (Krauss 1974). At the same time, Soviet propaganda, much of it by Chukchi journalist Iurii Rytkheu, converted this to a story that the St. Lawrence Islanders, having nothing else to read in their own language, were gratefully learning to read thanks to the Soviet material.

Little did I realize at that time that, ironically, no such collection of that Soviet Eskimo literature existed in Chukotka itself, which the Yupikts could see or perhaps had ever seen the likes of, certainly at least since 1958. That year, the two largest Yupik villages on the Russian side, Naukan and Chaplino, were both closed by the authorities and the people were removed from their ancestral homes, lest any contact with their American relatives remain possible, and to "facilitate their merging" with the Chukchis and local Russians. The children were taken from their parents, put into village boarding-schools, the only language of which was Russian, and the Eskimo-language books were burned (Georgii Menovshchikov, personal communication, 1976). 1

Orlova, Forshtein, Sergeeva, and 1932-1936 Eskimo Schoolbooks

We now return to Forshtein and focus on the early period of that remarkable Soviet accomplishment in establishing a school literature in Chaplinski Yupik 1932-1936. Those years were the period of Soviet Northern minorities' literature in the so-called "Alfavit Narodov Severa," (Alphabet for the Peoples of the North), a Latin-based alphabet motivated by Komintern ideals or ambitions, for Communism worldwide, not just USSR. The first Soviet Eskimo book was the 1932 primer Xwaptunugut baja, i.e. in the American orthography Whangkuta Igaput, "Our Book." It was composed on the Soviet model (and/or translated therefrom) by the "brigade" (team) of Yupik students Bychkov and Leita at the Khabarovsky Technical School, under the supervisory editorship of Elizaveta Porfir'evna Orlova (1899-1976). Orlova was a Russian ethnographer and educator, and a fellow student of Forshtein. She was a champion of truly minority languages, like Iñupiut and Aleut, as well as Yupik, whom I managed to meet in Leningrad in 1976 shortly before her death. The 1000-copy printing of the Orlova primer never reached its destination—lost in shipment, apparently. A single copy reached Provideniia in

1The ANLC effort did little for the viability of the St. Lawrence Island language in the long run, as no real investment in the program was forthcoming from the Bering Strait School District. By now the Island Yupik children are mostly speaking English; the common language between the Russian side and the Islanders is also becoming English. Now, a movement is beginning on the island, at least in some circles, to take significantly more responsibility and control of the status of the Yupik language in the school, so that real community initiative and commitment may eventually grow enough to keep the language alive.
Chukotka, where three copies were made of it on tracing-paper, for further such copying in the nearby Yupik villages in 1933-34 (Sergeeva 1935; Menovshchikov 1967; 1979:61-68; Budnikova 1990). We learn from Budnikova (1990) that the primer was very successful and popular, such that it also inspired, starting in spring 1934, the local production of a Yupik-language wall-newspaper (poster), which created quite a sensation.

We have no record of any further Soviet Eskimo books published in 1932-1934. The main contemporary bibliographical source, the *Eschegodnik Knigi SSSR*, is incomplete for that period, except, fortunately, for 1935. However, it is usefully supplemented, quite thoroughly, for any Eskimo books printed 1931-1934, including those planned for 1934 and 1935. These were two Northern nationalities book-directories for the years 1931-1933 (*Ukazatel'* 1934) and 1931-1934 (*Ukazatel'* 1935), published by the Institute for the Peoples of the North, which Bogoraz headed and where Forshtein worked 1933-1936.

Vladimir Germanovich Bogoraz (1865-1936, known in the West as Waldemar Bogoras) was the leading Soviet authority on Northern minority languages in Russia. Starting as a political exile, he had much studied Chukchi, and in 1901 also some Yupik, mainly Chaplinski, on the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, organized by Franz Boas for the American Museum of Natural History in New York. Bogoraz tried to write up an Eskimo grammar in Russian and also in English in New York, where he stayed upon his return from the expedition 1903-1904. He also worked on his 1901 Eskimo grammar some more in 1918, but he never got that grammar in shape to publish during his lifetime (except for a shortened Russian version in 1934). One can imagine that Bogoraz was happy to have his protege Forshtein in Chukotka in 1927-1933 (see Krupnik and Mikhailova, *this issue*).

Forshtein's own Chaplinski grammatical sketch was reportedly written by 1930, which raises the question of the degree to which Bogoraz might have used Forshtein's work for his own. Bogoraz does indeed acknowledge a contribution by Forshtein in a footnote to the shortened grammatical sketch of Chaplinski he himself published soon after (Bogoraz 1934). That may be the first time Forshtein's name appears in print, aside from his student travel report of 1927 (Reshetov 2002). The degree to which that 1934 Chaplinski grammatical sketch is really Bogoraz's and not to some extent Forshtein's will be taken up below.

For late 1934 we have an unpublished evaluation by Forshtein (See subsection "Forshtein and Bogoraz Attack Orlova," this paper), no doubt volunteered by Forshtein and so assigned to him by Bogoraz, severely criticizing the Orlova team's work in the Yupik primer of 1932. One factor may be that the 1932 primer clearly was written in what may be called the "Avan" dialect of Chaplinski, which has a few noticeable phonological differences from Chaplinski and which would show in spelling. For such traits the Orlova primer could easily be stigmatized. That primer is thus in fact the only instance of the distinctive Avam dialect in print, of any kind, to the present. We also have Bogoraz's letter of January 1935 (See subsection "Forshtein and Bogoraz Attack Orlova," this paper), adding to Forshtein's critique also Bogoraz's strong support of his own protege's vastly superior skills.

We have good evidence to support such a claim from the *Ukazatel'* for 1931-33 (1934:20, plan for 1934) that Orlova was also to produce a Yupik reader for Class 1 (*Kniga dlja chteniia 1 god obuchenia*) and an arithmetic textbook, also for Class 1 (*Uchebnik arifmetiki 1 god obuchenii*), each to be printed in 1000 copies. For these, according to the *Ukazatel'* for 1931-34 (1935: 28, plan for 1935) Forshtein was to write back-translations into Russian, 500 copies of each to be printed. No such reader or arithmetic text evidently ever appeared in print with Orlova's name attached.

Meanwhile, Katerina Semenovna Sergeeva (1899-1975) had in 1933 become teacher at the Ureliki Yupik school (near Providenia) in Chukotka. There she began working with a gifted young woman from Sirenikski, Wye (Weyi), then 16, and a teenage boy, Atata, then 13, also of Sirenikski. Wye (1917-1997) ended up being the last speaker of her native Sirenikski language, and Atata (1920-1946), ended up being a KGB operative, assigned to travel to St. Lawrence Island (Igor Krupnik, personal communication, 2005). They were the same Yupik students at the Ureliki school, who had begun in 1934 the wall-newspaper mentioned above. They had also become involved by 1935 in a new Eskimo language "brigade," systematically writing down Yupik folklore in Chaplinski, Sirenikski, and Avam, as well as using the written language in local business meetings, a practice which soon stopped (Budnikova 1990). These materials were never published; but they or some of them may be preserved in Sergeeva's personal file at the Magadan Regional Museum (cf. Budnikova 1989). The Sergeeva Yupik team was also somehow proofreading the Yupik textbooks that were to be published in Leningrad in 1935 in the new Latin orthography, now under the names of Sergeeva, who had returned to Leningrad by 1935, and Forshtein. So it is

---

*E.g., saqsiin for saqsin, i.e., Alaskan spelling saqsiin for saqsin 'what are you doing?'*
in any case quite clear that Ortola's contribution was eliminated, her reader and arithmetic manual were rejected, with her role now taken over by Sergeeva and Forshtein.

The Latin alphabet Yupik schoolbook work done by Forshtein and Sergeeva, mostly headed under the latter's name, was all published in 1935-1936, before the conversion to Cyrillic orthography, implemented according to general intensifying Stalinist policy (see below, and Kraus 1973a; 1974; 1975). That 1935-1936 literature may have been in "better" Yupik, or was at least in a more prestigious dialect. In any case, however, the new Latin orthography itself was definitely not for the better (see below and Kraus 1975:59-61).

Stalinist Terror and Forshtein's Arrest, 1937

The period 1932-1936 of the Soviet "Latin" Yupik alphabets (1932 and 1935-1936) was one of relative political "liberalism." During that period Forshtein enjoyed in 1936 a goodly stay abroad in Copenhagen (see Krupnik and Mikhailova, this issue), and an Eskimo schoolbook could be published in Russia in an international alphabet, of all things, on the history of aviation, teaching Eskimo children in Chukotka facing Alaska, that the first airplane that flew was invented by the American Wright brothers (see Appendix I, A12).

Such "liberty" was to change radically with the onset of the Stalinist terror of 1937. A merely trivial symptom was the abolition of the Alphabet of the Peoples of the North, including that for Yupik, along with those for other new nationality literatures in the USSR. All of these were ordered to be converted to new alphabets designed on a Cyrillic base. In the case of the Soviet Yupik, this transition was presided over by Sergeeva herself, who continued through 1939. Sergeeva was then in turn replaced by two other Russian linguists and former village schoolteachers, Georgii Alekscevich Menovshchikov (1911–1991) and Ekaterina Sergeevna Rubtsova (1888–1971). Anyone who wished to persist with the old "Latin" orthography became an "enemy of the people" (Budnikova 1990).

The 1936-1937 changes were especially tragic for Forshtein. His mentor Bogoraz died May 10, 1936, apparently of natural causes, but unexpectedly. Forshtein learned of this during his stay in Copenhagen, April through end of July 1936. Though Bogoraz himself would hardly have been in any position to protect Forshtein, news of Bogoraz's death might further have alarmed Forshtein and motivated him to write to Boas in New York. His letter is dated June 30, 1936, introducing himself, saying that he had valuable materials on Asiatic Eskimo, several dialects of which it would become impossible to do further research on within ten years. Forshtein would be especially able to work up dictionaries for two dialects, albeit with "blank spots." These were presumably Chaplinski and most probably also Sirenitski. Forshtein hoped that Boas could invite him to New York to work a year or so under his guidance. Forshtein adds that it would be "of great importance" to receive Boas's response by his scheduled departure date, 25 July. Sadly, it turned out that Boas was away on vacation, and sent his reply (negative, there was no money, and Boas was retired) only on August 29, 1936 to Copenhagen, whence it was forwarded to Forshtein by then back in USSR. This evidence of Forshtein's attempt to abuse his leave from the Soviet Union, absconding with his valuable papers, could easily have been an additional factor in his arrest in May 1937 (see Krupnik and Mikhailova, this issue).

Forshtein's Eskimo Language Works

The Appendix constitutes a full listing of all Forshtein's known publications, planned publications, and unpublished scientific papers that have been located, all on Chaplinski or Sirenitski Eskimo. These fall into the following categories: A. published Chaplinski schoolbooks for which Forshtein is shown as author, translator, editor or otherwise contributor (12 items); B. Chaplinski schoolbooks which are listed as "planned" (or "in print"), for which Forshtein is listed as author or translator, or probably was intended as such, which may or may not have been written, but never were published (6 items); and C. unpublished manuscript and/or typescript materials written or partly written by Forshtein, found in the Bogoraz personal file at the Archive of the Russian Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg (4 items). Unpublished papers listed by Forshtein in his 1934 memorandum preserved at the Academy of Sciences Archives and referred to by Krupnik and Mikhailova (this issue) are not repeated here.

[The Appendix was originally written as part of the article text, starting at this point. Much more than a mere listing of Forshtein's Eskimo language work, it includes commentary to each entry, often relevant to the article text, so might also be read at this point].

1Most varieties of Asiatic Eskimo were at that time actually not losing their viability, all children speaking them, with many or most still monolingual. The exception was Sirenitski, which was at that time indeed ceding to Chaplinski (Krupnik 1991). It seems clear that Forshtein must indeed have had some contact with all four varieties of Asiatic Eskimo, but the preponderance of his time and contact must have been with Chaplinski and Sirenitski. His publication was of course all Chaplinski, and the only set of linguistic field notes we have from him is Sirenitski, plus possibly some Chaplinski. Forshtein's exaggeration of the declining state of the Eskimo 'dialects' in Russia is understandable in the framework of the time and especially of his personal situation (see his letter to Boas of June 30, 1936 in Krupnik 1998:213-214). 2Not counting his published student travel report of 1927, or reported Chukchi grammar with Stebnitski, also 1927.
Excursus: Evaluation of Bogoraz’s Eskimo Transcription

In order to come to some evaluation of the linguistic quality of Forshtein’s original fieldwork, with as little documentary evidence we have of it (see C2 in the Appendix), we must first go into the phonology of the language(s), and the linguist’s ability to recognize the essential sound distinctions on which the structure of the language is based.

All Eskimo-Aleut languages make fundamental distinctions in two ways which differ from European languages generally, including Russian. First, they all make a systematic contrast between velar and uvular (=front velar and back velar) consonants, and, second, they have a system of only four (or three) vowels, where a systematic contrast between single and double (=long) vowels is crucial. Failure to observe the velar/uvular contrast is almost as serious as would be a failure to observe Russian palatalization (“soft” vs. “hard” consonants), and failure to observe vowel length would be even more serious than to ignore Russian word-accent. If insight into these structures is lacking, the result is not merely a heavy “foreign accent,” but is also failure to observe fundamental grammatical structures, which depend on those sound distinctions.

To evaluate Forshtein’s performance in this regard, we must first evaluate that of his mentor Bogoraz, who (alone) prepared Forshtein for the fieldwork, directly and/or through his published (and perhaps also unpublished) work. We have no record that any Eskimo speakers were available in Leningrad in 1926-27, i.e., Forshtein had no access to any other recent source of information on Eskimo, except of course foreign Eskimo, especially Greenlandic, such as that by Kleinschmidt and Thalbitzer, which Bogoraz certainly knew and cited.

The velar/uvular consonant distinction or contrast forms a 2x3=6 system, the 3 being the systematic 3-way contrast in all Eskimo-Aleut between 1) stops (plain, neither aspirated nor voiced), i.e. k/k’; 2) voiced fricatives, i.e. g/g’; and 3) voiceless fricatives, i.e. x/x’, to use here the Latin equivalents for the Cyrillic letters which the Soviet Eskimo literature ended up using by 1946, when that finally started fully to reflect an adequate level of observing the contrast (see Fig. 8).

Bogoraz began his most relevant fieldwork lengthily with Chukchi, which has a clear velar/uvular k/k’ (= k/q) contrast, and which Bogoraz definitely observed (though shakily, with frequent errors) at least by 1901, when he also did his first and only Yupik Eskimo fieldwork (Fig. 1). Chukchi, it should also be noted, has that contrast only for the stops k/q, not for the fricatives. Where Eskimo has four contrasting fricatives, g/g’ and x/x’, paralleling k/q, Chukchi has only one, g (which has a predictable variant which sounds more like x).

In his Eskimo transcriptions of 1901, Bogoraz does manage to distinguish Eskimo k and q somewhat, but rather more shakily than he did in Chukchi, writing q (his long-tailed k) correctly about 20% of the time, but k 80%, as though it were the non-uvular k, which he correctly writes k about 99% of the time, rarely q, 1%, the reverse mistake. However, for the two Eskimo voiced fricatives, g and g’, Bogoraz makes a rather clear distinction, somewhat more clearly or accurately than he does for k and q, and obviously for a different reason, this time for the uvular. For the uvular Bogoraz quite regularly writes a symbol resembling lowercase Latin b, with both more or less of a downward extension, and a bar to the right from the top. From his first Eskimo text publication in 1909 on, however, he has representing that symbol in print a Latin r instead, usually with a dot underneath, clearly demonstrating that he recognizes that sound as the very widespread highly fashionable European uvular version of the trilled r, made at the back of the tongue instead of front. That r was and is prevalent for example in “good” French, much German, definitely Yiddish, and also in much Russian of the time in urban intellectual circles, including very probably Bogoraz and Forshtein themselves. It is still quite widespread in Russian, though hardly recognized these days except as a common “speech defect.” It also explains such Russian spellings as Sirenik- for the village name Sighinok, where in Russian the r is now of course usually the tongue-tip trill.

For the non-uvular Eskimo g, Bogoraz often also wrote the same symbol (printed as dotted r), mistakenly, but only about 40% of the time. He in fact wrote something else about 60% of the time for it, as that g so often failed to meet his auditory expectations for r. He heard it with difficulty, often as nothing, zero, e.g. writing ugu as uu, or writing it as w after u before something else, e.g. uwa likewise as y after i, i.e. as nearly zero, and occasionally in certain positions he wrote b (later g) for it. In other words, though he had little or no idea of Yupik g as such, somewhat more often than not he did in a sense distinguish, however accidentally, g from g’, thanks to his Yiddish-Russian uvular r. (In fact, Bogoraz also

5 Bogoraz and Forshtein did indeed fail to recognize Eskimo vowel length as such, though they did sometimes mark it as accent (along with accent without length). Russian Eskimo linguistics only began to recognize vowel length in the 1960s, mainly through the work of Rubtsova, but long vowels have never been recognized in schoolbook orthographies. This issue is covered at length in Krauss 1975.
Consonant Transcription Conventions Employed in Siberian Yupik Linguistics. 
(Figures 1 through 8 and “St. Lawrence Island.”)

1. Bogoraz 1901

2. Bogoraz 1909-34

3. Forshtein 1929

4. Orlova 1932

5. Forshtein-Sergeeva 1935-6

6. Sergeeva 1937

7. Sergeeva-Rubtsova 1938-41

8. Rubtsova-Menovshchikov 1946

St. Lawrence Island

Notes

1.-3. * symbols modified as described in text; $\emptyset$ = zero, y, w

6.-8. Latin equivalents here shown for Cyrillic symbols.

seemed to distinguish that $r$ from the tongue-tip retroflex $r$ that also occurs as such in all Asiatic Eskimo; that he also wrote $r$, of course, but without the dot underneath.)

For the voiceless Yupik fricatives $x$ and $x'$, Bogoraz always wrote only $x$, having no inkling of a difference (though Russian has an $x$ more like Eskimo $x$, and Yiddish one more like Eskimo $x'$). This failure is in fact quite expectable, given the above. The Yupik $k$ and $q$, though much shakier still than that in Chukchi, he knew or sensed he had to deal with, from Chukchi. The $g/g'$ contrast he heard a bit more clearly, but that sensibility came only because of his native Russian dialect and/or Yiddish. With those sensitivities coming from two different altogether unrelated directions, Bogoraz presumably sensed no connection between the two highly parallel contrasts, i.e. the same single contrast distinguishing both pairs, which of course applies equally to the third pair, $x/x'$. This last structural point is particularly unfortunate, because in fact there are in Yupik grammar extremely frequent parallel alternations between $g$ and $x$, as well as $k$, and likewise of course between $g'$ and $x'$, as well as $q$. It is not clear when Bogoraz first read KleinSchmidt (1851) or Thalbitzer, Bogoraz's contemporary in Copenhagen, both of which

Bogoraz often cites at least in his later publications, as they make that picture quite clear for Greenlandic. Without that picture, one not only fails to create an appropriate writing system, one also misses a lot of points in Eskimo grammar.

Fig. 1 illustrates Bogoraz's 1901 performance. For the $k/q$ contrast I write a light dotted vertical separation line, for the $g/g'$ a heavier dashed one, and for the $x/x'$ no line. The shades of gray represent degree of failure to distinguish the two consonant series.

In his subsequent publications (Bogoraz 1909, 1913, 1934, and his 1918 manuscript published posthumously in 1949) however, some of which cite KleinSchmidt and Thalbitzer, Bogoraz continues with only $x$ for $x/x'$, and something similar to his 1901 treatment for $g/g'$. For $k/q$, however, for some reason very difficult to fathom, he gives up nearly all his $q$'s, writing only $k$ instead, with few exceptions (in the texts most notably Raven's caw, “qqq!” –see Fig. 2). One can only guess whether this is because of indifference, or of frustration with his 1901 transcription that he understood was faulty, but had no good chance to correct himself. Therefore, perhaps for both reasons, he
ended up "simplifying" his transcription by changing his q's to k. As we shall see, for his grammar he then found himself painfully forced to backtrack a bit.

Bogoraz's first published two-dimensional table of consonants is 1909, showing that there is some kind of system, but he fails to arrange symbols g h q r x k with any insight, or much correspondence to his actual usage. His 1918 (1949:45) table is much better, where he in fact shows a k:q:g:r proportion, but then has x and h both under k, with nothing corresponding under q; likewise his 1934 table, but there also missing r, and both later tables correspond only partly to his actual usage. As Bogoraz's data and texts are all from 1901, this belated partial recognition of the system and the contrasts as such cannot be applied to the data, essentially lacking the necessary information. As a result, in the texts published in 1949 with the 1918 grammar, q as such is extremely rare, as noted, virtually always written k, and in the vocabulary no words begin with a q, only k, although many are (latterly there) provided with a -q as the inflectional singular ending.

This last inconsistency points to a rather painful brief spot in his 1918 grammar (1949:50-51), where Bogoraz faces up to the fact that Chaplinski has a dual number in its different paradigm, a very serious pitfall in constructing a fundamental grammar, and that that dual is represented by a -g- respelling as in angyat (dual), angyat (plural). Here, instead of simple spelling as in angyaaq 'boat' (singular), angyak (dual), angyag (plural). 'Woman,' however, he has arnak [q], arnat [arnak], arnat, respectively. Here, instead of simple respelling as in angyaaq, he guesses the singular ends with a -k which is "pronounced" (? added in brackets) as a -q, and decides there must be a different vowel in the dual but, then in brackets thinks the better of it. For 'man' he has yuq, yuq, yuq; it, which are in fact yuq, yug, yug, respectively, in American Yupik spelling, with a lengthened vowel in the monosyllabic singular, automatic alternation of -k with -q (mentioned above, but here unrecognized altogether), which is automatic when adding the usual suffixes -ek and -et for the dual and plural. In an important sense even more seriously, for 'arm' he has taltik in the singular, taltikk for the dual, taltit plural; the correct forms are of course talliq, tallik, taltit in American spelling. Bogoraz's dual here is indeed the possessed taltikek 'his two arms,' a different paradigm. Here a consequence is that Bogoraz's limitations undermine the control he needs of the data to prevent slipping into a different paradigm, a very serious pitfall in constructing a grammar.

This problem then leads Bogoraz on to say of the dual, which in fact pervades all Yupik inflection in both nouns and verbs (and those of all Eskimo except Greenlandic Inuit and Sireniikski)—that the dual is "quite rare" in Asiatic Eskimo, which, moreover, "has gone even farther than the Greenlandic in giving up the dual." Bogoraz's whole section on the verbal endings, the largest part of the paper, then ignores the dual. This resulting distortion is a major example of the consequences of failing to hear the sounds adequately.

Here, however, it becomes extremely important to add a point made by Nikolai Vakhtin, our colleague in Eskimo linguistics, with whom I fully agree. According to Vakhtin, my evaluation of Bogoraz's contribution to Eskimo linguistics is highly one-sided and is preoccupied with its weaknesses at the phonological pole (phonetics, orthography, some levels of grammar), whereas in other respects, as Vakhtin points out, e.g. the semantics of verb-tense suffixes, Bogoraz's work is quite outstanding and still has much to offer (Nikolai Vakhtin, personal communication, February 5, 2005).

Forshtein's Eskimo Transcription

Now, for Forshtein, careful examination of his 1929 Sireniikski notes reveals that his grasp of the sounds is hardly better than Bogoraz's in 1901, and in some ways not even as good (Fig. 3). There is no trace of any k/q distinction, writing only k. In spite of Forshtein's obvious contact also with Chukchi (cf. Krupnik and Mikhailova, this issue). — Also, the Bogoraz-Stebnitskii Chukchi dictionary of 1937 fully recognized k/q. This is also in spite of the—evidently—failed-possibility for Forshtein to learn from Bogoraz not to repeat Bogoraz's regrettable mistake of missing that contrast in Eskimo as Bogoraz himself had in 1901. Forshtein of course also had a new chance to hear that even if he had learned nothing from Bogoraz, but he does not, and of course misses entirely also the x/x' distinction, only writing indiscriminately a lengthened h symbol (similar to what Bogoraz wrote in 1901 for "r") for both. Somehow that symbol based on h shows indeed some vague familiarity with Bogoraz's 1901 materials, though the symbol is used now by Forshtein for the voiceless pair instead of for the voiced (see further the Appendix, A11).

The voiced fricative contrast, g/g', on the other hand, Forshtein happened to recognize significantly better even than did Bogoraz, no doubt for the same Yiddish-Russian reasons. Forshtein writes the non-uvular as g, rather regularly, never confusing it with the uvular with his cursive version of Latin r (see Fig. 3). Both the g and r have a micron regularly written over them, which though entirely redundant, does show that the Eskimo sounds are in some way different from

---

This deficient transcription is evidently the origin of what became the "official" new Soviet ethnynim Yuit for Eskimos.
the Russian ones, and perhaps makes the work look more technical or “scientific.” Forshtein’s micron over the r might not have had to be totally redundant if he had recognized that Asiatic Eskimo also has a tongue-tip retroflex fricative r as well as the uvular, maybe by then (as now) Russianized as a trill, not nearly so frequent as the uvular, but still definitely contrasting with it. Bogoraz had recognized that, writing it always as an r without the dot beneath, as noted above, but Forshtein writes that too with the same symbol he uses for the uvular. For example, in the word for the inner skin-curtained part of the Eskimo house, written for St. Lawrence Island Yupik aagra, Forshtein writes agra with the micron too (over the r as well as the g), thus with a highly Parisian (or Yiddish) accent!

It is true that since Sirenikski has indeed lost the dual, Forshtein’s notes might in that respect not fare so inadequately, but it is equally clear that his 1929 notes for Chaplinski could only be as good as, or more likely, poorer than Bogoraz’s. This is less excusable for Forshtein than for Bogoraz, however, for three reasons. First, one must seriously wonder at the quality of mentoring or instruction Forshtein got from Bogoraz, or the quality of Forshtein’s learning from him, not to have profited at all from Bogoraz’s experience with the k/q contrast, also e.g. not to have noticed the tongue-tip/uvular “r” contrast Bogoraz recognized. In fact there is only the vaguest correspondence between their strengths and weaknesses, at least at this phonological level, Forshtein influenced only by the same external factors as Bogoraz. Second, Forshtein in 1929 showed no sign of Bogoraz’s knowledge of the literature, sufficient at least to cite Kleinschmidt and Thalbitzer, in German and English, languages Forshtein knew probably as did Bogoraz, because of his family background and, especially, in view of his recorded correspondence in English and Danish during his trip to Copenhagen in 1936. Third, there were also advances in linguistic theory, especially phonemic theory, the all-important “discovery” of the “phoneme.” That theory could have reorganized the poorly understood welter of Eskimo phonetic details into an insightful structure. Forshtein absolutely had to be aware of those advances somehow.

Made either in Eskimo or theoretical linguistics during the first third of the last century. Instead it dwells on phonetics, the turn-of-that century Latin-Anglo-based arsenal of phonetic symbols especially for the details of European vowels. Bogoraz and Forshtein each used about 15 symbols for Eskimo vowels, which in Chukotka form a clear-cut system of four phonemes. Those symbols, one may suppose, provide the work with a highly technical and prestigiously “scientific” appearance. It is at the same time true that those vowel symbols could indeed have partially compensated to show, indirectly, some of the missed consonant distinctions, e.g. they both write ‘kill’ (raqu-) as toko-, as the essential k/q distinction has an effect which they often heard on the vowels, but hearing only this way, if at all, they missed the essential nature of the system.

**Orlova’s 1932 Primer: Different Approach**

We now come to a convergence and confrontation of two starkly contrasting approaches to Eskimo linguistics. Elizaveta Porfir’ëva Orlova (1899-1976), a trained ethnographer with field-experience in Itel’men, was supervisor of the Eskimo textbook team of [Ivan] Bychkov (ca. 1916-?) and [Nikolai] Leita (Legta, American spelling Leght’; 1910-1975) at the Technical School in Khabarovsk in 1931-32. They were faced with the problem of adapting the Alphabet of the Peoples of the North as a practical standard in which to write and print the Chaplinski schoolbooks. Their result, luckily, came from a tradition quite independent of the “scientific” phonetics with which Bogoraz and Forshtein were so unluckily preoccupied. This alphabet was based on a relatively standard Latin alphabet, with fewer symbols, which did not allow for getting lost in a welter of vowel phonetics, and which did allow very conveniently for at least k/q as such (Fig. 4). Probably because of that “opening” and contact with other northern languages with similar contrasts (for example, Orlova also was familiar with Aleut and Itel’men, both of which also have the velar/uvular contrast systematically), the Orlova group made brilliant strides in recognizing at least two of the three pairs, the k/k’ which they of course wrote k/q, and the g/g’, which they wrote h/g. Another important reason for their success very probably is that Bychkov and Leita were much more actively involved as peer-collaborators with Orlova, whose performance was much more subject to their understanding and approval than was Forsthein’s. Forshtein never even named his sources in the field, e.g. those he supposedly transcribed the Ungaq tonguiten and, who most probably never even saw the results from their “informant-scientist” contact printed in 1935.

The resulting 1932 primer text from the Orlova team also shows a rather separate and maybe less “scientific”
solution in its choice of symbols too, especially in ignoring
the “r” for the uvular, using the g for that instead, and in
their “Russo-Slavic” identification of velar g as h, g and voiced
h being variants of the same phoneme in much Russian,
especially of a type considered far less “intellectual.” True,
their crucial advance did not include the x/x’ contrast, both
still being written with x. The reasons for that continuing
failure are not clear. It now seems doubtful that the Orlova
group was limited from that by Bogoraz’s disapproval—they
certainly got that anyway. Most likely, they too did not see
the structure as such, but just heard there were five different
consonants that had to be written differently, for which they
picked k, q, h, g, and x (Fig. 4).

**Forshtein and Bogoraz Attack Orlova**

The Orlova team’s advance may well in any case have
been greeted with sharp ambivalence by Bogoraz in 1932,
while Forshtein was away in Chukotka, and by Forshtein no
less upon his learning of it, perhaps not before his return to
Leningrad in late 1933. The h/g contrast and probably also
the h/q contrast and probably also
the h/g (i.e., g/g) could not have been a surprise to Bogoraz,
nor was he probably offended by the reduction of the vow­
els now to five; in fact, in preparing his Eskimo grammatical
sketch for its 1934 publication, as will be noted below, he
cites the Orlova work with some implied approval and his
transcription is significantly influenced by it. The negative
side of that is clearly to be seen later in Bogoraz-Forshtein’s
attack on Orlova of late 1934—early 1935 (see the Appen­
dix, C3). It now seems also clear that the proletarian h/g
spelling may have been just one more disagreeable factor, on
top of the Bychkov-Leita Avatmiit dialect, compared to the
mainstream Chaplinski represented by several Chaplinski
students then available as Yupik consultants in Leningrad,
not to mention the personal and political factors of a terrify­
ingly tense time.

The first salvo was fired by Bogoraz in his formal
evaluation of Orlova’s textbook (Appendix, C3: Otzyv ob
eskimoskom uchebnike E. Orlovoi. RAN Archives, Fond
250-1 (or 5?)-175). This very revealing item was written by
Bogoraz February 18, 1935. According to my notation, it
“disapproves of Orlova’s new ‘Uchebnik’ (which never ap­
peared—M.K.), nearly not revised, so do not use or publish.
Interesting. Agrees with Forshtein’s criticism” (for which see
below).

I distinctly remember that Bogoraz’s report also men­
tions Forshtein, recommending him highly as a far better
choice for such work than Orlova. To this should be added
Reshetov’s (2002) citation of Forshtein’s own “otzyv” (evalu­
tation) of Orlova’s 1932 primer, sent to the Administration
(i.e., Bogoraz) of the Institute of the Peoples of the North

on December 27, 1934. There the primer is “composed al­
together illiterately, and not only does not help the develop­
ment of a national literature, but on the contrary it shows
and continues to show to this day a harmful influence on
the language, simplifying the morphological structure into a
sort of jargon” (very much parroted, as I recall in Bogoraz’s
“otzyv” above—translation mine, MK). The cited document
is presumably from the MAE Archives. Sometime during
the year between Forshtein’s return in late 1933, and De­
cember 1934, during which Orlova had been drafting her
reader and arithmetic manual to follow up on the 1932
primer which Bogoraz had been at least somewhat favorably
inclined to, his evaluation of Orlova’s work changed sharply
for the worse. One might imagine that this change might
have had some connection with Forshtein’s quite active pres­
ence in Leningrad after November 1933 (see Krupnik and
Mikhailova, this issue).

**Bogoraz’s “Grammatical Sketch” of 1934,
Forshtein’s Role, and Orlova**

During precisely Forshtein’s absence, Bogoraz had been
responding to correspondence with Boas, from September 27, 1929 to No­


ment is not in the galley-proof (see below), it was presumably added even after January 1934.

Footnote number one of Bogoraz’s paper translates as follows: “The materials forming the basis of the sketch were collected over thirty years ago, namely 1901 at the time of my three-month stay among the Asiatic Eskimos, chiefly in the village of Ungaziq. The work was carried on rather assiduously, and all texts, tables, and phraseology were composed and checked in a circle of young Eskimo friends, who helped me at all times as much as they were able. Chukchi served as the spoken language among us, and many texts have Chukchi and Russian or Chukchi and English as interlinear translations. The material was worked up in 1918, simultaneously in English and Russian, and for various reasons neither version has yet been printed until now. On the other hand, a number of additions and corrections have been introduced from materials of A. S. Forshtein, who spent three years among the Yuits and recently returned to Leningrad. Newer data on the settlements and population of the Yuits are also reported by him” (translation mine–MK).

This brings us to what possibly might be a fourth group of manuscript documents including work by Forshtein, namely his comments on Bogoraz’s grammar preserved in Bogoraz’s personal collection at the RAN Archives in St. Petersburg (Appendix 4. No title or date. Fond 250-1(or -5?)-57. Cover page “Professor B. G. Bogoraz-Tan. Ocherk grammatiki iazyka asiatiskikh eskimosov. Napisano neizvestnoi rukoi.” (Grammatical sketch of the Asiatic Eskimo language. Written in an unidentified hand). My note of 1990 reads “62 leaves, in pencil, partly carbon copy, hand Forshtein’s [?– This is indeed uncertain, as I had perhaps not yet seen Forshtein’s manuscript notes at that moment], with some bits in Bogoraz’s [hand]. Spelling as 1935 schoolbooks [1]...,” and from the examples copied this is indeed the case, spelling as in Forshtein’s folk tales submitted to the printer in late 1934, and the Forshtein-Sergeeva 1935-36 books. From the rest of my notes, it is also clear that this is the manuscript version of the Bogoraz grammatical sketch of 1934 cited above. Also most closely related to this are two other files from the same collection, 250-1-55 and 250-1-54. The file (deļa) No. 250-1-55 has cover page “Bogoraz-Tan, V. G. Eskimoskii iazyk, korrektura mashinopis’ 1934,” with my notes, “60 leaves. 1-16 galley proofs of 1934, with corrections and changes, some significant, in Bogoraz’s hand (no trace of Forshtein)—typescript [leaves] 17-60, definitely to the galley, corrections etc. on that in Bogoraz’s hand and another’s (not as in 250-1-57) [so the unidentified hand in #250-1-57 or 250-1-55 may be Forshtein’s, but not in both]); but [text] is rather different, especially introduction in some ordering and sometimes wording, so looks like real ms. is -57, done by Forshtein[?], with acknowledgement added even later (not in galley).” There is also #250-1-54, noted “Eskimoskii iazyk. Mashinopis’ s avtorskimi popravkami” (Eskimo language. Typescript with author’s corrections), 2 leaves, typescript only, but of -1-57 version, Forshtein[?], aborted?”

From these notes it was unclear just what Forshtein’s role was in Bogoraz’s 1934 Russian published version of his Eskimo grammatical sketch. I then examined this sketch closely in comparison with Bogoraz’s manuscript of 1918 published in 1949, to judge how much in fact it owes to Forshtein. Bogoraz called it “my” grammar in writing to Boas, and the Russian 1934 version is under Bogoraz’s name only, albeit with the last-minute acknowledgement to Forshtein. Since we are aware that Bogoraz was not above putting his own interests above Forshtein’s on occasion, it certainly behooves us to compare the two sketches to see to what extent Bogoraz is indeed indebted to Forshtein for any improvement in the 1934 sketch. A careful comparison of the 1918 and 1934 results clearly shows that any such role for Forshtein must have been more of a clerical or secretarial nature than anything substantive. Bogoraz 1934 does have Forshtein’s more up-to-date data on the Siberian Yupik settlements and populations in the introduction, but beyond that I could identify no new data or approaches that should be attributed to Forshtein. The 1934 sketch is of course shorter than the 1918, but it covers generally the same material, many same examples, same paradigms, in much the same order and manner and wording as the 1918, including the same serious faults. For example, Bogoraz cites hikmix ‘dog’ (1934:110–112), but kikmi-q ‘dog’ (singular), correctly qilenuq, with the same examples and false information about obsolescence of the dual number as in 1918.

On the other hand, Bogoraz (1934:108) refers to the establishment of Eskimo literature in the new alphabet in the Orlova team’s recent primer (1932), which is to be followed by a reader and arithmetic manual for the first two years of elementary school, presumably under Orlova’s name, as indicated in his Institute’s Ukazatel’ for 1934. Bogoraz refers moreover to Orlova’s primer, taking examples from it four times, each time acknowledged in a footnote, so evidently Bogoraz is still supportive of Orlova. The sample texts appended are Bogoraz’s own, from 1901. The spelling there is also influenced by Orlova’s. The vowels are simplified similarly, and soft sign is used for schwa as in Orlova 1932. The uvular g is still "r", but the velar (non-uvular), which Bogoraz calls “gamma,” when not also “r” is written g, except in the first text, where, as in Orlova, it is written h.

It is even unclear that Forshtein was involved actively in any way in Bogoraz’s preparation of the sketch published in 1934 (beyond perhaps leaving his 1928-29 Eskimo notes
with Bogoraz before his 1929 return to Chukotka, where he had an unknown amount of contact with Eskimo during his 1929-33 stay—see Krupnik and Mikhailova, this issue). Forshtein might indeed hardly have been able to identify such things as the -ŋ singular ending, let alone worry that that might be inconsistent with the spelling of 'dog' on the preceding page. Far from appropriating credit due Forshtein for himself—and presumably having little good reason to fear that Forshtein's scholarship might surpass his own—it now seems clear that Bogoraz's acknowledgement to Forshtein in the very late footnote was motivated by personal rather than by any scientific reasons. It is ironic indeed that the main linguistic improvement by early 1934, clearly based on the "illiterate" Orlova work, and acknowledging Orlova in the text and four footnotes, becomes so dramatically disacknowledged by the end of 1934 as to finally "axe" Orlova in favor of Forshtein (and Sergeeva).

Enter Sergeeva

As noted, after drafting at least a new reader and probably also and arithmetic manual for Class 1 sometime at the end of 1934 Orlova was dismissed ("axed," by the Bogoraz-Forshtein or rather Forshtein-Bogoraz evaluations), to be replaced by Forshtein. Simultaneously perhaps, into this drama enter also Katerina Sergeeva (1899-1975). Sergeeva had been a schoolteacher at Ureliki, at least 1933-34, where she had also worked with especially Wye and Aata, had been posting by 1934 a wall-newspaper; having Chaplinski, Sirenitski, and also "Avatmii" folktales transcribed; and had herself also started transcribing and translating Chaplinski folktales from the gifted storyteller Kivagre, later published, in Russian only (Sergeeva 1962, 1968). We know Sergei had been back again to Ureliki in 1938-41. She must have been in Leningrad at least part of that interim, 1937-38 certainly, when she taught at the Leningrad Pedagogical Institute, where among her pupils in Eskimo were two former Eskimo schoolteachers, Rubtsova and Menovshchikov. We learn from Budnikova (1989) that Sergeeva "finished in 1935 her third (final) course/year at the Leningrad Institute of History, Philosophy and Linguistics, where Professor V.G. Bogoraz taught." She must have returned to Leningrad some time possibly in autumn 1934(?), to finish up her last year of studies there (by 1935), and at the same time begin to "translate" all the schoolbooks so noted above, especially "with the help of Amaqagun Nyniliuvak" (Amaqawen Nengluvuk, a Yupik student who was then in Leningrad) and "under the editorship of Forshtein."

It is quite unclear just what the sequence and procedure was, and what the roles of Forshtein, Amaqawen Nengluvuk, and Sergeeva were, in the production of the 1935-36 schoolbooks. Probably throughout 1934 Forshtein worked in Leningrad first on preparing the folktales he had, it is claimed, transcribed at Ungaziq. Unless Forshtein had a nice and very enlightening stay in or near Ungaziq during his second Chukotka trip, then those tales must have been transcribed by 1929, in a manner far inferior to what was submitted to the printer in 1934. No storyteller's name or date but also neither Amaqawen's nor Sergeeva's appeared on the book. It is impossible to imagine how it came out as well as it did without significant (but uncredited) help from Sergeeva and/or Amaqawen (or someone else from among the Yupik students then in residence in Leningrad). Even more amazing was the short time prior to the December 1934 date of submission to printer, to have revised the transcription that profoundly—unless otherwise Forshtein somehow had amazing insights during his second (undocumented!) stay at Ungaziq. In either case Forshtein became a fast learner.

The new 1935 Latin orthography (Fig.5) had a simplified vowel inventory, like Orlova's, which could resemble a system. This "new" Eskimo orthography also has k/q, like Orlova's, but it never quite reached the (relative) vowel simplicity or k/q accuracy level of the Orlova team's work. (Such was not to be achieved until the Rubtsova-Menovshchikova era beginning 1938-39—Fig.8.) The main change in the "new" orthography was the conversion of Orlova's b/g for g', to g/ŋ for that (now ignoring the difference between uvular "g" and the tongue-tip r). It also converts Orlova's x (for undifferentiated x/x) to h. There is no new insight, but only for some reason the maximum change from Orlova the alphabet will comfortably allow, in all three fricatives thitherto distinguished, b/g/x becoming g/ŋ/h, respectively. (See Figs. 5, 6, and 7 for the subsequent 1937 and 1938 conversions of Sergeeva's Latin system to the Cyrillic orthography.)

In any case, insofar as the folklore text transcription of 1934 and the rest of the 1935-36 schoolbooks listed above were indeed really Forshtein's work, one must after all concede that Forshtein must at least have been open-minded and capable enough that he could appreciate the great significance and practicality of the Orlova-Sergeeva advances over his own and Bogoraz's previous approach, to go along with them in a positive and industrious way, at least now with Sergeeva's collaboration, insofar as Forshtein did indeed have anything much more than a nominal association with that work. Since the first schoolbook with Sergeeva's name attached was submitted to the printer in February 1935, it is hard to imagine she became part of the process later than Forshtein, though perhaps her joining in the work was planned or became official a bit later than Forshtein's. Study of her personal materials reported by Budnikova (1989; 1990) at the Magadan Regional Museum would almost certainly go a long way to unravel this complicated little historical knot.
Conclusions

To be frank, this paper started out with the intention of appreciating Forshtein's forgotten contribution in the martyrlogy of Soviet science during the 1930s, and that point should not be lost. However, on close scrutiny of what is left of Forshtein's to Eskimo linguistics, his contribution and potential that was lost, both, prove somewhat less substantial than I originally expected to show. (The loss of whatever documentation he did specifically of Sirenikski is especially unfortunate, however.) Instead of revising accordingly the whole paper, I preferred to take the reader along in my "journey" of discovering more of these facts, some of which are not very pretty, about the dramatic personae involved in the history of Soviet Eskimo linguistics. Please note that much goes even beyond the personal, as we are dealing with human beings of fascinatingly different Russian types, all in photographs and drawings presented in 1936 by Forshtein "journey" substantial than I originally expected to show. (The loss of what- ever appreciating Forshtein's forgotten contribution in the essentially in the 1935-36 Soviet Latin Eskimo orthography, and potential that was lost, both, prove somewhat less sub- stantial than I originally expected to show. (The loss of what-

Thalbitzer, dated December 30, 1936, March 4, 1937, and April 3, 1937, from Forshtein in Leningrad, the last written with about 10% error in human beings of fascinatingly different Russian types, all in photographs and drawings presented in 1936 by Forshtein "journey" substantial than I originally expected to show. (The loss of what-

Eskimo fairytales in[ to] Danish. When I shall finish it, I shall soon send you my translations."

In the March letter, Forshtein includes a table of his 1927-1929 statistics on the Asiatic Eskimo village populations (mostly translated from Bogoraz 1934), and a "linguistic card from my file. I have about 8,000 words of the east-asian dialect and 2,000-2,500 words of the south-asian dialect in the card-file (not counting texts)."

The "linguistic card" is revealing. It is on a slip of paper smaller than the March letter it was sent with, but the same small size as the April letter paper; the glossing is in Danish; so it is obviously not of Forshtein's original corpus. The slip is basically in two columns, each headed by a hypothetical stem, first column Chaplinski with Danish gloss, second the Sirenikski ["equivalent"] for each of the six Chaplinski subentries, no gloss, not needed, so no doubt elicited directly from the Chaplinski that Forshtein had earlier elicited. On this 1937 slip the spelling is "modernized" or updated from his experience with the Orlova-Sergeeva system, writing e.g. q as well as k, but as often as not the q is misused for k and the k misused for q, no vowel length is shown, and e and o are used especially before uvulars, a usage probably reinforced by Greenlandic orthography. But this is without insight: e.g. CSY ilulluk 'bad-tempered person' Forshtein has written mistakenly ending with -q, not realizing that the reason he originally heard u before the final consonant there rather than o was because the word ends with k, not q. He has simply written q at the end because he now knows so many Eskimo singulars end with q. The Sirenikski equivalent, actually qangliungghag, on the other hand, he has mistakenly starting with k-. Forshtein is of course unable to supply the correct spelling from his 1927-1929 notes. Instead of accommodating this, he now guesses. Moreover, he neither recognizes the pan-Eskimo suffix in ilulluk for 'bad,' -lux (not -*-luxq), nor takes the hint that where he heard u to sound more like u than like o, so wrote u, that is because what follows is a k, not a q, so he should not change this particular k to q. Thus, though he knows more in 1937 than he did in 1929, he is unable, at least for this only sample document that we have, to make any real improvement from what he has learned from Orlova-Sergeeva.

On the other hand, it should be noted that in spite of the serious shortcomings in phonology, the slip shows good insight in the following way. Forshtein has here Chaplinski derivatives he recognizes come from the same root, which he writes ilu: namely the derivatives ilulluk 'bad-tempered person' (his Danish rasende, bitter, i.e. 'furious, bitter'), and iluqtagq 'brave one' (his Danish helt, dristig, i.e. 'hero, bold'). Beneath, he makes cross-reference to "iluk-Midte ['center, middle']," i.e. ilu 'interior,' here with good semantic insight somehow correctly seeing—with Danish glosses probably obscuring somewhat the original Russian—the relation "state or quality of inner person" in the Yupik thought.
From his very interesting statement on the number of “words” he had collected, plus this “card,” where one can see that of the six Chaplinski items listed, at least three are predictable derivatives that would not rank as separate dictionary entries, likewise four of the seven Sireniski “equivalents,” we may therewith have the only real indication we shall ever have of the size of Forshtein’s lost lexical corpus. If the 8,000 and 2,000-2,500 figures are realistic, then the Chaplinski and Sireniski corpora would constitute something like 4,000 and 1,000 entries, respectively. No matter how much of this has subsequently been documented, certainly the loss was not trivial.

Finally, I note from Budnikova’s 1990 report that Sergeeva’s papers at the Magadan Museum archive may well include not only important revelations and answers to many personal questions raised in this paper, but also some important documents for Asiatic Eskimo languages, not least further texts, from 1934, in Sireniski, now extinct. I also point out that the papers in the Bogoraz Collection at the St. Petersburg Academy Archives, especially Files 250-1 (or -5?), 57-55, 54, need to be reexamined to determine more exactly how Forshtein was involved in the preparation of Bogoraz’s Eskimo grammatical sketch in 1934 as well as for the evidence of any more field notes and manuscripts by Forshtein himself.
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Appendix:

Russian Eskimo Schoolbooks with Forshtein’s Name:

Commentary

A. Published Yupik Schoolbooks

All published Yupik schoolbooks are entered in order of the date they are listed as received by the printer, since they are all printed in 1935 or 1936. They are each cited for authorship (if any), then the Latin-orthography titles and credits are listed, then the Russian, followed by square-bracketed transliteration of the Latin orthography into American St. Lawrence Island orthography, and translation of the Russian into English. All of the Russian Eskimo textbooks were handsomely illustrated. Size of all the originals seen and perhaps all items is 22 x 15 cm. pages.


Six traditional stories, in simplified style, one song text. No Russian translation. See 11. below, identical in content.


Fine introduction to numbers 1-100, addition, subtraction, simple multiplication and division, figures, diagrams, illustrations and word-problems throughout directly relevant to Eskimo life. First class (after preparatory) is comparable to US grades 2-3. For Russian translation see 3. below. Reference found to Popova, Nataliia Sergeevna (1884-?), as author of arithmetic manuals, years 1-3, 1933-1942, some translated into national languages, also Yiddish, English. Probably a replacement by the Sergeeva-Forshtein team for the same planned, and probably drafted, by a team under Orlova, listed under her name in the 1931-1933 Ukazatel’ (1934, page 20), plan for 1934, “Uchebnik arifmetiki 1 god obucheniia, 4 p. l. 1000 ekz.” [Manual of Arithemetic, year 1 of instruction, 4 galley sheets (= 64 pages), 1000 copies]. Cf. also A.4. below.

Russian translation of A2. above. No credit explicit, but back-translator presumably Forshtein; cf. A5 below.


Noted on Russian title page: "Kniga dlia chteniia" (Reading-book), part 1, of Elena Iakovlevna Fortunatova and "Kniga dlia chteniia," part 1, of P. N. Zhulev were used in the composition of this book.

Fortunatova is widely listed as author of primers and readers of the time, including those for rural schools. Reference to Zhulev is harder to find. Bulk of text and illustrations specifically relevant to Eskimo life, but also sections on domestic animals, elephants, camels, lions, tigers, cities, factories, October Revolution, Lenin, Stalin, Red Army, May Day. For Russian translation see A5. below. For second printing, see A8. below. For a teaching-aid for this book, see A9. below. Probably a replacement by the Sergeeva-Forshtein team for the reader planned, by a team under Orlova, listed under her name in the 1931-33 (1934, page 20) Ukazatel', plan for 1934, "Kniga dlia ucheniia 1 god obuchenii, 5 p. 1.000 ekz." [Reading-book, year 1 of instruction, 5 galley sheets (= 80 pages), 1000 copies]. There is record in Budnikova 1990 that this was actually written, in 1934, with the title Apetxusset isaat [Apeghtuusat !gat. Book of Teachings], said to be a translation from a Koryak reader by Zhulev. Cf. also A2. above.


Russian translation of A4. above, issued separately, as "aid for teachers in Eskimo schools."


Russian original presumed extant, but no reference found; two other references, 1927 and 1931 found, then 11 more 1950-1964, all juvenile literature, with (co-)author "A. Iakobson," who was perhaps also arrested in or after 1937. Treats Coastal Chukchi, Nenets, Reindeer Chukchi, Even, Evenk, Vogul (Mansi), Nanay, Ud(e)ge, Nivkh, Yukagir, but not Eskimo.


Colophon: "Tirazh 1200 ekz. (1201-2400)" probably implies that this is the second printing, of 1200 more copies. Cf. 8. below, which is a second printing, or rather resetting, with no such indication.

Pages 81-90 are the Russian translation of the Eskimo text, which ends page 80; the translation is issued as part of the book, elsewhere done only in Orlova's 1932 primer, perhaps because they are both relatively short (Orlova's 5
pages), and/or because they are both early in the sequence. In any case, though it is not listed in the *Ukatsel* either 1934 or 1935, Forshtein's primer is presumably to replace Orlova's of 1932. For teaching-aid for this book, see A9. below. In the 1974 Krauss report to accompany the collections sent to St. Lawrence Island, I had noted of Orlova 1932 that "This primer moves rather fast, and goes on to end up with fairly advanced readings, since for the first four years of the Russian program, 1932-1935, it was the only Eskimo book they had. The spelling in this book is actually quite good, better in fact than anything printed until about 1939." For Forshtein's 1935 primer I had noted "This completely new primer moves more slowly, and is very interesting."7

In the section of the 1974 report which introduces the Eskimo primers generally, I noted: "They teach the alphabet, letter by letter, very carefully, never using words with letters that have not yet been introduced. Usually by about the middle of the book [in this case page 50] all the letters have been introduced, and the second half [here 30 more pages] gives continued practice in reading. Like most of the readers as well, these primers contain a lot of material on native life, and also city life and other kinds of Russian life, and also communist teachings, with readings on Lenin and Stalin and the Red Army, and so forth. There have actually been seven primers printed, in 1932, 1935, 1937, 1947, 1953, 1960, and 1965. An eighth is to be printed in 1974." [This was followed by 1985 and 1990, thus ten, or perhaps 11, if this 1935 primer is a second printing. That of 1937 is the Cyrillicization of the 1935, by Sergeeva and a new team. 1947-1965 is the series under Rubtsova, with major or minor changes, and 1974-1990 is by Ainana and Analkvasak, with minor changes.] The report continues, "It is especially interesting to compare them to see how the writing system has changed, and how times have changed to become much more modern in the stories and illustrations, but many things have remained the same."


Reprinting, or rather slightly new edition, of A4. above, identical in content and pagination, entirely reset type, with a few sporadic minor changes in text and spelling throughout, illustrations identical except for new portrait of Lenin, page 59. Colophon page new, as appropriate, with change also of "responsible editor" from S. M. Lazuko to I. V. Vdovin. Change also on Eskimo title page, from "Nalhoqumi A. S. Forshteinm" to "Mumihthlhe nalhohmi A. S. Forshteinm," meaning "translated under the editorship of ASF" instead of "under the editorship of ASF," significance unclear. No new or reissued Russian translation noted. Probably the absence of indication in the colophon of such a copy-printing number as (1201-2400) in A7. above is because this is not a mere reprinting. It is in any case difficult to understand how a second printing of the primer or a second nearly identical edition of this reader could have been needed or justified when already printed in nearly as many copies as there were Eskimos altogether, 1200, to produce now two copies of each for every Eskimo person, unless perhaps, as so often happened, the first 1200 of each were lost in shipment. If that was the case, the losses were indeed quickly recognized and acted upon!


"Mumihthlhe nalhohmi A. S. Forshteinm"... meaning "translated under the editorship of ASF" instead of "under the editorship of ASF," significance unclear. No new or reissued Russian translation noted. Probably the absence of indication in the colophon of such a copy-printing number as (1201-2400) in A7. above is because this is not a mere reprinting. It is in any case difficult to understand how a second printing of the primer or a second nearly identical edition of this reader could have been needed or justified when already printed in nearly as many copies as there were Eskimos altogether, 1200, to produce now two copies of each for every Eskimo person, unless perhaps, as so often happened, the first 1200 of each were lost in shipment. If that was the case, the losses were indeed quickly recognized and acted upon!

Translation of notice on unnumbered page after title page: "In the composition of the present teaching-aid, the author made use of instructions about the structure of the Eskimo language from A. S. Forshtein. The latter also composed the Eskimo text needed for exemplification" ("tekst voprosnika"). This Eskimo language material appears copiously throughout the book, bicolumnar with Russian translation (or original?) thereof.

Evgenii Ivanovich Charushin was a very popular writer and illustrator for children's animal books. This one shows and tells of tigers, crocodiles, elephants, giraffes, kangaroos, canals, lions, monkeys. Russian translation not provided; original presumably available. References for Charushin's books are found for 1929-1938, and again 1958-, but not for the Russian original of this book. From the dates, it appears Charushin may also have been "repressed" (i.e. sent to GULAG at roughly the same time as Forshtein).


Contents identical with A1. above, but text completely reset, perhaps 8 letters changed per page, about half for frequent hearing or typographical errors (e.g. k to q, l to h, b to l), minor systematic change (especially final -o to -u; -o is a Dano-Greenlandic uvular fricative, which the spelling identifies with printed books listed above, and three (B1., B5., B6.) were evidently never printed.


Last known publication involving Forshtein, who was already in Copenhagen when it reached the printer. Amqaawen alone translated, Sergeeva in Chukotka not involved. Amqaawen Nengluvak (1914-1950) of Ungaziq was explicitly credited for his involvement in items A2, A4, A6, A7, and A10 above, as helping Sergeeva translate, this last being the only one he is credited with doing without Sergeeva. Examination of Sergeeva's personal papers at the Magadan Museum would probably do much to clarify Amqaawen's role in the work.

References found to V. Tambi as (co-)author of children's books especially on autos, submarines, etc., from 1929 to 1937, perhaps also a victim of the GULAG. No Russian translation provided; original presumably available, but no references found. Accounts of Montgolfier, Blanchard, Lilienthal, Wright brothers, hardly a "true communist" or suitably nationalistic perspective.

B. Soviet Eskimo Schoolbooks Planned, with Forshtein's Name

Books listed in the *Ukazatel'* printed in 1934 and 1935 as planned. Three (B2., B3., B4.) are probably to be identified with printed books listed above, and three (B1., B5., B6.) were evidently never printed.

1. "Morskoi Zver" pereved Forshteina. 1 p. l. 750 eks. [Marine Mammals, Forshtein's translation, 1 galley sheet (16 pages), 750 copies.] Listed in 1934, page 22. No author given, no references found for such a title, but planned also for Nerets, Even, Chukchi, Saami, Koryak. This translation may have been written, but there is no indication that it was ever printed.

2. Forshtein. Sbornik skazok, zagadok, i t. d., na iuitskom iazyke, 1 p., l. 750 eks. [Collection of stories, riddles, etc., in the Yuit language, 1 galley sheet (16 pages), 750 copies.] Listed in 1934, page 22. Planned for the "Folklore Series" under the same designation also in 12 other northern nationalities' languages of the 15 for which alphabets had been established. There is no indication this was ever printed as such, but it most probably took the shape of Forshtein's Stories of the Asiatic Eskimos, 2 editions, of 1935 and 1936, A1. and A11. above.


6. Kurdov (author). Krasnaia armiia, 1 p. l., 1000 ekz. [The Red Army, 1 galley sheet (16 pages), 1000 copies.] Listed in 1935, probably to be translated by Forshtein, as Forshtein is the only translator for Eskimo listed in the 1935 Ukazatel'. Author is probably V. I. Kurdov, for whom there are references as author and artist for children's books of 1935, 1940, and 1960-65. Translations of the Red Army book were planned also for 11 other northern nationalities' languages of the 15 for which alphabets had been established. No reference to the Russian original of the Red Army book is easily found.

C. Archival Linguistic Materials of Forshtein

This third category of Forshtein's Eskimo language work, in spite of its skimpiness, presents a very different and far more evaluative view of him. All known unpublished materials are limited to those seen at the Academy of Sciences Archive, Leningrad, in the Bogoraz' personal file (Fond 250); they are documented from my notes taken on my visit to that archive in 1990.

1. Bogoraz-Forshtein correspondence, 1927-1930 (Fond 250-4-351). In my notes the dates are joined by both hyphen and comma, it being unclear which was the correction, followed by "Vladivostok, Khabarovsk," perhaps an indication that the comma is the correction, and that there are as few as two letters. To this might be added a comment by Bogoraz in "A study of paleoasiatic and Tungus languages" (Fond 250-1-175, pp. 24-25?): "S. G. [sic] Forshtein, a student at the [Leningrad] University, who went to teach school at Ungaziq, from Leningrad June 1927, arrived by steamer October 1927. He took along wireless for communication, but it hardly works."

2. [Notes on Sirenikskii language]. No title, but on cover-page: "Forshtein, A. 'Linguisticheskie zametki po eskimosskomu iazyku' [Linguistic notes on Eskimo language], Fond 250-5-84. One notebook, 30 pages, 15 x 19 cm., numbered as 15 leaves, but 22 pages with writing. Done at Intuk, no sources named, no date, but probably in 1929, as the work partly takes Chaplinski as a point of departure for checking the Sirenikski equivalents, and therefore probably follows a sequence in which Forshtein's contact with Chaplinski precedes that with Sirenikski.

C3 (Bogoraz's evaluation of Orlova's textbook, 1935, possibly drafted with the use of Forshtein's earlier evaluation of the same textbook) and C4 (Forshtein's comments to Bogoraz's "Grammatical sketch" of 1934) are listed and covered in the text under "Forshtein and Bogoraz Attack Orlova," paragraph 2, and next section, paragraph 3.
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Abstract: The Western conception of art for art’s sake does not necessarily apply to many of today’s indigenous artists. Most commonly, such artists learn their craft from family members in a small village; later they often move to the city where they have access to different buyers and where they come into contact with other artists and types of artwork. In this paper, I use the case study of one Yup’ik Eskimo artist to reflect on these issues. Born, brought up, and trained by family members in the rural community of Hooper Bay, she moved into Anchorage as a student and stayed on after graduation to take advantage of the greater opportunities in the city. In her own words, she describes her family art training and considers the effect of city living on her work as she grew more confident of her abilities. Overall, she might be said to have moved from an artist who made work largely for economic reasons, to one who more closely approximates a Western art professional for whom the satisfactions of creativity are uppermost.

Keywords: Yup’ik Eskimo Art, Art and Economics; Urbanization and Acculturation, Anthropology of Work, Anthropology of Art

Introduction

“Artists,” as Stuart Plattner (1996:78) points out, “face the existential problem of making a living as well as making art.” Since the rise of humanism and its attendant emphasis on the individual, however, one of the loftiest imperatives of Western culture has been that a true artist is one whose commitment to creativity somehow transcends the economic realities governing other human enterprises (Plattner 1996). Explicitly or implicitly, we measure the value of art by the extent to which an artist privileges his or her allegiance to the creative spirit above economic necessity. In his insightful analysis of the St. Louis art world, Plattner (1996) classifies artists into three groups according to the prominence of economics in their lives. “High-art” artists adhere most strictly to the “art over money” norm; “business artists” are willing to sacrifice cultural significance in their work to the realities of generating an income; and “hobbyist artists” invest so little time and energy into making art that economic gain is relatively inconsequential (Plattner 1996:79).

Native American artists are one group for whom Plattner’s art/money analysis is insufficiently descriptive. Most fall under the rubric of business artist because they, too, are governed by economic necessity, yet, for a variety of reasons that I will consider here, the relationship between earning a livelihood and creativity is more complicated among Native American business artists. Artistic freedom, pricing, and access to raw materials are a few of the reasons. The cultural biography of one such artist, Rosalie Bunyan-Serovy, a Yup’ik Eskimo from southwest Alaska, offers a rich case study in which to examine the interplay of art and money among Native American artists more generally. This article is dedicated to my close colleague and friend, Mikhail Bronshtein, and overlaps with his research in its focus on the art of the arctic and the artists who create it (cf. Bronshtein et al. 2002).

This analysis does not include the small number of Native American artists who have joined the world art system through going to art school, having dealers, selling their work in galleries, and becoming subject to mainstream art criticism (cf. Graburn 1999:347-350).
Hooper Bay: the Setting

Hooper Bay, Alaska, the Yup'ik Eskimo village where Rosalie Bunyan was born (Fig. 1), is a community of some 1,500 people located in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta of southwestern Alaska. The Y-K Delta, as it is known familiarly across Alaska, is almost certainly the least acculturated region of the state if not the US. Located at the edge of the shallow, muddy Bering Sea, Hooper Bay is situated in the low-lying country between the mouths of the Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers, an area laced with streams and rivers and offering abundant fish and wildlife for subsistence activities. Because of the shallowness of the Bering Sea, the village (known as Naparyaarmiut in the Central Yup’ik language), was virtually inaccessible by the Russian, then American, ships that plied northern waters during the 19th century. The earliest explorer to leave a description of the settlement was Smithsonian ethnologist Edward Nelson who, in 1878, identified it as Askinuk and reported that its residents “... ran out at our approach, unharnessed our dogs ... and carried our bedding into the [community house] with the greatest goodwill” (Nelson 1899:297).

Compared to other parts of Alaska, the Y-K Delta is not only isolated but also poor. Subsistence hunting and fishing are the most stable source of food, but harvesting the catch requires expensive equipment such as guns, boats and snow machines and the fuel to run them (Hensel 1999). According to the US 2000 Census, the yearly median household income in Hooper Bay is about $27,000 and unemployment there can reach as high as 37%; 50% or more of Hooper Bay’s households receive some form of welfare, and most are still without running water or sewer hookups (US Census 2000).

These grim statistics, however, tell only part of the story. Long a center of cultural and artistic richness, Nelson and other 19th century ethnologists found Hooper Bay a fertile site for collecting Yup’ik Eskimo artifacts. There, Nelson traded glass beads and other imported goods for masks, fur clothing, snuff boxes, ivory and trade-bead jewelry, sleds and memorial grave posts (Nelson 1899:966). Today, the village is famous for its finely coiled grass baskets; its distinctive masks were danced in ceremonies well into the 20th century.
Becoming an Artist in a Yup’ik Eskimo Village

Rosalie Bunyan was born 47 years ago in Hooper Bay into a family of artists (Fig. 2). Her grandfather, George Bunyan, was a shaman and, like many of this profession, was a famous mask maker (Bunyan-Serovy 2003, personal communication; Fienup-Riordan 1996:290) (Fig. 3). Her father, Dick, was also a great artist and made the last traditional Hooper Bay kayak in the 1980s (Zimmerly 2000:44-45; Fig. 4). To keep himself and his family afloat in the mixed cash-and-subsistence economy characteristic of rural Alaska, Dick Bunyan made and sold artifacts to visiting school teachers and health aids or on infrequent trips to Anchorage, over 1000 km miles away. Rose says:

I used to watch my dad when he made stuff...Like, he carved wooden bowls and ladles and masks and snow goggles. And then I also watched him carve ivory story knife [pp. 7-8] And then if somebody wanted something, maybe my sisters would tell him, that certain people wanted stuff [p. 11].

Rosalie’s artistic education followed the standard Eskimo style of learning—through-watching rather than the Socratic method of instruction typical of post-industrialized cultures. The Eskimo method requires that children observe—and observe so acutely that they can often perform a task adequately on the first try. As adults, they often recount these experiences. Rosalie tells the following story in which Dick Bunyan’s role as a mentor in his daughter’s artistic development is evident:

I always followed him around, wherever he went [she recalls], And then one day he wanted to go gathering some wood. I must have been about maybe six. And I said, Can I come with you? And he said, No, you’re gonna make me go slow. And I said, I can run, and I won’t make you go slow. And he said, You’re gonna get tired. I never get tired. And then he said, You’re gonna get cold. And I said, Boy, you have an answer for everything. So he let me follow him along. And I ran. I didn’t want to slow him down. And I was panting and he says,
Are you tired? I said, No. So we stopped and rest. And then we got to the beach ... And then I was playing and there was something that the waves had brought in ..., and I got scared. I saw it and I said, Dad, what is that over there? And he got his binoculars, What is that? And [he] said, Let's go see ...what it is. And my heart was pounding. And we got there, it was a little walrus. And the last thing that I remember was he was chopping the head off. And so many years after that, after I moved to Anchorage and started carving, my dad sent me this box; it had some walrus teeth and a small little tusk. So I cut the tusk up and carved it. And then when I went to Hooper Bay, he gave me the other side of the tusk, and then the rest of the walrus teeth. And he goes, Do you remember where this came from? And I said, no. That was the one that you had found when you were only a little girl [pp. 5-6].

Rosalie is an artist of greater range than normal for someone trained in an indigenous culture, where divisions of labor between the sexes are standard (Teilhet 1977). She sews coiled grass baskets and furs - woman's work - but also carves wood and ivory and makes masks, occupations that by and large are left to men. Her life circumstances explain this unusual range. When she was four or five, her mother died, leaving Dick Bunyan to raise his children alone. Rosalie...
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remembers worrying about mastering the skills that would be required of her later as a Yup’ik woman:

Whenever I got together with my cousins, we sewed grass. That’s where I learned to make baskets. And then I learned how to do skin sewing by watching the elderly women [p. 6]... Whenever I went to my friend’s house, whenever I’ve seen their mother sewing, I would watch them because I was worried about when I got older, I wanted to know how. I was thinking I got to learn how to sew because if I -- if I get older and I have a husband, I don’t want people to think that I’m dumb because I didn’t know how to sew [pp. 8-9].

At the same time, though, Rosalie was mastering the skills of mask-making, a decidedly male art form:

[My dad] made about a dozen masks one time. Wooden masks. And when he painted them, I was maybe 12 years old. And I said I can help you paint them ... I know how. I seen some wooden masks that were painted. And so he goes, Well, if she knows how, do it. And so then he let me help him paint it [p. 11].

Developing an Artistic Career

After finishing elementary school in Hooper Bay, Rosalie moved into Anchorage to live with her sister and attend high school, graduating in 1977. A year or so later she dropped out of community college to become an artist:

...When I was a little girl I used to think some day when I grow older, I’m going to make stuff and sell them and make my money that way. And then I forgot all about it ... And then one of my friends said, You should work for yourself, and I was thinking how am I going to do that [p. 10]?

It was then that she first took up ivory carving, an art form at which both her father and grandfather had excelled:

The very first time that I ever worked with ivory was a walrus ivory tooth. I sanded it all by hand. And made it real smooth. And I made that into a necklace... I might have been 19...Then after that, I did some scrimshaw on walrus slabs. And then made little Eskimo figurines with walrus teeth [p. 22].

Unlike most Alaska Native artists, for whom consumer expectations largely govern output, Rosalie traveled to the beat of her own drummer:

I made what I wanted. I first started doing... a lot of little figurines, and then after about ... a year or two, I decided to make Eskimo dolls. My very first Eskimo doll that I had made was when I was a little girl somewhere around six, seven, eight years old... [It] was made... from the -- the cover of [a] homemade blanket... I stuffed it with the scraps from the material that I had cut out. And for the hair, I used that imitation fur off of my jacket... And that was my first one [p.14].

Before long, Rosalie combined her doll-making and ivory-carving skills to create an ivory-faced doll of her own invention (Fig. 5):

...When I started making the ivory face dolls, ... I made them with ivory feet and ivory hands ...I had to really think about it. I had invested into... fur, leather, and ivory, and I sat [on them] for a few years ...I wanted to use my materials wisely .... And so I drew my own patterns [p. 15].

The doll was so successful that it won Best of Show at the Anchorage Fur Rendezvous craft sale several years ago. Dick Bunyan was especially proud of his daughter’s ivory carving abilities and encouraged the high standards of workmanship for which Eskimo artists have long been known:

He -- he was really proud and when he first seen me start making my ivory face dolls, he would watch me for hours and he would tell me always -- always try to do a good job. And don’t -- don’t rush when you’re, doing your work [p. 9].

Still, after some time, she grew dissatisfied:

...I decided ... I’m tired of making the same thing over and over, so I’m going to build up my inventory, starting with a small something, like the earrings or necklaces...I want people that can’t afford much, to have something when ...they go to the shows, [so] they can take something home. ..It took me a few years to build that [inventory] up. And now that there’s enough small stuff, I decided I better start making the big stuff [again] [p. 17].
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Fig. 5: Rosalie with one of her ivory-headed dolls, April 2003. Photograph by James Barker.
Fig. 6: Edna Mathlaw shows Anthropologists Chase Hensel, Phyllis Morrow, and Molly Lee goods for sale at the Camai Craft Fair, Bethel, April 2003. Photograph by James Barker.

She has now begun to do just that, experimenting with ivory bas reliefs, and scrimshandered tusks and baleen strips. She hopes to begin on a full-sized Hooper Bay-style mask like her grandfather’s sometime soon.

Selling Her Work

Urban-based artists such as Rosalie have a variety of venues in which to sell their work. Like many, Rosalie began by marketing her ivory-faced dolls at flea markets around Anchorage. She sold out several times and then decided to move up a notch to participate in the cycle of arts-and-crafts fairs held annually in Alaska’s regional and urban centers (Fig. 6). Crafts-fair participation represents a more serious commitment on the part of an artist as it requires a cash investment of a hundred dollars or more for renting table space. So an artist must be confident that he or she can make that back and more. Rosalie does well from the sale of her handmade Yup’ik ivory and bead jewelry. Her ivory-faced dolls sell out so fast she cannot keep them in stock (Fig. 5). Always concerned to deepen public perceptions of Alaska Native art, she likes to bring with her to craft fairs unfinished dolls she is working on and plans to enter in competitions later. She enjoys showing them to customers even in their unfinished state. But if she does that, there are sometimes unintended consequences, as she explains:

[When I do that, my] dolls don’t make it to the show, [she says], most of the time, I bring them... not to sell them, but to show them, and they buy them, and then I don’t have anything for [later] shows [p. 18].

Several years ago, Rosalie decided to try her hand at retail. The death of her father, Dick, in 1989, was a severe blow, and she decided to make a change:

I couldn’t concentrate on my dolls after he was gone. So I asked my friend at the One People Gift Shop... She always asked me if I wanted to work for her. And so I worked with her for a few months to get over [his death] [p. 21].

3To apply scrimshaw to a surface.
Later on, deciding to strike out on her own, Rosalie opened a small shop in midtown Anchorage where she planned to sell only her own work. Soon, though, she discovered that keeping the shelves stocked with what she, herself, had made was running her into the ground.

When I first opened, I was gonna just fill it up with my own work... And it was getting close to Christmas and people were placing their custom orders, I got busy right away...When I did the shows, I told them where I was and people started placing their orders... Around Christmastime, I would work until two o’clock in the morning. I would open up at 10:00. And as soon as I opened, I would start sewing. And then I was thinking, boy, if I keep making my own stuff, I’ll always have empty shelves... I’ve got to do something... So I started buying, my relatives’ works... And then...sometimes tourists would come [in and say] I’m going to go fishing in Homer, I’m going to be back in three days. I want an Eskimo doll like that. And...I would be working all night... before they came and pick up their stuff. And after they picked up their stuff, I would go to bed [p. 29].

When Rosalie married Jim Serovy in 1997, she gave up the shop and moved with him to Glennallen, a community about two hours’ drive from Anchorage (Fig. 7). As often the case with Alaska Native artists, Rosalie has found Jim’s influence on her career and his encouragement in following her own path to be critical (Bydalek 2006:7). At one point, someone teaching marketing had suggested that Native artists provide certificates of authenticity with their work (Fig. 8). Jim helped Rosalie write hers and edited it on their computer. At his urging, she also began numbering her dolls and got together a book of family photographs to show potential customers, especially tourists.

After experimenting with different sales approaches, Rosalie seems to have settled on the crafts shows as the best venue for her work, especially as it brings her into contact with her customers:

I like to do shows because I like meeting people and seeing people that I know. [especially because] when I work at home, I work from morning way into the night [p. 19].
This is to certify that the work of art described below is an authentic original work of art executed by the artist and guaranteed as represented.

Artist: Rosalie Bunyan

Title: 

Medium: 

Year: 

Rosalie Bunyan was born and raised in the Bering Sea Coast village of Hooper Bay, Alaska. Her artwork is steeped in the Yup'ik traditions of this windswept land. Her father, Dick Bunyan, was a kayak builder and carver. His father was a shaman and a maskmaker. The work of all three is well represented in print, film and museums.

Fig. 8: Rosalie's certificate of authenticity designed by Jim Serovy. Photograph by Angela J. Linn.

Hard though the work may be, she still finds it rewarding:

I like working on everything that I do. ..[she reflects.] When I think about it, I love to do arts and crafts [p. 34].

Discussion

If we are to define work as "purposive activity directed toward meeting physical and social needs satisfying to those who either produce or consume goods and services" (Nash 1984:45), then business artists--those whose primary need is to make a living even if it means sacrificing some amount of creativity--are doing work as well as making art. With the exception of those who go to art school and become part of the world art system, most Alaska Native artists, including Rosalie, fall into the business-artist category. Before her marriage, Rosalie was among the 17% of Alaska Native artists whose sole support was her work (Bydalek 2006:6). Yet there are a number of special circumstances that Native American business artists share. For one thing, the choice of items they can make and sell is far more limited than is that of a mainstream business artist. For Native Americans, selling art means creating something that is ethically identifiable, either because it is made out of exotic materials or because it resembles a prototype that buyers associate with Native Americans generally or, as in the case of Rosalie, a particular sub-group (Graburn 1999:347). Rosalie's ivory-faced dolls are a good example. They are made from ivory and fur, both of which collectors associate with Eskimo/Inuit culture. When Rosalie tired of making them she shifted to beadwork and other identifiable object types, that are identifiably Eskimo; if she wants to sell her work, she must conform to this expectation.

Another problem faced by Native American artists trying to make a living out of selling art is that the option of mass production is not open to them. A mainstream ceramicist can switch from making hand-molded coffee mugs to making others in less time-consuming techniques and still attract buyers. Native American business artists, however, do not have this latitude. Beyond its identifiable ethnicity, the single most important feature of a Native American artwork is authenticity. As Rosalie's descriptions of developing her ivory-faced doll reveal, to be authentic the work of art must not only look "ethnic" but must also look handmade. Some years ago, Rosalie's husband, Jim, wishing to attract more high-end customers for his wife, printed out certificates of authenticity for Rosalie to attach to her art works. They also put together a family album with photographs of Rosalie's father and grandfather for Rose to take with her to selling venues to establish that she came from a family of Yup'ik Eskimo artists.

A third factor differentiating mainstream and Native American business artists is the difficulty and expense of obtaining raw materials and its reflection in the relatively high price they must charge to make a profit. This is especially true for urban-dwelling Alaska Native artists. Rather than requiring only a trip to the hobby shop, obtaining raw materials such as sealskin, basket grass, or ivory, necessitates

To qualify an artist must submit documentation proving that he or she has no less than 1/4 Alaska Native blood quantum; is a tribal or Native Corporation member; resides in the state of Alaska; and is producing items for sale that are made primarily of natural materials. The program, administered by the Alaska State Council on the Arts, distributes annually 150 Silver Hand tags to eligible artists to attach to their work of art (Alaska State Council on the Arts 2006).
an expensive trip home or a family member who can secure these materials off the land and is willing to send or bring them to town. Because of the high cost of raw materials, souvenir buyers often find the price of Alaska Native art prohibitive. Instead, as often as not (Bydalek 2006:6), the buyers are Alaska residents who understand the market forces that are at work in the setting of such high prices.

Another problem differentiating Native American business artists is finding a profitable location for selling their work. This, of course, is dramatically different for Alaska Native rural- and urban-based artists and a compelling reason why many of them move to town. For the most part, selling art in the Alaskan bush is more haphazard and less profitable than in an urban center. In the Y-K Delta, the biggest unknown is travel. Scattered around the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta and Calista corporate region are some 50 villages ranging in size from 41 inhabitants in the community of Platinum to 1,500 or so in Hooper Bay, excluding the 6,000 people in Bethel, the Y-K Delta regional center. Travel between nearby villages—by boat in the summer and snow machine in the winter—is routine, but almost none are reachable from the outside except by air and it is remoteness, more than size that characterizes rural Alaskan communities.

If Rosalie had chosen to remain in Hooper Bay, marketing her work would follow a distinctly different trajectory than in town. In most bush communities, the non-Native school teachers are the only local market. Art-making villagers sometimes travel to regional or urban centers, most often for health-related concerns: their travel is generally paid by one of the social service agencies. If so, they often take arts and crafts with them to sell at gift shops or to non-Natives they encounter. This is relatively infrequent, though, because of the cost.

In rural Alaska, it is more common for arts-and-crafts consumers to come to the artist. In general, there are virtually no tourists in isolated southwestern villages. Instead, the buyers are people whose work brings them there, like construction workers, visiting nurses or dentists, a school-district representative, or a TV repairman. Whatever their profession, it is an unusual day when a flight from Bethel, the regional center in southwest Alaska, skids to a stop on the gravel air strip of a village without disgorging at least one potential consumer of arts and crafts.

In the bush, Artist-consumer transactions are easily arranged. In a small village, word of a visitor’s arrival quickly spreads. No sooner have they stowed their gear at the school than there is a knock on the door. An artist has come to sell a pair of ivory and baleen earrings or a colorful grass basket. Failing such encounters, seasoned outsiders in search of arts and crafts walk to the village store and make an announcement on the CB (Citizen’s Band) radio to advise the community of their interest.

The transition from making art on the local level to developing the artistic repertoire and social skills requisite to the more cosmopolitan setting of Anchorage is no small feat. Rosalie undoubtedly learned hard lessons about the larger world after her move to Anchorage as a teenager. After a small village school, a large metropolitan high school is an experience that has sent many young Alaska Natives into a hasty retreat for home. But watching Rosalie interacting with her non-Native customers today suggests she has put the skills she picked up in school to good use. While confining herself to object types within the range of those associated with Native art in the minds of Western consumers, Rosalie has nonetheless remained flexible enough to experiment, and to have developed at least one specialty, her ivory-faced doll, uniquely her own. Through her non-Native husband, she has also developed marketing strategies—the certificate of authenticity, numbering her pieces, the photograph album—appealing to mainstream buyers in their search for the unique, the exotic and the authentic.

Another factor that is different for Rosalie in Anchorage than it would be in Hooper Bay is pricing her work. Pricing Native art in rural Alaska is largely an individual concern. In Eskimo culture generally there is a reticence about personal matters that is born of respect. Artists seem to figure out what the market will bear by trial and error, though they might discuss it with a close relative. Consequently, prices tend to be all over the map, though a reasonable estimate would be 30% to 50% lower than what Rosalie can get in Anchorage or in other urban areas. One common problem in selling their work is that Alaska Natives charge too much because they do not understand the economic realities of urban marketing, where the price of artifacts is routinely doubled to allow for overhead costs such as rent and electricity. Rosalie may be an urban-based artist, but her training was decidedly rural. Her recollections of how she learned her trade and of the standards she brings to it is in many ways typical of someone who learned to make art in a non-market, in an economy in transition away from a non-market-based system. In such groups, education takes place in kin-based settings (Applebaum 1984:9; Weltfish 1979:226); from this
perspective, her father’s guidance and the inspiration both she and her father received from her grandfather’s reputation fall within the acknowledged patterns of such groups. The same could be said of the work habits Dick Bunyan instilled in his daughter. As is the rule in transitional economies, his training was task-oriented, not time-oriented (Applebaum 1984:15). He emphasized taking time to do a job well rather than accomplishing it in a timely fashion, as would probably have been underscored by a mainstream parent. Rosalie’s description of her long hours fulfilling special orders certainly lives up to her father’s expectations. That a father would encourage a daughter to take up male occupations like wood- and ivory-carving, however, is more unusual. It goes against the accepted norm of the male/female division of labor, which as recently as half a century ago was strictly adhered to in Eskimo/Inuit culture (Giffen 1930). The most likely explanation is that Dick Bunyan, who interacted with visitors and outsiders on a regular basis in the selling of his own work, realized that to make a living as a craftsperson, Rosalie was going to need all the abilities he could provide her with, and that in modern times she was unlikely to be criticized for this transgression.

In conclusion, the case study of Rosalie Bunyan-Serovy contributes to general theory in the economics of cross-cultural art in that it comments on a special sub-group of those Plattner has called “business artists.” Most indigenous business artists privilege economics over the cultural significance of their work, but they can be differentiated from mainstream business artists on the basis of their diminished choice of artworks they can sell. They are also different in having the difficulty and expense of obtaining raw materials, the high prices they must charge, and their selling venues. The better connected or more worldly either move into urban Alaska, as Rose did, and sell their work at the annual round of craft shows and/or some gift shop. But there are many who by choice or necessity never leave the village. Lacking the access to funding information for grants and other forms of assistance available to their urban peers (Bydalek 2006:3), they perforce rely on the slow-but-steady parade of school teachers, health and social-service aides, and construction workers for marketing their work. Whichever path they choose, making a living as a Native American artist requires hard work and ingenuity. Native artists in rural Alaska are further hampered by the expense of long-distance travel, and the problems of keeping up with the fluctuating preferences of non-Native collectors and tourists, and absence of any tools to educate their buying public (Bydalek 2006:6). Fortunately, many, such as Rosalie, find that art-making can be financially rewarding if they stay connected to the artistic models provided by their upbringing while at the same time seeking to interpret them in innovative ways. If they succeed, they can avoid the pitfalls of seeking out occupations that take them ever further from their ties to the past.
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A Yupiget (St. Lawrence Island Yupik) Figurine as a Historical Record
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Abstract: The pursuit of scientific data often follows a fortuitous course, as a series of personal discoveries can evolve into a view of the past. In this paper, I recount my personal experiences with the various types of prehistoric armor employed on St. Lawrence Island. The knowledge of armor is preserved in the crafts tradition of modern Gambell, which served as my first introduction to defensive armor. Ethnographic collections of armor have served as confirmation for details in the figures first encountered in 1967.

Keywords: Warfare, St. Lawrence Island, Military Equipment

In 1967, following a number of earlier reconnaissance visits, I worked for the first time with a Swiss archaeological team on St. Lawrence Island, Alaska, south of Bering Strait. Quite fortuitously, our team witnessed the spectacle arranged by the inhabitants of the village of Gambell at the northwestern tip of the island to celebrate the centennial of the sale of Alaska by Tsarist Russia to the United States in 1867. Gambell residents had constructed a modern replica of a traditional semi-subterranean winter house and of a large summer skin-covered tent, both in the old way. Wearing traditional fur clothing, they imitated the attack of enemies arriving in a large walrus skin-covered boat from the sea. Evidently, by that time some elders still remembered well the times when people had to live in the village, then called Sivuqaq, without purchased clothing and firearms and with no television, "iceboxes," canned food, motorboats, snowmobiles, gasoline, electricity and other modern inventions. The most important part of the event was the attack of the men coming by umiaq from the sea to the island. Yet the "enemies" jumping from the boat wore fur parkas and not slate armor, which was the usual battle dress of warriors in former times, as we discuss below.

A second time I came very close to such armored warriors during that same summer of 1967. The main purpose of our project was the search for prehistoric burials on St. Lawrence Island. Until then practically no ancient graves had been discovered on the island during the extensive excavations of old dwelling sites by Geist and Rainey (1936), Collins (1937), and others. This posed the question of whether during the period of the Olvik, Old Bering Sea and Punuk cultures, going back to the first millennium B.C., the dead, instead of being buried, were covered with skins and exposed in the tundra or offered to the sea. If this were so, traces of them could not be found. But this became highly doubtful when, starting in the 1940s, Russian archaeologists discovered evidence of the same cultures of sea mammal hunters that inhabited St. Lawrence Island on the opposite side of the Bering Strait on the Chukchi Peninsula (Arutyunov, Levin and Sergeev 1964; Rudenko 1961). There they found huge ancient cemeteries with richly provisioned burials, first near Uclen, and later also near Ekven and other nearby sites. It would be very improbable that people of the same cultures and practically in sight of each other would have different burial customs.

*The excavation was carried out as a research project of the Seminar of Prehistory of the University of Berne, Switzerland and was partially supported by the Arctic Institute of the University of Alaska, Fairbanks (see more in: Bandi und Bürst 1971/72; Bandi 1984, 1987; Bandi and Blumer 2002, 2004).
Based at Gambell, we started our survey in the summer of 1967 that eventually led to the discovery of several ancient burials that—in contrast to nearby Chukotka—belonged mostly to the Punuk period (Bandi 1993, 1995; Bandi and Blumer 2002). Many of the old burials were carefully constructed and covered with whale bones and stones (cf. Bandi 1993, 1995). The second burial we opened that summer of 1967 revealed the skeleton of a man, 30 to 40 years old, who was laid stretched out on his back in a well prepared grave. Between his bones we found 15 arrow points made of organic materials, one still fixed in a vertebra, and one weapon point (arrow, lance or dagger?) of basalt (cf. illustrations in Bandi 1993:51; 1995:170). Only one arrow had hit this Yupik “Saint Sebastian” from the front, piercing the nose opening and probably killing him by reaching the brain. All the other arrows and also the basalt point had hit him from the back, probably when he lay defenseless on his stomach. At first I thought of a sacrifice or an execution. Of note is that 12 of the arrow points were made of ivory, but three were of caribou antler. Typologically, the points belong to the Punuk culture and all of them could be identified as weapons for war. The presence of caribou antler points to contacts—friendly or hostile—with inhabitants of the Chukchi Peninsula where, as opposed to St. Lawrence Island, caribou was evidently abundant during the Punuk period.

Scientific excavation in houses in 1967 yielded further evidence of ancient armored warriors, producing individual components of plate armor. In addition, a few native diggers from Gambell offered us similar bone or ivory plates for sale. These diggers knew the purpose of these plates, either by oral tradition or from the explanations they had received while assisting archeologists Otto Geist and Henry Collins during their earlier excavations on the island in the 1920s and 1930s (Collins 1937; Geist and Raitney 1936). Both Collins and Geist, as well as Edward W. Nelson before them (1899), had described Eskimo plate armor and reproduced their images in their publications. But the illustrations offered by Geist, Collins or Nelson show either single plates or groups of plates, but not complete plate armor sets.

Several 19th century ethnographers describe and chronicle the geographic distribution of slat armor of various types, commencing with Friedrich Ratzel (1886), Walter Hough (1895) and Berthold Laufer (1914). A full set of slat armor collected from Wales, Alaska by the minister H. R. Thornton, is illustrated in the two latter works (Hough 1895:Pl.2; Laufer 1914:Pl XXIX), as well as in Thornton’s book (Thornton 1931:24).

Later, in the 1970s, I was able to inspect a complete set of plate armor preserved at the Sheldon Jackson Museum in Sitka (Fig. 1). It reminds one of bullet proof vests of today and consists of leather lining with cross straps on which the plates are fixed. In some cases the bone or ivory plates were replaced by metallic ones when sheets of brass or bronze alloys became available from American or European whalers in the late 19th century (cf. Hough 1895:633). This proves that plate armors were still in use at this period. But iron plates were used at least a century before that: the Thomas Burke Museum in Seattle has some armor and helmets made of iron plates of Koryak origin. They are dated by riveted French silver coins from the period of Louis XVI, crowned in 1774 and executed during the French Revolution, 1794 (Bandi 1974/75, 1995).

A very special transition between the plate armor, for which Henry Collins postulated an Asiatic origin (Collins 1937:325ff, following the research of Laufer 1914:174ff), is a second variant of armor in the Bering Sea area termed by Hough (1895:633) “band or banded armor.” Band armor is also represented by a specimen collected (or received?) in 1851 by Ferdinand von Wrangel (Wrangel), then the Head of the Russian-American Company, without a precise location provided. At present, the piece (Fig. 2) is curated by the Ajalookumuseum in Tallinn, Estonia; another, incomplete specimen is at the Neuchâtel Ethnography Museum in Switzerland (Csonka 2005). Band armor lacks the leather lining and the cross straps. The upper part has at the back a neck cover made of split walrus tusks and on the front some plates protecting the face. The lower part is a skirt-
like construction consisting of five bands or rows of ivory plates fixed together with leather straps. The top row stays fixed, while the four others can be lifted up to the hips in the manner of a telescope (see the full reconstructed picture of an armor-clad warrior in Fitzhugh and Crowell 1988:227). A complete set of band armor was collected by Commodore John Rogers from the Chukchi Peninsula in the later 19th century and is archived in the Smithsonian Institution (Hough 1895:Pl. 4). While band armor is mentioned in the annals of the 12th century Khitin dynasty of northern China (Laufer 1914:191ff), it may be considerably older. The Yupik Eskimo from Plover Bay, Siberia, right across from St. Lawrence Island, also used another type of band armor, constructed of baleen strips (Hough 1895:634; in Hough’s report the armor is called “Chukchi”).

The then young hunter and carver Larry Aningayou once handed me a strange figurine of an archer made of ivory (Fig. 3). The figure is 11.5 cm in height and represents a man who has a large collar on his shoulders that is higher than his head and runs out in the direction of the arms. He is ready to shoot an arrow. From the hips to the ankles he wears a wide skirt made of alternating bands (rows) colored ivory and black. Evidently, the figure was not a representation of a hunter, because the Punuk people were specialized in sea mammal hunting for which they used harpoons as opposed to bow and arrows. Furthermore, a wide skirt protecting the lower part of the body would be a handicap in hunting. Larry told me that he had sculpted the figure according to the description given to him by the old men of the village of the equipment of warriors in the former times. He had never seen such an outfit himself. Subsequently, I saw an authentic ethnographic specimen of a banded armor at the Smithsonian Institution, Museum of Natural History in Washington, D.C. displayed at the ground-breaking exhibit “Crossroads of Continents” (Fitzhugh and Crowell 1988:227). More banded armors can be seen at the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography (MAE) in St. Petersburg. This second variant of Bering Sea armors consists of an upper and a lower part (Fig. 4).
The upper part is made of sealskin and wood. It protects the head and the neck as well as the upper part of the back and both arms against arrows, lances and daggers. The lower part is formed by different colored bands, about 20 cm wide, of which the example in Washington has six, while Larry's figure has five. It is truly amazing how precisely the Gambell sculpture, based on the memory of the village elders, corresponds with the preserved original specimen. This would seem to prove with some certainty that warriors protected by banded armors were still remembered around 1900, when the generation of elders of the 1970s was born and raised. James VanStone (1983:21) observed that an ivory figure from the Kukulek site near Savoonga on St. Lawrence Island, attributed to the Punuk culture, shows indications of banded armor. The memory of the equipment of armored warriors seems also to be present in Siberia: a young woman from a Chukchi village, who saw the figure of Larry Aningayou, was well aware of the equipment in connection with former tribal wars.

Collins (1937:326) wrote that the distribution of plate armor in Alaska was restricted to the Bering Sea region, mentioning especially the Diomede Islands, Cape Prince of Wales and St. Lawrence Island. Collins (1937:326ff) distinguished them from the types of armor used in Northeast Siberia by the Chukchi and also by the Koryak in the northern part of Kamchatka. The distribution of banded armor, which never has been found in an archaeological context, might be about the same as plate armor. But the origin of this variant has still to be clarified. The fact that it is also known by the Itelmen farther south in Kamchatka may point to an Asiatic origin as well. Documentary records allowed Laufer (1914:262) to infer that plate armor evidently diffused northward from southern Manchuria, among the Sushen who were in contact with the Chinese who had used various types of armor.

Numerous sources describe the sophistication as well as cruelty that were the common feature of raids and conflicts in the Bering Sea area. Edward W. Nelson (1899:330), describing traditional warfare in the Bering Sea area, offered the following observation:

In ancient times the Eskimos of the Bering Strait were constantly at war with one another, the people of Diomede Islands being leagued with the Eskimos of the Siberian shore against the combined forces of those on King Island and the American shore from near the head of Kotzebue Sound to Cape Prince of Wales and Port Clarence. An old man from Sledge Island told me that formerly it was customary among the people of the Siberian coast to kill at sight any Eskimo from the American shore who might have been driven by storm across the strait, either in umiaks [sic] or on the ice.

One could argue that, even by the standards of other Arctic populations, the ancient warfare in the Bering Sea area and Northern Alaska was more intense, frequent, and brutal. One reason for this may be the proximity of different competing ethnic and linguistic groups. Very likely another

---

*Editors' note.
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cause was probably a certain influence from the Asiatic side. Such influences probably reached the Bering Sea area at the time of Punuk culture around the second half of the first millennium A.D. New types of arrow points, the composite bow of greater efficiency, wrist guards and, of course, slat and band armors diffused northward into the Bering Strait region, as suggested by Collins (1937). But it is also probable that the transfer of the new military equipment was not the only reason for the spread of warfare in the vast area adjacent to the Bering Sea and Bering Strait area. Elsewhere (Bandi 1995:180–181), I hypothesized that it was the increasing importance of whaling in the Punuk era that required the coordinated activity of disciplined skin-boat crews commanded by experienced captains. But the same discipline and organizational skills were also the essential requirements for victorious raids on enemy villages along the shores.

Beyond being an example of the great skill achieved by the Yupik people as ivory sculptors, the contemporary figurine carved by Larry Aningayou from Gambell demonstrates that the memory concerning those bloody wars of the last 1000 or 1500 years in the Bering Strait region is still present among the Native people on both sides of the Bering Sea. This memory, together with archaeological and ethnological records, can offer a surprising insight into the hostile relationships that once terrorized arctic hunting communities for centuries and generations.
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The history of archaeological field work in Chukotka extends over the last 60-some years, the product of research efforts by several national and regional Russian institutions (cf. Arutyunov, this issue; Mason, Krupnik and Csonka, this issue). During the last fifteen years, the ancient burial ground and settlement of Ekven on the Russian Bering Strait coast, south of Uelen, has served as the focus of an international project headed by the State Museum of Oriental Art (SMOA) in Moscow. This international project was sponsored jointly by Canada, Denmark, Germany, Russia, Switzerland-Liechtenstein, and INTAS (the International Association for the Promotion of Cooperation with Scientists from the Independent States of the former Soviet Union, from the European Union and Switzerland). Our friend and colleague Misha, (Mikhail) Bronshtein, served as the leading expert for the INTAS project, based on his enormous wealth of experience in prehistoric Eskimo art and the wide interacting region of the Bering Strait. Misha was also the one who had resuscitated the fieldwork in the Ekven burial ground in 1987, in collaboration with Sergei Arutyunov, one of the original leaders of the Ekven excavations from 1963 to 1974 organized by the then Institute of Ethnography and the State Museum of Ethnography in Leningrad, now St. Petersburg (cf. Arutyunov, this issue).

The significance of the renewed Ekven research first reached the community of arctic archaeologists in 1990, at the Inuit Studies Conference in Fairbanks, Alaska, with a presentation by Misha of a paper that described many of the most impressive burial finds. These results also filtered out to researchers in Western Europe, especially in Denmark, France, Germany and Switzerland. Coincidentally, in 1990, Alexander Leskov, then the Director of the SMOA, conceived a plan for the first traveling exhibit of the Ekven finds. To this end, Dr. Leskov, the founder of the Department of Archaeology and Prehistoric Art at the SMOA, collaborated with the late Valerii Alekseev, then the Director of the Institute of Archaeology in Moscow, who was active for many years in Chukotka anthropological research, as well as with Sergei Arutyunov, one of the leading Russian arctic ethnographers and archaeologists at the Institute of Ethnography of the Academy of Sciences in Moscow. Quite significantly, Dr. Arutyunov was also the supervisor of Mikhail Bronshtein’s Ph.D. thesis on the prehistoric Eskimo art, defended in 1991. The exhibit that resulted from that partnership was in the well-established tradition of the SMOA’s Department of Archaeology and Prehistoric Art venues, building on its immensely successful national and international exhibitions on the North Caucasian objects excavated from the Bronze Age.
sites. Unfortunately, one of its authors, Valerii Alekseev, did not live to complete the project, succumbing to death after a short illness in late 1991; nonetheless, he had prepared an article on the prehistoric and contemporary indigenous populations of the Bering Strait region for the catalogue of this exhibit (Alekseev and Alekseeva 1993). As a consequence, the exhibit was organized and completed entirely by the Department of Archaeology and Prehistoric Art at SMOA.

To me, the Ekven exhibition was an event of a lifetime, the realization of a dream that coincided with the end of the Cold War. For nearly forty years, in my position at the Institut der [für?] Urgeschichte [roughly equivalent to Prehistory—Ed.] of the University of Tübingen, I had been involved in arctic field work in Canada, and in the study of the American Paleolithic in northern Eurasia and Beringia. The prospect of presenting the impressive though little known Ekven material to the European public represented an incredible opportunity. So inevitably, I leapt at the chance to facilitate the exhibit, with the assistance of the University of Tübingen, due in large measure to my long acquaintance with Valerii Alekseev during my repeated museum studies in Russia or on his many visits to the “western” side of the divide of the Cold War-era. Together, we had often dreamed of international collaboration in museology and archaeology, even in the darkest years of the Cold War, as on my first trip to Siberia in the 1960s. The potential for such a beginning first occurred during the time of Glasnost’ in the then Soviet Union in the late 1980s and it was realized as early as 1990 with the opening of Western Siberia to western scholars during the INQUA (International Quaternary Association) symposia in Novosibirsk and also in Krasnoyarsk, with its audacious regional museum constructed in the form of an Egyptian temple as a symbolic representation of the oldest known historical tradition, built before the First World War at the banks of the Yenisei River.

For scientists in Tübingen far distant Siberia had a considerable familiarity for over two centuries, ever since the pioneering expeditions of the botanist Johann Georg Gmelin (1709–1755), a former student of the University of Tübingen who became a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences in the mid-18th century. During the preparation of the exhibit, eventually entitled Arktische Waljäger vor 3000 Jahren: Unbekannte sibirische Kunst [“Arctic Whalehunters 3000 years ago: Unknown Art from Siberia”], the time range was purposefully extended to 1000 BC, beyond the limits of dated sites to include the still unknown, hypothetical formative period that undoubtedly led to the earliest dated finds (cf. Leskov and Muller-Beck 1993). The earliest maritime hunting cultures from Beringia are connected with the early Okvik and Old Bering Sea objects dated to the second half of the last millennium B.C. (Dinesman et al. 1999). As the exhibition planning proceeded, the Institut der [für?] Urgeschichte worked ever more closely with the colleagues of the SMOA and especially with Bronstein, who was the Museum’s up and coming expert on Siberian art.

In 1993, University of Tübingen graduate student Clemens Pasda¹ was invited to participate in the excavation of the burial ground at Ekven as a guest in the still very much restricted Russian Far East. Pasda learned first hand of the controversial dispute between the authorities of the regional museum in Anadyr and the members of the excavation team from SMOA led by Bronstein and Kirill Dneprovsky, SMOA archaeologist. It concerned the legal excavation rights and the storage of the finds from Chukotka. This dispute was finally settled by an agreement between SMOA and the Anadyr Museum, arranged by Leskov with the participation of the Russian federal authorities and the administration of the Chukotka Autonomous Region. The agreement involved a 50/50 split of the 1990s collections from the Ekven site, including the pieces from the highly endangered erosion front, with equal portions divided between the Russian Federation and the Chukotka Region, to be selected after analysis and conservation of the objects at the SMOA in Moscow.

Simultaneously, the Ekven Tübingen/SMOA exhibit continued to evolve, with cooperation from the City of Tübingen, and the design of several well-crafted showcases² [some of which are presently on loan from Tübingen at the Museum of Geology in Moscow]. Finally, the Ekven exhibit opened in Germany on April 3, 1993 in the newly built City Museum, housed in an old public building, of Tübingen. By the time the exhibit closed on May 23, 1993 more than 8,000 visitors—one of the highest numbers for a special exhibit ever at the museum—had viewed the exhibit. The handsomely produced catalogue, to which Bronstein also contributed the lead paper on ancient Eskimo findings at Ekven (Bronstein 1993), as well as several co-authored contributions, was also illustrated with superb pictures from the original prints at SMOA selected by Bronstein. The exhibit then travelled to Munich, Moscow, Zurich, and Hamm in Westphalia until 1995, and subsequently, a portion of the exhibit, was brought to Copenhagen as part of a larger exhibit on arctic archaeology in 1998, sponsored by the Enkidu Foundation of Tübingen. The Copenhagen exhibit attracted over 50,000 people and also had Native artists from the Uelen community in Chukotka.

¹Pasda was a graduate student of the prehistory and archaeology of hunting in Tübingen, subsequently and at present, he is Professor of Prehistory at the University of Jena.
²Designed by Interdesign, the company of Dr. Bobykin from Moscow.
demonstrating their ivory carving skills. In linking modern artists with the displays, the SMOA Ekven exhibit not only informed a wide audience about an important aspect of the archaeology of Chukotka but also informed the public about the hard realities of modern life in that remote part of the world. The importance of the exhibit was so great that the former Bundeskanzler (Chancellor) Helmut Kohl was recruited to write an introduction to the second edition of the catalogue, lauding the exhibit as a renewal of the long tradition of partnership in Siberian anthropological research between Russia and Germany.

With the agreement in 1993 between Moscow and Anadyr, forming the legal basis of the SMOA fieldwork in Chukotka, it was possible to start a larger international excavation at Ekven in cooperation with the Chukotka regional museum in Anadyr since 1994. In 1995 the Ekven excavations became an INTAS-sponsored project (INTAS-94-964) administered by the University of Tübingen, with the participation of archaeologists from Canada, Denmark, France, Germany and Switzerland. The overall leadership was handed to Kirill Dneprovsky and Mikhail Bronshtein. It also included teams from the Severtsov Institute of Ecology and Evolution of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Dinesman et al. 1999) and from the Research Institute and Museum of Anthropology at the Moscow State University in Moscow; both institutions have a long tradition of fieldwork in Chukotka. This work was advised by the "International Commission for Archaeology in Chukotka" established in Metudon (near Paris) in 1992.

During the first INTAS-sponsored season of 1995, the excavation of the burial ground at Ekven—by far not fully opened during almost three decades of excavations—was suspended. To secure a better understanding of the whole site and of its prehistoric ecology, a systematic excavation of the first ancient subterranean house (no. 18) at the nearby coastal site at Ekven has been started. In addition, the team conducted a cleaning of the eroding coastal beachfront with a complex house stratigraphy and some smaller surveys at Ekven and Cape Verblyuzhi (Sphinx Point), evidently, an older settlement farther east. The excavation of the "house 18"and at the erosion front was continued from 1996 to 1999, as an international project led by Dneprovsky and Bronshtein out of the SMOA and with several Western archaeologists financed from France, Germany and Switzerland.

However, every year much of the international crew's field time had to be invested into dealing with the upcoming administrative and logistical problems. It also became evident that the existing local supply and transportation system was insufficient to assure safe fieldwork for a large international group in Chukotka. Eventually, it was decided that the remaining excavation had to be done by a small Russian crew from the SMOA; it was conducted until 2002, when the first ancient subterranean dwelling ("House 18") was fully excavated. Western collaborators did some preliminary research on the findings from the excavated "House 18"(Müller-Beck 2003) and are planning to continue their work with the objects, including some experimental comparative studies in cooperation with modern Native ivory carvers and hunters from Uelen. This partnership may eventually lead to the establishment of an experimental open-air museum or a "historical park" in Uelen, including a 1:1 replica of an ancient underground dwelling, "House 18," which is an old dream of Misha Bronshtein.

It is our hope that some day a similar venture can be also started at Anadyr, closer to a larger modern community. It is also evident that such plans could materialize only if we secure continuous funding for smaller local efforts as well as for the resumption of an international excavation project at Ekven and Cape Verblyuzhi. The SMOA team is currently working up the results of its ten-year excavations of the Ekven burial ground, with Kirill Dneprovsky and Mikhail Bronshtein acting as the prime co-authors, in cooperation with the Northwest Asian Commission of the German Archaeological Institute.

During all of those years, to the numerous participants of Ekven field expeditions, research and planning sessions, a small family apartment of Misha, his family, and his parents were true symbols of a welcoming and wide-open house that offered to many of us much more than the renowned Russian hospitality. That modest first-floor apartment at the outskirts of Moscow could keep and cater to up to six guests and even more. During our joint fieldwork in Chukotka, Misha was always able to clear any pending problem, often with the help of his numerous local friends, even if this required a long round-trip walk across the marshy tundra from Ekven to Uelen, when urgent communication was needed. Without him and his famed consistency (polite but relentless under any condition) our work in Ekven and in Moscow would have never been so successful. Thus, our natural gratitude to Misha eventually transformed into a genuine and deep feeling of respect. I have a special note to this, one coming from a person from Germany who happened to start his first contacts with people from Russia and Siberia in the awful year of 1945 and who eventually was able to travel to that "horrible" Siberia and even beyond, to the shores of the Bering Strait. I hope we will continue to walk and to work together with Misha for many years, whatever our fate may offer, until we have to do it on the other side of life, hopefully forever free of time.
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FOREWARD TO APPENDIX 1:
TWENTY YEARS ON: A PERSPECTIVE ON MISHA'S 1986 PAPER

Igor Krupnik

Another facet of memories related to this first Bronshtein's paper of 1986 (and to its earlier version published in Russian [cf. Bronshtein 1985]) is that it sheds new light on the relationship between archaeological data and its ethnological interpretation. The paper originated in the years of Bronshtein's Ph.D. research in Moscow, 1984 or 1985, when he produced his initial analysis of the Bering Sea prehistoric ornamentation styles based upon the miniature decorative patterns on ancient ivory objects. For the first time he argued that several prehistoric styles, like Old Bering Sea (OBS), Okvik, Birnirk, etc., or even their sub-style variations, OBS I, OBS II, etc., were historically coexisting rather than stratigraphically positioned cultural phenomena. More than that: he assumed that they served as identity markers to particular social units or small bands of migrants who lived side by side in the same communities with the bearers of other decorative traditions (Bronshtein 1985:106).

Bronshtein challenged me to find evidence of such practice in ethnological records from the contact-era Siberian Yupik societies in Chukotka. Sure enough, ethnological and oral history data lacked (and still lack!) any reference to support Bronshtein's claim. There is no solid evidence that social units within historical Eskimo communities—extended families, clans, neighborhoods, bands, or groups associated with men's houses—marked their harpoons or other tools with 'clan-specific' ornamentation and that such marked style differences could persist over several generations, even centuries. Of course, there was plenty of data on the clan-specific personal names, dances, historical narratives, details in ritual, clothing, and even facial ornamentation. Traditional community life was always abundantly rich in available venues to express one's group identity; so, why should people spend hours and days in carving miniature ornamentation on hard-core ivories that won't be even seen with the naked eye! This is where archaeological hypothesis and ethnological records had no overlap whatsoever—or, at least, how it had been viewed back in the 1980s.

As much as Eskimo ethnologists remain skeptical to these days about the possibility that social units within Eskimo communities used different ornamental styles on hunting objects as markers of their identity, Bronshtein kept pushing that scenario in his later publications (Bronshtein 1988, 1991, 1993). His persistence was finally vindicated in a recent review of the available radiocarbon dates on ancient ivory objects from St. Lawrence Island, Alaska (Blumer 2002). Although Blumer's paper does not deal directly with ancient cultural sequences in Chukotka, it speaks as if reading from Bronshtein's playbook. It did argue for several migrant groups living side by side in prehistoric communities, such as old Gambell and for three or even four co-existing decoration/art styles being primarily cultural indicators rather than chronological markers, as universally assumed. Bronshtein's record of choice, the barely visible curves, hyphens, and dots on ivory harpoon heads, turned out to be the only surviving proof of the age-old social complexity. To the contrary, the richness of the accompanying ethnological tradition—stories, names, songs, rituals, clothing, facial and body ornamentations—has no remaining trace in the archaeological record. Literally, just a tip of the cultural 'iceberg' survived, whereas the whole iceberg's body was gone. We owe this valuable lesson to Michael Bronshtein.
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APPENDIX 1:

VARIABILITY IN ANCIENT ESKIMO GRAPHIC DESIGNS:
ON THE PROBLEM OF THE ETHNIC AND CULTURAL HISTORY
OF THE BERING SEA FROM THE 1ST MILLENNIUM B.C. TO THE
1ST MILLENNIUM A.D.¹

M.M. Bronshtein
State Museum of Oriental Art, Moscow

Abstract: By analyzing designs on Old Bering Sea, Okvik and other later Eskimo cultures, it is possible to reconstruct the design system of its predecessor termed Palaeoeskimo. The more complex motifs of Old Bering Sea represent a series of styles that developed abruptly after adopting iron for engraving, while the simpler forms of Birnirk and Dorset cultures represent the descendents of Palaeoeskimos, relegated to the peripheries of the Eskimo world, who irrupted into its center much later. Burial data, collected by Russians from the 1950s-1980s, from Cape Dzhezneva reveals a considerable diversity in ethnic composition. Changes in style occurred abruptly; no transitional forms are known. Ipiutak culture provides an example of an Old Bering Sea group who migrated to North America at a fairly late period.

Keywords: Chukotka, Bering Strait archaeology, Culture Contact

Introduction

Ancient Eskimo designs engraved on bone (walrus ivory) artifacts have attracted the attention of researchers for over 100 years. From the first efforts of the early 20th century up to the most recent publications, Eskimo art has been considered a valuable historic and ethnographic source. Most dramatically, S.V. Ivanov (1963) termed the study of the designs of Siberian peoples “one of the most important and urgent ethnographic tasks.”

From the late 1950s until the early 1980s, an extensive body of material on Chukotka’s ancient Eskimo engraved art has entered circulation as a result of archaeological excavations (Arutiunov and Sergeev 1969, 1975; Dikov 1974, 1977, 1983; Sergeev 1959). The exceptional artistic variety and the extensive amount of new discoveries allow us to significantly complement and modify the conceptions of the ornamental art of the Old Bering Sea Eskimos from the 1st millennium B.C. to the 1st millennium A.D. These data are especially valuable because the overwhelming majority of bone artwork was found in well preserved burials containing purposefully placed grave goods. Thus, archaeologists have a chance to link the various types of ancient Eskimo designs and other elements of their culture with greater precision and completeness, which in turn immeasurably raises the informative value and reliability of the designs as historic and ethnographic sources.

Despite a significant number of excavations, the ethnocultural history of the Bering Sea area in the 1st millennium B.C.–1st millennium A.D. is known only in a very general sense. Important stages in the formation and development of the cultures across the vast North Pacific region remain unknown or the subject of contentious discussion. The necessity to expand our knowledge is obvious. During the 1st millennium B.C. to the 1st millennium A.D., the Bering Strait region, including the islands and the continental coast of Chukotka and Alaska, witnessed intensive contacts of various ethnic groups of Asia and America. During this period the unique material and spiritual culture of Arctic sea hunters was formed and a variety of social processes led to the emergence of the modern ethnic groups of the Russian Far North and Alaska: Asian Eskimos, coastal Chukchi, Kerek, coastal Koryak, and Alaska Eskimos.²

¹Translated by Ms. Slobodina, edited by O.K. Mason.
²Editor's Note: The accepted ethnic designations are Siberian Yup’ik ("Asian Eskimo") and Yup’ik and Inupiat ("Alaska Eskimo").
The ethnocultural history of the Bering Sea area during the two millennia in question is traceable only within the archaeological materials of the five Neolithic ancient Eskimo cultures mostly represented by burials and dwelling remains. Each culture can be characterized by an elaborate form of ornamental decoration. Archaeologists usually distinguish five independent styles in the ancient designs of the Bering Sea Eskimos, corresponding to the above-mentioned archaeological cultures: Old Bering Sea, Okvik, Ipiutak, Birnirk and Punuk. The recently excavated ornamental art of the ancient population of Chukotka allows a fresh perspective on the question of the originality for each of the typological variants of the Eskimo design.

Old Bering Sea burials are the most prevalent types within the Uelen, Ekven, Chini, and other cemeteries on the Chukchi Peninsula. According to the commonly held view, the most distinguishable feature of the Old Bering Sea (OBS) design is its complex curvilinear character. However, my analysis3 shows, using a series of Uelen and Ekven burials, that contain such important indicators of the Eskimo design.

Specifically, Old Bering Sea complex ornamental motifs form three well-defined groups; if one excludes their co-occurrence on the same object. The first group (D1) is formed by designs of straight single or double lines, framed by tooth-shaped forms (i.e., denticles (Fig. 1, 1-3). The second group (D2) contains three types of dashes (Fig. 1, 4-6). The third group (D3) includes three to six parallel lines, which two outside lines are, as a rule, dashed (Fig. 1, 7-9).

In my opinion, the aesthetic originality of the Old Bering Sea design is that it contains specialized complex or "micro-detailed" elements that either lack analogs in other ornamental systems or differ from the related motifs of the Okvik, Ipiutak, Birnirk, and Punuk styles (Fig. 1). My numerical calculations show that the micro-detailed motifs are the most widely spread design elements, due to their incorporation into the all essential parts of ornamental compositions. The motifs of the other ancient Eskimo designs, related to the Old Bering Sea graphic design elements that are discussed here, occur much less frequently in ornamental compositions.

Collins (1937:46-49, 85-92) is well-known for defining three ornamentation styles in Old Bering Sea ivory carving art. However, subsequently, Collins revised his scheme4

Fig. 1. Basic motifs of the Old Bering Sea graphic design, D1 (1-3), D2 (4-6), D3 (7-9).

3 Ancient Eskimo engraved artifacts from the collections of the Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography were studied (Collections # 6679, 6685, 6698, 6519, 6561, 6587, 6588).

4 Although not cited by the author, the clearest revisions are those of Collins (1961, 1964).
and most researchers presently distinguish only two styles in the Old Bering Sea design system. To a great extent this reflects the fact that the Old Bering Sea design classification, developed by Collins, lacks firm stylistic criteria. For example, Collins (1937:96) defines Style 2, as "more complex and harmonious" than Style 1. It is even more difficult to graphically distinguish Styles 2 and 3. The drawings of the basic motifs of Styles 1 and 2 were presented in Collins's work, but Style 3 was only verbally described and not illustrated at all. Several elements coincide: OBS Style 1 motifs 12, 17, 19, 20 are nearly indistinguishable from the style elements in OBS 2–2c, 6, 7a, 8a (Collins 1937:96).

The deficiencies are quite understandable: in the 1930s, when Collins was developing the Old Bering Sea classification, scientists did not have the massive amount of archaeological material available to modern researchers. The Old Bering Sea design classification presented in this article represents a further development and elaboration of Collins' scheme. Distinguishing a certain group of widely spread complex ("micro-detailed") ornamental motifs as the basic indicator, it is possible to readily classify any Old Bering Sea graphic design—even in the cases of only partial preservation.

Stratigraphic superposition allows archaeologists to define a relative chronology for the various Old Bering Sea design styles. For example, in the Uelen cemetery, Burial 20(59)—Style D₁—was overlain by Burial 19(59)—which contained Style D₂ Further, Burial 2(60), that contained some objects with Design D₃, was above Burial 4(60)—Style D₃ (Arutiuonov and Sergeev 1969:38).

Consequently, the discussed styles of the Old Bering Sea design replaced each other in sequence D₁–D₂–D₃. This conclusion is supported by other materials, as well. In burials containing Design D₁, arcaic harpoon heads were most common (types 2A2y2M3 and 2A2x2M3 in the classification by Arutiuonov and Sergeev 1969:Fig. 34); for the D₃ burials, characteristic is the harpoon head that takes one of the last positions in the evolutionary range of ancient Eskimo toggle harpoons (formula 1BYM). In OBS D₃ burials, the whale bones that ancient Eskimos used to define burial pits occur more often than in burials with OBS D₁. Nonetheless, whale bones were most frequent in graves with OBS style D₃. This confirms that the hypothesis that the old cultures of the Bering Sea Eskimos evolved toward an increasing reliance on whale hunting.

The comparative analysis of specific burial complexes of the Uelen, Ekven, and Chini cemeteries testifies that the distinguished ornamental styles D₁, D₂, and D₃ mostly correspond with the three defined stages of the Old Bering Sea culture that, within a certain amount of confidence, can be considered early, middle, and late. Radiocarbon analysis of bone residues from two burials of the Ekven Cemetery, conducted in the Smithsonian Institution laboratory, provide some idea of the absolute chronology of the stages of Old Bering Sea culture. Thus, Burial 63, in the Uelen-Ekven cemetery, which can be considered an early stage of development as identified by ornamental motifs, is dated to 2220±65 B.P. (SI-6718). By contrast, Burial 143 from the beginning phase of the late stage of the Old Bering Sea Culture produced an uncalibrated ¹⁴C age of 1745±75 B.P. (SI-6717). The dates would, at first glance, make the Old Bering Sea culture a bit older, which, in comparison with the available absolute ages of some Okvik and Ipiutak sites, a dating that seems believable. The correlation of ancient Eskimo cemeteries on Chukotka with archaeological findings from the islands in the northern part of the Bering Sea [St. Lawrence Island or the Diomedes] and from the coast of Alaska allows me to extend this periodization of the Old Bering Sea design to the entire region. Having defined the originality of the Old Bering Sea design, represented by a large number of sites, I can more precisely establish the particularity of other ornamental traditions of the ancient Eskimos of the Bering Sea from the 1st millennium B.C. to the 1st millennium A.D.

---

1Editor's Note: The author originally cited this age in a calendrical format (B.C. without calibration). While a common practice in the 1980s, in order to infer calendar ages, it is necessary to calibrate ¹⁴C ages (cf. Gérlach and Mason 1992).

2Editor's note: The ages are probably too old due to the likelihood that human bone incorporated marine carbon that was significantly older than the terrestrial carbon reservoir (cf. Dumond and Griffin 2002). The burials are probably between 500 and 700 years younger.
The Okvik style of ancient Eskimo design was described by Rainey (1941:551) as "much simpler, more sketchy [sic], more irregular, and less pleasing, than the complex curvilinear designs of the Old Bering Sea stage." Among the Okvik design system (Fig. 2), the motifs show a certain similarity with the main elements of Style D1 and, simultaneously, distinguished with larger size, simplified form, and not so sophisticated production technique, served as the basis for Rainey, Rudenko (1961), and some other researchers to de-

fine the Okvik design as the predecessor to Old Bering Sea, as the earliest stage in its development. Analyzing the new archaeological data from Chukotka and employing correlations with previously known material leads me to disagree with this viewpoint. In the Uelen cemetery, based on the excavations of Arutjunov and Sergeev (1969), no less than 12 burials can be termed Okvik based on the characteristic harpoon heads with one line hole in their inventory. Each burial also had bone artifacts with a similar type of design that differed from Old Bering Sea I, apparently analogous to the ornamentation on the Okvik harpoon heads from the Ekven cemetery and from other areas of Chukotka and resembling a few designs found at the Okvik type site on the Punuk Islands. The motifs with the highest frequency of occurrence in the Okvik ornamental system are relatively large single and double parallel and convergent sections, parallel double lines, and deeply engraved arrow-like images (Fig. 2). In my opinion, these graphic elements should be strictly considered as Okvik ornamental motifs. The differences from the complex and micro-detailed elements of the Old Bering Sea ivory engraving are obvious. In light of the new data, both designs—Okvik and Old Bering Sea—appear as quite independent graphic systems, not directly derived from one another.

The ancient Eskimo materials from Chukotka obtained since the late 1950s include some from the Birnirk culture, as identified by the characteristic [single] barbed harpoon head (Ford 1959). According to my calculation, sixteen (16) Birnirk burials were recovered from the Uelen cemetery, based on the archaeological data from Chukotka and employing correlations with previously known material leads me to disagree with this viewpoint. In the Uelen cemetery, based on the excavations of Arutjunov and Sergeev (1969), no less than 12 burials can be termed Okvik based on the characteristic harpoon heads with one line hole in their inventory. Each burial also had bone artifacts with a similar type of design that differed from Old Bering Sea I, apparently analogous to the ornamentation on the Okvik harpoon heads from the Ekven cemetery and from other areas of Chukotka and resembling a few designs found at the Okvik type site on the Punuk Islands. The motifs with the highest frequency of occurrence in the Okvik ornamental system are relatively large single and double parallel and convergent sections, parallel double lines, and deeply engraved arrow-like images (Fig. 2). In my opinion, these graphic elements should be strictly considered as Okvik ornamental motifs. The differences from the complex and micro-detailed elements of the Old Bering Sea ivory engraving are obvious. In light of the new data, both designs—Okvik and Old Bering Sea—appear as quite independent graphic systems, not directly derived from one another.

Results from the recent archaeological excavations in Chukotka supplement the definition of a Punuk ornamental style as accepted by scientists following Collins (1937). Ekven and Uelen Punuk burials contained harpoons of the streamlined bullet-like shape and included engraved bone artifacts with the designs with the prevailing motifs that closely resemble Okvik, Early Old Bering Sea, and Birnirk motifs. However, like in the previous case, these motifs are conspicuously distinct and can nearly always be distinguished from other ornamental traditions. In general, larger motifs are characteristic in Punuk engraving dominated by straight lines, but, unlike the Okvik or Birnirk style, Punuk designs are combined also with bevel-lines (Fig. 4). Punuk designs in Chukotka often contain zigzag-like motifs, rarely used in other ancient Eskimo ornamental systems but widely distributed in the decorative art of modern (i.e., 19th century) peoples in Northeast Asia (Fig. 4:2-3).

No "pure" Ipiutak burials or sites have ever been found on the Chukchi Peninsula. However, some Old Bering Sea burials of the Uelen and Ekven cemeteries have walrus ivory artifacts covered with designs identical to the characteristic graphic designs in the Ipiutak cemetery on Point Hope in northwest Alaska. The basic elements in the Ipiutak style are complex and "micro-detailed," with shapes that are similar to Old Bering Sea engravings, while some Ipiutak bone tools have motifs close to Okvik. Nonetheless, Ipiutak also has quite original designs composed of combinations of two or three parallel lines, often framed with small barbs, small concentric circles with detailed inner areas, smaller T-like

---

Footnote: In the original version of Bronshtein's paper the text of this quotation differed from the original in Rainey (1941:551). While admitting the author may have wished to translate Rainey for his Russian audience, the original English is restored in this paper.
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Fig. 4. Basic motifs of the Punuk graphic design.

In general, the Ipiutak design represents an independent system like those of the Old Bering Sea, Okvik, and other ancient Eskimo cultures in Chukotka and Alaska.

Having determined the aesthetic originality of the Old Bering Sea variants, on the basis of cemeteries and mixed-assemblage sites, archaeologists can specify the chronological correlations of the various archaeological cultures of Arctic sea mammal hunters of the Bering Sea. Most scholars consider Okvik and Ipiutak the earliest of the cultures discussed, and believe that Birnirk and Punuk were the latest cultures. According to this viewpoint, the Old Bering Sea Culture directly continued the Okvik tradition and precedes Punuk in the western Bering Sea region. In the eastern Bering Sea area, Ipiutak was succeeded by Birnirk (Bandi 1969:198). Another position has been formulated by Arutiunov and Sergeev (1975), who proposed that the Old Bering Sea, Okvik, and Ipiutak cultures were regional (territorial, to a great degree) and to some extent synchronic variants of the ancient Eskimo cultural tradition, formed in the Bering Strait area by the end of the 1st millennium B.C. Derived from a late Old Bering Sea and Okvik substratum, the succeeding forms of the Old Bering Sea culture, Birnirk and Punuk (Arutiunov and Sergeev 1975:184-185), appeared during the second half of the 1st millennium A.D.

My examination of the new data on the Old Bering Sea designs confirms the basic conclusions of Arutiunov and Sergeev (1975). Out of 16 Uelen and Ekven burials of mixed Old Bering Sea and Okvik character, only a single burial had the Old Bering Sea design of Style D1 and Okvik designs. Four graves contained several of the Old Bering Sea ornamental styles—D1 and D5; while eight had the D5 style of OBS; and three had both D1 and D5. In the materials from the Okvik site on the Punuk Islands, judging from Rainey (1941), Okvik designs are most often combined with the Old Bering Sea ornamental style D1; and in some cases, D3; but only in one case, D3 (Rainey 1941:Pl. 4(3, 7-10), 6(7, 9), 9(3), 12(12), 13(8-9), 17(3, 5, 10), 19 (7, 8), 21(6), 23(1), 25(6), 35(3), 36(7, 12)). From these co-occurrences, one can reasonably conclude that Okvik co-existed with the Old Bering Sea Culture in the early (possibly during the final phase of the early stage), as well as the middle, and even the initial phase of the late stage of its development. The upper chronological limit of the Old Bering Sea culture is probably at the young end of the scale, rather than within the terminal end of the Okvik culture. This is substantiated by the fact that among the 36 Uelen-Ekven burials with the late Old Bering Sea style D3, not a single artifact with the Okvik ornamentation was found.

Fig. 5. Basic motifs of the Ipiutak graphic design.

More accurately, the eastern Chukchi Sea; Bronshutin, writing in the mid-1980s could hardly have anticipated the discovery of an Ipiutak component at Qitchauvik near Golovin (Mason et al. n.d.). Most Ipiutak sites are north of Bering Strait, only one near Point Spencer was known in 1985. A Birnirk occupation may have occurred at Safety Sound (Bockstoce 1979), but the editor (Mason 2000) questions this attribution.
One of the more interesting cemetery finds includes the individual walrus ivory artifacts engraved with Ipiutak designs that occur within 31 burials of the Uelen and Ekven cemeteries. In the Ipiutak burial cluster, one burial also contained the Old Bering Sea Style D; one burial simultaneously contained the D₁ and D₂ designs; while seven also employed the D₁ style; with another eleven simultaneously using D₂ and D₃. Roughly one third (n=11) had only the D₃ style. It is noteworthy that most of the Uelen-Ekven burials with objects bearing Ipiutak ornamentation co-occur with the middle and late stages of the Old Bering Sea Culture.

According to the motifs within the Cape Dezhneva cemetery data base, the chronological correlation of Birnirk and Punuk in relation to the earlier Old Bering Sea cultures can be hypothesized as follows. In the Old Bering Sea burials of the Uelen and Ekven cemeteries, Birnirk and Punuk features appear during the transition from the middle to the late stage in the development of the Old Bering Sea Culture (n=15 burials). Birnirk and Punuk features are also found in five late Old Bering Sea burials. Seven Birnirk and Punuk burials at Uelen and Ekven had individual artifacts with Old Bering Sea D₁ design, while in six Uelen-Ekven burials the Birnirk and Punuk designs were found along with Okvik motifs. Eight burials had the Ipiutak ornamental tradition. In general, based on these data, it seems advisable to slightly move the time of the Birnirk and Punuk emergence farther back in the past. Very likely, the period of Birnirk and Punuk co-existence with the Old Bering Sea ethnic and cultural tradition was much longer than archaeologists have wished to believe.

The lengthy synchronic existence of the Old Bering Sea cultures allows archaeologists to consider them not so much as phases in the development of a single Eskimo cultural tradition—an approach that is typical for some foreign scholars (Bandi 1969:191-194, 196, 198-199)—but as local variants, possessing some specific features due to certain ecological and socio-historic factors. Each variant had various types of harpoons, most widely distributed in each culture, originality in graphic design and relief décor on bone tools, differences in burial orientation and in body position (e.g., a significant proportion of Birnirk burials are flexed). In my opinion, the implication is that people of various ancient Eskimo cultures of the Bering Sea were independent ethnocultural and probably ethnosexial communities, typologically close, judging by their areas, tribes, or related tribal groups. At the same time, the qualitative differences in their designs must have played the role of ethno-differentiating signs. The originality of the Eskimo design variants might also have emerged to a great extent not spontaneously, but as a result of consensual activities aimed at emphasizing the unity of the people belonging to a certain ethnosocial group and in opposing them to foreigners.

The recently discovered ancient Eskimo materials from Chukotka can be used to specify the areas of individual ethnocultural communities of Arctic sea mammal hunters. Confirming the commonly held view that Old Bering Sea and Okvik traditions had a close mutual interference, the study of the Old Eskimo designs also occasions several amendments to our notion of the cultural referents of some specific sites of the Old Bering Sea–Okvik circle. For instance, the Okvik Site on the Punuk Islands is, from my viewpoint, not purely Okvik, as it is traditionally considered, but is actually Okvik–Old Bering Sea. A significant number of harpoons and other bone tools from Okvik contain designs with typical Old Bering Sea micro-detailed elements (Rainey 1941:492, 494, 540). The findings from Diomede Island undoubtedly reveal its Old Bering Sea character (Collins 1937:pl. 14(3-6).

Among the identifiable burials within the Uelen Cemetery, twenty six Old Bering Sea graves, only ca. one third of the total OBS burials, contain ornamented artifacts. Eleven burials are Okvik, while ten contained both Old Bering Sea and Okvik designs. By contrast, according to my calculations, the Ekven Cemetery contains 84 Old Bering Sea burials; roughly half the burials have ornamented bone artifacts. Six Old Bering Sea burials at Ekven contain artifacts with Okvik engravings. Nonetheless, despite its proximity to Uelen, no pure Okvik burials have been found in the Ekven Cemetery.

Old Bering Sea Style D₁, which is not an Okvik design, covers Ipiutak harpoons at Point Hope, Alaska, as observed by Larsen and Rainey (1948:73, Fig. 13). A similar design decorates a bird hunting side-prong and a few other walrus ivory artifacts at Ipiutak (Larsen and Rainey 1948:143, Fig. 47; p. 137, Fig. 38). Okvik designs do occur at Point Hope, for example, the well-known baby walrus figurine (Larsen and Rainey 1948:125, Fig. 31) which is decorated with straight deep marks characteristic for the Okvik engravings. In general, the region with Okvik designs is identical with the area with Old Bering Sea design; no sites or cemeteries contain only the classic Okvik designs. Another possible culture exhibiting Okvik influences is the Kurigitavik culture, as described by Yamaura (1984); this culture covered only a small area on the American coast of the Bering Strait around Cape Prince of Wales. The character of the designs on the Kurigitavik harpoon heads as well as some construction

---

In several cases, Rainey (1941:492, 494, 540) directed attention to the difference between these designs and the “typical Okvik” ones, calling them either “unique” or “close to the Old Bering Sea stage.”
peculiarities testify, in my opinion, to this assumption. Further archaeological research will be necessary to more definitely solve this problem. However, even if the hypothesis of the Okvik character of Kurigitavik is confirmed this will hardly change the vision of the Okvik Culture as a very local, territorially limited variant of the Old Eskimo Bering Sea tradition.

In my opinion, the study of the new material on the ancient Eskimo designs provides firm reasons to consider some group(s) of the Ipiutak population as residents of the northeastern coast of the Chukchi Peninsula, along with Old Bering Sea, Okvik, Birnirk, and Punuk people. For example, as noted above, Ipiutak designs are a unique occurrence in 31 Uelen-Ekven burials, about 20 percent of the total number of identifiable burials within the two largest ancient Eskimo cemeteries in Chukotka.

A formal analysis of the typological variants of the ancient Eskimo design provides the additional material for determining the degree of similarity of various ethnocultural traditions which existed among the Bering Sea mammal hunters at the beginning of the Common Era, C.E. or A.D. 1. According to my observations, two basic trends can be distinguished in the ornamental engravings of ancient Eskimos. The first is associated with the prevalent use of simple, easily distinguished motifs: deep straight lines, angle, triangles, arrow-like figures (Okvik, Birnirk, to a great extent Punuk design as well as the designs of the Old Bering Sea cultures of the American Arctic–Dorset and Thule). The second trend involves the extensive use of complex or micro-detailedized elements: denticles, dash lines, discontinuous lines (Old Bering Sea and Ipiutak designs). A large number of common motifs, including the characteristic circle with a dot in its center, the similarity of some compositions and of many technical methods of bone working convincingly testify to both ancient Eskimo design variants originating from a common Palaeoeskimo (“paleo” Old Bering Sea) tradition.

In my opinion, the comparison of the most long-lasting or stable (i.e., long-term) elements from various ancient Eskimo ornamental systems allows the reconstruction of the basic motives of a hypothetic "Palaeoeskimo" [equivalent to Arctic Small Tool tradition—ed.] design. In this construct, the principal motif was apparently the arrow-like figures, long triangles (spurs), double parallel lines, and circles with a dot in the center (Fig. 6).

According to the viewpoint accepted by many scientists, the Eskimo design system serves as the common basis for designs of many peoples of Northeast Asia and North-west America, including Aleuts, northeastern Paleoasians, Athabascans and the Tlingit. The hypothesis of a genetic connection between the Palaeoeskimo and Ymyakhtakh (Burulga) designs (Fedoseyeva 1983) seems quite convincing (Aruitiunov 1983). The hypothetical reconstruction of the basic motifs of the Palaeoeskimo engravings indicates that this extremely archaic ornamental tradition most probably appeared when the ancestors of Athabascans and Eskaleuts dwelled in the north-east of Asia—i.e., prior to crossing to North America.

The study of various typological variants of the ornamental art of Chukotka and Alaska Eskimos allows one to assume that the closest descendents to the Palaeoeskimo graphics were the Okvik and Birnirk artists, as well as Dorset and Thule peoples. This similarity is apparently explained by several different reasons. The archaic character of the Okvik design seems associated with the initial or substrate elements as Rainey (1941:551) noted, a number of archaic elements occur in the Okvik culture. In my opinion, the similarity of Okvik and the apparently older culture of the Fraser River mouth in British Columbia, noted by Dikov (1979:179-180), also testifies to the same archaic substratum. Probably, the emergence of the local Okvik variant of the Palaeoeskimo tradition can be primarily explained by the existence of some ethnic group, that had kept some archaic cultural peculiarities, among the Bering Sea mammal hunters in the 1st millennium B.C.—recalling that apparently Okvik was not territorially or chronologically isolated from the greater Old Bering Sea culture.
The affinity of Dorset and Birnirk designs to the Palaeoeskimo ornamental tradition is apparently associated with the isolated nature of both cultures, whose centers were located at the peripheries of the Eskimo world; a circumstance which resulted in the conservation of some archaic features. This delayed persistence was also linked to the factor of adaptation to the most severe conditions of the continental parts of the eastern Arctic (Dorset) and the Arctic Ocean coast (Birnirk).

The undoubted affinity with the Palaeoeskimo tradition is revealed by Punuk designs; however, in this case, the influence of the late Old Bering Sea design that had developed farther from the initial corpus is noticeable. In the Old Bering Sea design, this innovation or differentiation ("parting") started with the appearance of micro-detailed motifs, which, probably to a great extent, was catalyzed by the use of iron tools for processing and engraving bone by Old Bering Sea--and Ipiutak--people. For instance, judging by the character of ornamental designs, the Old Bering Sea Burials 6(59) (Uelen Cemetery) and Burial 204 (Ekven), containing iron burins, belong to the early stage of the culture (Arutunov and Sergeev 1969, 1975).

The finest elements of the Old Bering Sea design were almost identical in the form to the traditional motifs of Palaeoeskimo graphics (Style D1); furthermore, however, evolving into more "original" styles D2 and D3. The increasing curvilinearity in the Old Bering Sea design testifies, as often noted in research publications, to Far Eastern influences (Arutunov and Sergeev 1969:171; Okladnikov 1951). Without downplaying the role of foreign cultures in the evolution of the Old Bering Sea design, I would rather emphasize another important factor associated with internal processes—the continuous cultural and social development of the Old Bering Sea Eskimos.

Various archaeological data, first of all, the graphic designs on bone artifacts, in my opinion, testify to the existence of smaller divisions within each Old Bering Sea ethnocultural community, on the level of the family or internal corporate groups. The Old Bering Sea design styles D1, D2, D3, described above reflect more than stages in its development (early, middle, and late). Of 119 Uelen and Ekven cemetery burials containing identifiable designs, both styles D1 and D2 occur in 15 burials, while styles D2 and D3 are combined in 34 burials. Thus, 40 percent of the total number of Uelen-Ekven burials can be referred to periods of parallel, synchronous existence of different ornamental traditions. Let us note another important circumstance. Among hundreds of currently known Old Bering Sea ornamental compositions practically no designs can be classified as transitional from one style to another. Qualitative changes in the Old Bering Sea Eskimo graphic design were apparently discrete and intermittent, and might have been caused by significant ethnocultural and ethnosocial changes among them. Micro-detailed motifs, distinguished as basic for each of the three styles of the Old Bering Sea ornamentation (Fig. 1), thus performed ethno-differentiating, declarative functions not only on the ethnic level [in relation to outsiders—ed.] but also on the internal level [family or corporate basis—ed.].

The ornamental styles D1, D2, D3 were distributed across the entire territory of the Old Bering Sea culture that included the eastern coast of the Chukchi Peninsula, the islands of the northern part of the Bering Sea, and, probably, some parts of the continental coast of Alaska. Considering the large extent of this area, one can reasonably conclude that the ethnic groups and communities, each with its own typical ornamental style, had been quite numerous. Within individual Old Bering Sea ethnic subdivisions, there apparently were further ethnosocial sub-divisions, as shown by similar and different features in ornamental compositions within one style. According to my observations, ethnic subdivisions include both territorially related (Uelen, Ekven, Chini-insular) and territorially disjunct groups (Uelen-Chini, Ekven-insular).

The study of the graphic design and sculptural relief on ancient Eskimo artifacts made from walrus ivory allows one to offer a few assumptions for the specific reasons of cultural and social evolution of the Old Bering Sea people. From the stage of Style D1 and Style D2 co-existence to the initial stage of Style D3, the most common motif in the Old Bering Sea graphic design and sculptural décor was the motif of the anthropo-zoomorphic face and heads of sea mammals which the Old Bering Sea population hunted. That this design was used as the principal motif meant that the Old Bering Sea Eskimos had made a quantum step toward specialization in sea mammal hunting, which in turn had led to a profound transformation of their spiritual culture. One cannot exclude that, in their midst, cross-cultural hunting communities emerged uniting sea mammal hunters.

Changes in household activities, social organization, material and spiritual culture of the Old Bering Sea Eskimos were accelerated by intensive contacts with other Eskimo communities. Judging by the design materials (cf. above, the data on the Uelen-Ekven burials containing artifacts with various ornamentation types), such contacts, apparently including migrations, occurred throughout the long history of the Old Bering Sea culture. Socioeconomic prerequisites of long-lasting inter-group connections apparently included the peculiarities of Arctic sea mammal hunting, which made hunters constantly move to search for new hunting spots, as well as the necessity to look for matrimonial partners.
caused by the relatively low population size and density of the whole ancient Eskimo ethnolinguistic community (Krupnik 1983:90-91).10

Similar demographic reasons apparently caused the division of the original Palaeoeskimo ethnolinguistic community into localized ethnic groups. The most important economic prerequisite of the ethnolinguistic differentiation of the Old Bering Sea population involved the development of sea mammal hunting and the formation of ecologically determined variants [i.e., communities that specialized in walrus or gray or bowhead whale hunting, versus the seal-hunting generalists—Ed.]. The Palaeoeskimo economic specialization, their consistent exploration of more and more remote areas on the Arctic coasts of Asia and North America (even Greenland), a gradual increase of the sea mammal hunters' population, the sophistication of the social structure of the Palaeoeskimo society, foreign cultural impulses, and substrata of various origins, resulted in the ethnosocial differentiation of discrete populations and the formation of independent ethnic traditions, evident in stylistic patterns.

In general, the analysis of all ancient Eskimo design systems, and the comparison of the conclusions with the results of studying other archaeological sources, allows me to distinguish the following five basic stages in the ethnolinguistic history of the Bering Sea region in the 1st millennium B.C. to the 1st millennium A.D.

1. Division of the "Paleo Bering Sea Eskimo" ethnolinguistic community into a series of local societies, including the early Old Bering Sea and Okvik ethnic groups. This probably occurred during the first half of the 1st millennium B.C. [associated with the development of the Arctic Small tool tradition—ed.]

2. Migration of a part of the Old Bering Sea people to Point Hope (northwest Alaska) and the formation of the Ipiutak community as a result of the admixture with local [Norton] people, hypothetically occurring in the mid-1st millennium B.C.

3. Active contacts among the Old Bering Sea, Okvik, Ipiutak ethnolinguistic groups; ethnic division processes in the middle of the Old Bering Sea period; [Hypothetical time:] late 1st millennium B.C. to the early 1st millennium A.D.

4. Transformation of the Okvik and very likely part of the Old Bering Sea people into the Kurigativik, Birnirk, and Punuk societies; Ipiutak people were assimilated by Birnirk

5. Development of the late Old Bering Sea, and then the Birnirk and probably Kurigativik people in the Punuk ("Thule-Punuk") ethnolinguistic community that later became the base for the formation of historic Eskimos societies both in Chukotka and Alaska, and also formed a substratum that amalgamated with the northeastern Paleoasians: coastal Chukchi, Kerek, and probably maritime Koryak during the second half of the 1st millennium A.D. from 500 to 1000.

Appendix

Ethnic Referents of the Uelen-Ekven Burials*
(Excavations by S.A. Arutiunov and D.A. Sergeev 1969, 1975)

- Marks on single bone engraved artifacts: b — ones with the Birnirk design; d — ones with the Old Bering Sea design; I, i — ones with the Ipiutak design; a — ones with the Okvik design; p — ones with the Punuk design.

- Burials with Ipiutak designs in bold.

I. Old Bering Sea Culture

1. Burials containing bone engraved tools with Style D1 design.

Uelen Cemetery: 15(59), 16(59), 17(59), 20(59), 23(59);
Ekven Cemetery: 25, 37-38, 63,83

2. Burials containing bone engraved tools with Style D1 and D2 designs.

Uelen Cemetery: 14-15(58), 6(59)*, 10(59), 18(59)*, 18a(59)*

10On the supposed high population numbers of the Old Bering Sea Eskimos of southeastern Chukotka see: Krupnik (1983, pp. 90-91, Table 2).
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3. Burials containing bone engraved tools with Style D₂ design.

Uelen Cemetery: 1(55), 2(55), 3(58), 4(58), 5(58), 7(58), 7(59), 8(59), 9(59), 19(59), 22(59), 3(60), 4(60).


4. Burials containing bone engraved tools with Style D₂ and D₃ designs.

Uelen Cemetery: 5(57), 12(58), 24(58), 2(60).


5. Burials containing bone engraved tools with Style D₃ design.

Uelen Cemetery: 8, 9, 10, 11(57), 13, 14(57), 26(59).

Ekven Cemetery: 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 43, 44, 45, 46, 52, 53, 55, 56, 92, 103, 115, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 157, 161-162, 173, 177-178.

II. Okvik Culture

Uelen Cemetery: 7(57), 18(57), 19(57), 20(58), 22(58), 1(59), 2, 3(59), 4(59), 5(59), 12(59), 13(59).

III. Birnirk Culture

Uelen Cemetery: 3(57), 4(57), 6(57), 17(57).

Ekven Cemetery: 8, 62, 67, 123, 125, 126, 135, 153, 163, 167, 189, 205.
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